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FOREWORD

A joint program was undertaken in 1987 by investigators in England, France, Australia, and the

United States to examine the accuracy of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model predictions of the

flow about a rotor blade on a helicopter in forward flight. The focus of this program was on the accuracy

of the CFD predictions; however, lifting-line methods were also evaluated as they are a necessary

first step in the CFD computation. Three cases were selected from experimental data obtained on an

A6rospatiale Puma with modified swept-tip blades flown at the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) at

Bedford (Riley and Miller, 1983; Riley, 1986) and these were used to assess the CFD model accuracy.

A workshop was held at RAE Farnborough in May 1988 and the results were presented at the European

Rotorcraft Forum in September 1989 (Jones et al., 1990; Strawn et al., 1989; Bousman et al., 1989).

A second phase of correlation using the research Puma flight test data was agreed upon in 1989.

The work was expanded considerably with a stronger focus on the lifting-line methods which must

provide an accurate basis for the CFD calculations. A workshop was held at Ames Research Center in

May 1990 to examine the predictions of the various calculation methods. Participants at this workshop

were Colin Young, Judith Miller, and John Riley from England; Franqois Toulmay, Andre Desopper,

and C. T. Tran from France; Neil Gilbert from Australia; and Bill Bousman, Roger Strawn, Tom Maier,

and Francisco Hernandez from the United States. The workshop employed a common graphic interface

and data base for all of the calculations, but even with this aid the workshop participants were able to

examine only half the available data base in the time available. At the end of the workshop, however,

the participants agreed upon an outline for a final report and sections of the report were assigned to

each participant. The result of this collaboration is the present document.

The present report has been a long time in preparation for a variety of reasons. A portion of the

work dealing with the lifting-line methods has already been published (Young et al., 1991), but much of

what is contained here is new material. Not all of the original participants have been able to contribute

fully to this document. C. T. Tran died in 1992, John Riley retired from his job at the Defence Research

Agency (DRA) in Bedford, formerly the RAE, and Andre Desopper and Francisco Hernandez have

changed organizations and no longer have the time to write their sections nor comment on the complete

report. Fortunately, Michel Costes and Philippe Beaumier have been able to author some of the missing

sections even though they did not participate in the original workshop.

Colin Young wrote the section on the RAE/WHL analysis, the vacuum modal calculations, and

all of the sections in Task 1 dealing with blade moments and loads. Tom Maier and Neil Gilbert

wrote the section on the CAMRAD analyses and Robert Toffoletto assisted Gilbert with Appendix C.

Franqois Toulmay wrote the section on the METAR/R85 analysis, the trim and performance sections in

Tasks 1 and 3, the vibratory loads section in Task 1 (with Bill Bousman), and the appendix on power

computation. Roger Strawn wrote the description of FPR, the section on calculated airfoil characteristics

for Task 1, the CFD comparisons for the autorotational case in Task 2, and improvements that can be

expected in coupling methods. Judith Miller wrote the section describing the TSP code plus the CFD

comparisons for the level flight case in Task 2. Michel Costes and Philippe Beaumier wrote two of

the sections describing the blade airloads for Task 1. Finally, Bill Bousman wrote many of the section

introductions, the Task 3 section dealing with airloads and motion (with Neil Gilbert), the Task 3 section

dealing with airfoil characteristics, the flight data descriptions, the recommendations, the summary, and
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the documentation appendix. He also took primary responsibility for editing of the report. All of the

individual authors reviewed a final draft of the report and offered many useful comments which have

been incorporated in the report.
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SUMMARY

A collaborative effort by investigators in the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and

Australia is reported here. The purpose of the collaborative study was to make a detailed assessment

of the accuracy of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods for the prediction of the airloads on

a helicopter blade in high-speed flight. As of 1990 the state-of-the-art of CFD analysis was restricted

to cases where the trim condition, blade dynamic and elastic response, and a portion of the inflow must

either be specified as constants or computed by an analysis external to the CFD calculation. Typically

this external computation is obtained with a comprehensive analysis based on lifting-line theory. The

external computation is then coupled to the CFD calculation and a hybrid solution is obtained following

a number of iterations between the two analyses.

The assessment of CFD predictive accuracy was approached by examining not only the accuracy

of the hybrid calculation but also by examining the accuracy of the lifting-line methods in isolation,

that is, outside of the hybrid calculation. In addition, because of the sensitivity of the hybrid calculation

to modeling assumptions in the lifting-line methods, the problem of predictive accuracy was further

investigated by examining the influence of various modeling assumptions on the lifting-line calculation.

These three components, then, (1) the effects of analytical modeling assumptions, (2) the accuracy of

the lifting-line methods in isolation, and (3) the accuracy of the hybrid calculation, comprise the body

of this report.

An Introduction to the present effort is provided as Section 1. Following this, Section 2 briefly

describes the analytical methods used. The four lifting-line methods include two methods in use in the

United States and Australia: CAMRAD/JA and its predecessor CAMRAD; a method developed jointly

by Westland and the RAE (now the DRA) in the United Kingdom which is referred to in this study as

the RAE/WHL analysis; and a method developed by A6rospatiale (now Eurocopter France) which is

referred to here as the METAR/R85 code. The two CFD analyses used are the FPR code, in use in the

United States, and the TSP code, in use in the United Kingdom. The hybrid calculations couple FPR

with CAMRAD/JA and TSP with the RAE/WHL analysis.

Section 3 compares modal and frequency calculations for three of the lifting-line methods and this

comparison indicates that the same structural model has been implemented satisfactorily by each code.

The sensitivity of the li_ng-line methods to various modeling assumptions is examined in Section 4

for a single high-speed flight condition. There are no data for this case. This examination is based

on a stepwise approach that starts with a simplified model and builds to the full-complexity or 'all-

up' model. The simplified model assumes that the rotor is represented by a rigid, hinged blade and

the aerodynamics are represented by a uniform wake, linear aerodynamics, no unsteady flow, and no

yawed flow corrections. Modeling complexity is increased in a stepwise manner by adding: (1) a

prescribed wake, (2) nonlinear airfoil characteristics (tables), (3) unsteady aerodynamics, (4) radial or

yawed flow effects, (5) elastic bending modes, and (6) elastic torsion modes. Based on this approach it

is observed that the modeling step that has the most significant effect on the blade airloads is the change

from a uniform to a prescribed wake. For the moderate flight condition studied here the influence of

nonlinear aerodynamics is essentially nonexistent on the blade lift but does significantly influence the

blade pitching moment. Unsteady aerodynamics is shown to have little effect on lift but, again, affects



thepitching moment. Radialor yawedflow effectsaresmall, for the mostpart. Theaddition of blade
flexibility influencestheairloadsto a limited degreewith similareffectscausedby bothbladebending
andtorsion.

The lifting-line methodsin isolation are examinedin Section5 by comparisonwith flight-test
dataobtainedon a researchPumawith a swept-tipbladeunder a joint Anglo-Frenchprogram. The
major focus of the comparisonis an airspeedsweepfrom 0.1 to 0.4 advanceratio and comparisons
aremadewith the airloadsmeasurednearthe bladetip, bendingandtorsion moments,pitch-link loads
and vibratory rotor forcesand moments.There is, in general,a goodprediction of the bladenormal
force at lower advanceratios for the lifting-line methodsthat include a free wake and for all of the
methodsat high speed. However,the predictionof the sectionpitching momentneartheblade tip is
much lesssatisfactory.The flap bendingmoments,particularly in the centralsectionof the blade,are
well predictedby most of the analyses,but thechordmomentsarepoorly predicted.The predictionof
thetorsion momentsandpitch-link loadsis only fair and,in general,all of the analysesunderpredict
thetorsionmoments.By inference,thesemethodswill alsounderpredicttheelastictorsionaldeflection
in the bladeaswell.

The effect of tip sweepon the predictiveability of the lifting-line methodswasa concernin this
studyandtheapproachtakenwasto examinedataobtainedonaPumawith theconventionalrectangular-
tip blade and usethesedataas baselineor control case.The lifting-line methodsarecomparedwith
thesedatafor a single advanceratio in Section5.3. It is shownthat the primary effectof sweepis on
sectionpitchingmomentsnearthebladetip and,hence,on thetorsion momentsinboardon the blade.
In general,where lifting-line methodsshow good predictivecapability this holds true for either the
rectangular-tipor swept-tipblade.The converseis alsotruethat whenthepredictivecapability is poor
it is poor regardlessof configuration.

Two flight conditions were selectedfor hybrid calculations,one from the level flight airspeed
sweepdiscussedin Section5.1 andone for an autorotationaldive condition. The lifting-line method
predictionsin isolationfor this lattercasearediscussedin Section5.4. The predictionof bladeairloads
andstructuralmomentsis noticeablypoorer for this dive conditionthan for the high-speedlevel flight
case,but it is unclear to what degreethis is relatedto the higheradvanceratio and higher tip Mach
numberfor this condition.

Finally, Section5 concludeswith anexaminationof thebladeairfoil characteristicsin Section5.5.
Bladeprofile measurementsarecomparedwith theordinatedatathatareusedby theCFD methodsand
goodagreementis observed.Themodifiedairfoil atthetip of thePumabladeis similar to anNACA 0012
airfoil sectionand,basedon that similarity, the lifting-line methodshaveall usedairfoil tablesor data
basedon the NACA 0012 section. The limitations of this assumptionareexaminedby using both a
potential flow and a Navier-Stokesflow solver to obtain two-dimensionalairfoil characteristicsfor a
varietyof anglesof attackand Mach numbers.This comparisonsuggeststhat the tablesor equations
usedby thelifting-line methodsin this sectionare, for the mostpart, satisfactory.

Section6 presentsthe resultsof the hybrid calculationsfor the two flight conditionsexamined.
The first caseis an autorotationaldive condition with /.z = 0.43 and M90 = 0.92 while the second

case is a high-speed level flight case with # = 0.40 and Mg0 = 0.83. The airloads predicted by

these hybrid calculations are, in general, no better than those predicted by the lifting-line methods
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in isolation and particularly for the sectionpitching momentsthe predictionsare worse. The hybrid
couplingprocedureis examinedin moredetail in Section6.5 andalthoughsomeimprovementscanbe
obtainedit is concludedthatthepresent'loose-coupled'proceduredoesnot provideaccurateprediction
of theairloadson a helicopterbladeat high speed.

Summarysectionsareincludedthroughoutthereportandthemostimportantresultsof thecollabo-
rativeeffort arecontainedin Section7, Conclusions,andSection8, Recommendations.Documentation
of theresearchPumarotorandaircraft is containedin AppendixA of this study.AppendixB discusses
various approachesto categorizingrotor power and Appendix C examinesdetailsof the near-wake
representationusedby CAMRAD andCAMRAD/JA.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computationalfluid dynamics(CFD) modelshaveprovidedgreatinsight in recentyearsinto the
flow over a rotor blade in forward flight, particularly for unsteadytransonicflows at high speedand
closeblade-vortexinteractionsat moderatespeeds.Presentmethods,however,computeonly theeffects
of the bladeself-inducedflows, that is, the effectsof the rotor blade'sown wake. For a lifting rotor
in forward flight it is also necessaryto accountfor the flow inducedby the wakesof previousblades
andthe effectsof structuraldeformationon angleof attack. It is expectedthat in the future the entire
calculationwill be madeusinga unified flow method,but for the presentsucha computationcanonly
be doneby using hybrid methodsthat combinethe CFD analysiswith an appropriatecomprehensive
analysisbasedon lifting-line theory(Caradonna,1990).

The first demonstrationof a hybrid approachfor rotors in forward flight comparedcalculations
using a lifting-line methodand a finite-differencecodewith measurementsobtainedin a wind tunnel
testof a 1/7th-scalemodelof anAH-1G rotor(Tunget al., 1986).In this calculationthe bladeangleof
attackwascalculatedby the lifting-line methodin thenormal fashionexceptthatthe componentof the
inducedflow resultingfrom the bladeself-inducedwakewithin theCFD methodcomputationaldomain
was removed.The angle-of-attackvaluesthat excludethebladeself-inducedflow were referredto as
partial anglesof attackandwerethenusedin thefinite-differencemethodto calculatethebladelift. The
finite-differencelift was then transferredto the lifting-line analysisin lieu of tablelook-up values,and
a relaxationschemewasemployedto allow convergencebetweenthe two methods.The two methods
thenwerecoupledin lift and it wasdemonstratedthat theconvergenceprocesswasquite rapid.

In 1987,it wasdecidedto examinethe accuracyof thesehybrid methodsfor the predictionof the
flow over a full-scale rotor bladeusingpressuredataobtainedon a researchPumain flight (Riley and
Miller, 1983;Riley, 1986). As a first step in a collaborativestudy,comparisonswere madebetween
three lifting-line methodsfor the predictionof the partial anglesof attack. Then, one set of partial
angleswas selectedas a baseline,and the bladepressureswere computedusing threedifferent CFD
methods. In essence,this study examinedthe first two steps in the hybrid calculation, but did not
examinethe coupling of the methods.The resultsof thesecalculationswerecomparedin a workshop
at DRA Farnboroughin May 1988.Two generalconclusionswerereachedfrom this workshop(Jones
et al., 1990; Bousmanet al., 1989;Strawnet al., 1989). First, the threeCFD methods,in general,
showedgoodagreementwith eachother,but did not providea satisfactorypredictionof theflight test
measurements.Second,while the lifting-line methodsshowedfairly good agreementin the prediction
of rotor lift, the calculatedpartial anglesdiffered substantially.

Following the 1988workshop,a secondcollaborativeeffort wasproposedthat would focuson the
problemsrevealedin the first workshop. In particular,it wasapparentthat much more neededto be
learnedaboutthe accuracyof the lifting-line methodsbeforethesemethodscouldbe coupledwith the
CFD calculations.For the secondcollaboration,then,threetaskswereproposed:

Task 1 Compare the predictions of lifting-line methods over a range of airspeeds for the research

Puma and examine, not just the measured pressures, but the blade structural response as well.

Task 2 Compare hybrid predictions for two flight points: a high-speed level flight case and an

autorotational dive case.
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Task 3 Examine the modeling assumptions in the lifting-line calculation for one hypothetical flight

condition as these assumptions are varied in a stepwise fashion.

A workshop was held in May 1990 at Ames Research Center to report on the three tasks. This

report is the result of that workshop. The report is organized to first discuss the various analyses used.

Following this, comparisons are made between the lifting-line methods to assess how well the rotor

blade structure was modeled. The three tasks are then discussed, but in the order of Task 3, Task 1,

and Task 2. This re-ordering of the tasks has been done to allow insights gained in the evaluation

of modeling assumptions (Task 3) to be used in evaluating the accuracy of the lifting-line methods

(Task 1). Because of the length of the report intermediate summaries are provided for many of the

individual sections. A conclusions section is provided at the end of the report that assesses the results

from the three tasks from an integrated perspective. This is followed with recommendations for further

work. Appendices are included that provide model property documentation, a derivation of the method

used for power comparisons in Task 3, and an examination of subtle differences in the CAMRAD and

CAMRAD/JA wake models.

The work reported here is, to some extent, dated. The analytical models that were used for these

comparisons have, for the most part, evolved on a more or less continuous basis over the past six

years. This is particularly true for the METAR/R85 analysis, but a number of changes have also been

made to the RAE/WHL analysis as well. The CAMRAD analyses, on the other hand, are relatively

static. Improvements to CAMRAD/JA are to be found in the CAMRAD II software rather than in

CAMRAD/JA. The authors believe, however, that the conclusions in Section 7 are generally valid

today, as are the recommendations of Section 8.
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2 ANALYTICAL MODELS

Two types of analytical models were used in the studies reported here: lifting-line models and CFD

models. The lifting-line models used are, in general, comprehensive analyses that iteratively obtain a

complete solution for the equations describing the rotor and the flight vehicle. The solution includes

the effects of blade aerodynamics, the rotor wake, and the blade motions and elastic deformations.

The CFD methods used here compute the blade aerodynamic loads using full potential or small-

disturbance methods and are more adaptable than the lifting-line methods that must use tabulated aero-

dynamic data to determine the loads. This adaptability, however, is compromised to a degree by the

absence of a boundary-layer model that can properly represent viscous effects. The CFD computation

includes the influence of the blade's own near wake, that is, part of the self-induced flows, but does

not compute the flow induced by the remaining part of the wake, by the wakes of the other blades, or

by the blade motions. For an accurate calculation, therefore, the CFD methods must be coupled to a

lifting-line computation to account for effects outside their computational domain.

This section first discusses the lifting-line methods used and, following this discussion, describes

the CFD models.

2.1 Lifting-Line Models

The lifting-line models used in the present correlation study are briefly described here. Each of

these models iteratively obtains a steady-state solution for the entire rotor that accounts for the blade

aerodynamics, the rotor wake, and the blade motions and elastic deformations.

Sufficient detail is provided in this section to allow a general idea of each of the lifting-line model's

structure, assumptions, and limits of applicability. A detailed discussion of these models, however, is

beyond the scope of this report and the cited references should be examined.

2.1.1 RAE/WHL Analysis

The RAE/WHL lifting-line analysis was developed jointly by the DRA (formerly the RAE) and

Westland Helicopters Limited (WHL) and was described briefly in Bousman et al. (1989). However,

some changes have been made to the analysis recently and the description of the method is repeated in

this section with increased emphasis on the options used for the Puma calculations.

A modal approach is adopted to represent the elasticity of the blades in the analysis. The method

as developed by S. P. King at WHL is used, which allows a blade of a very general geometry to be

treated. The shear center of the blade consists of a series of straight line segments that can be orientated

in any direction; thus sweep and precone can be introduced anywhere along the blade. Secondary load

paths, consisting of linear and rotational springs to earth, can be attached directly to the blade or may

be positioned at the end of a weightless arm. A linear spring remote from the blade is normally used to

model the control system of the rotor with the geometry of the arm the same as the aircraft pitch horn.

The root end of the blade can be built-in or have up to three mutually perpendicular hinges, with or

without restraint. The modes are normally calculated with steady loads applied, representing the mean
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blade lift and drag, so that the displacement of the modes becomes a small perturbation about the steady

state position. The calculated modes are fully coupled in flap, lag and torsion, and a maximum of eight

are normally used in a calculation of the rotor performance. A method for calculating the modes of a

bearingless rotor system also exists.

The forced response equation is derived to a consistent order of accuracy throughout and is fully

compatible with the blade modes. The equation is complicated and is split into five main forcing terms:

the aerodynamic forcing, the Coriolis force, the cyclic inertia force, the nonlinear stiffness forcing, and

the cyclic stiffening force. The aerodynamic, Coriolis and cyclic inertia forcing are always included in

a calculation but the nonlinear stiffness and the cyclic stiffening terms are optional.

The four contributions to the forced response equation arising from the blade dynamics are fairly

easy to calculate as they are composed of functions of the pitch angle and its derivatives, and the modal

displacements, slopes and curvatures. The Coriolis force is an inplane force due to the blade flapping

while the cyclic inertia arises from the azimuthal variation of the blade pitch. The cyclic stiffening is due

also to the pitch variation and is a series of terms to account for the difference between the local blade

pitch and the collective pitch at which the modes are calculated. The nonlinear terms are a collection of

expressions which cannot be included conveniently in any other group. Most calculations made using

the analysis omit the cyclic stiffening and nonlinear stiffness terms as they are of second order and

should not be important. However, some more recent calculations have shown that the inclusion of the

torsion mode terms in the expressions improved the correlation of the predicted torsion moments with

test data. The calculations made for the Puma helicopter therefore include the torsion mode forcing in

the cyclic stiffening and nonlinear stiffness integrals.

The aerodynamic forcing is much more difficult to calculate than the contributions from the blade

dynamics. The features that must be accounted for include the effect of a swept tip, the unsteady

aerodynamics, the rotor wake, the fuselage flow field, and the variation of the airfoil section along the

span of the blade.

The effect of a swept tip and radial flow on the aerodynamics of a rotor blade is one of the more

recent improvements to the analysis since both were neglected in the original model. Blade sweep

is accounted for by resolving the velocities through the local quarter chord sweep into tangential and

normal components. The angle of attack and lift curve slope are factored according to the usual sweep

rules and then the calculated lift, drag and pitching moment coefficients factored similarly. Radial flow

effects are calculated in a similar fashion but for a straight blade. The accounting for the blade sweep

had a large effect on the calculated loads for the Puma but the inclusion of radial flow had only a small

influence on the loads calculated for a standard Puma blade.

The unsteady aerodynamic effects are modeled by Wagner functions for attached flow and there are

two representations of dynamic stall. The first method uses a time delay model (Beddoes, 1975) which

assumes that there are two distinct time constants which determine when the lift and pitching moment

coefficients diverge once the airfoil exceeds the static angle for maximum lift. The second dynamic

stall model uses a leading-edge velocity criterion (Beddoes, 1977), but is only applicable at low Mach

number. A new unsteady aerodynamic model has been developed by Leishman and Beddoes (1986),

and is to be incorporated into the analysis when testing is complete. The calculations presented in this

report use the time delay model for dynamic stall throughout.



The rotor induced velocity can be calculated by one of five methods: uniform downwash based

on momentum theory, a Glauert distribution, the vortex ring model, the vortex ring model with an

interactive near wake, and a spiral vortex model made up of curved elements. The development of the

various methods and the effect on the calculated blade stresses are described in Young (1982). All the

calculations for Task 1 of the workshop were made using the vortex ring model with the interactive

near wake as this option represents the best compromise between accuracy and computer efficiency.

The original vortex ring model was developed by WHL over twenty years ago (Cook, 1970). Two

half vortex rings originate from the root and tip of the reference blade, and a series of complete vortex

rings form the wake from the other blades of the rotor. The strength of the rings takes a prescribed

value related to the rotor thrust and geometry. The center of each ring was initially placed on a line

extending downstream and was uniformly spaced in the vertical direction according to the mean flow

through the rotor disk. The model has undergone some extensive changes since its inception. The rings

are no longer positioned on a straight line downstream but are moved so that the intersection in plan

view in the rotor disk and the tangency to the blade corresponds to a spiral wake. The vertical spacing

of the tings is no longer uniform and the rings are positioned as though they had passed through a

representative induced velocity field, a free-stream velocity component and, optionally, a fuselage flow

field. No physical core size is given to the vortices but they are not allowed to approach the blade

closer than 5% of the blade chord which effectively limits the maximum induced velocity.

The main drawback to the original vortex ring wake model was that the loading on the advancing

side of the disk was too negative at moderate to high advance ratio and the interactive near wake was

developed to improve the correlation with experiment. The interactive near wake replaced the two half

vortex rings with a series of half vortex rings whose strength is related to the radial load distribution on

the blade. The strength does not vary along the length of the half ring; thus the history of the loading

is neglected but the influence of the rings diminishes very rapidly and only the portion of the ring very

near the blade has any measurable effect. Relating the strength of the ring to the loading on the blade

means that the tip vortex changes sign when the loading becomes negative and the predictions at high

advance ratio are improved greatly.

The fuselage flow field can be calculated internally in the analysis using a single source or ex-

ternally to the program using a panel method originally developed for fixed wing aircraft. The panel

method is preferred as a better representation of the fuselage shape is possible. The inclusion of the

fuselage induced velocity distribution can have a considerable influence on the predicted blade loads

and vibrational characteristics of the rotor and are included whenever possible. All the calculation made

for Task 1 include the fuselage flow field calculated by the panel method.

Modem rotor designs generally use a variation of the blade airfoil section in the spanwise sense. A

thin section may be employed at the tip, for example, to reduce noise and alleviate adverse compress-

ibility effects. The analysis can use a maximum of eight airfoil sections. However, multiple airfoils are

not employed for the Puma calculations. The airfoil section does change on the Puma blade because the

increased chord in the swept tip region reduces the thickness/chord ratio but the section characteristics

are not known and the same airfoil is used over the complete span.

The forced response equation was solved using the Z-transform in the original analysis. The

Z-transform is similar to a Laplace transform but uses sampled rather than continuous data. Two hold



circuits can be used: the zero-order hold which assumes that the data do not change between samples

and the first-order hold which assumes that the forcing changes linearly. The calculations made for the

Puma, however, replaced the Z-transform with a modified fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique which

proved more stable for the swept-tip blade.

The rotor was trimmed by matching the measured first harmonic flapping angle and assuming the

thrust was equal to the weight of the aircraft. All the calculations were made using an azimuth increment

of 5 ° .

2.1.2 CAMRAD Family

CAMRAD (Comprehensive Analytical Model of Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and Dynamics) and

the more recent Johnson Aeronautics version, CAMRAD/JA, are comprehensive codes that allow the

solution of a number of problems for a wide range of rotorcraft configurations in a single, consistent

analysis (Johnson, 1981a; Johnson, 1981b; Johnson, 1986; Johnson, 1988).

The first step in running the CAMRAD family of codes is to obtain a trim solution in which the

control positions and the aircraft orientation are determined for the specified operating condition. The

periodic blade motion is calculated and then the rotor performance, aerodynamic and structural loads,

and rotor noise may be calculated.

The structural model of the rotor is based on engineering beam theory for rotating wings with

large pitch and pretwist. A single load path is assumed and the blade is considered to have a straight,

undeformed elastic axis--a recognized deficiency in modeling a swept tip. The blade motion is described

by rotating flap/lag and nonrotating uncoupled torsion free vibration modes, equivalent to a Galerkin

analysis. The baseline model for the Puma correlation studies reported here used six bending modes with

a pinned boundary condition together with two torsion modes, one for a rigid blade with control system

flexibility and the other for a rigid controls system with spanwise torsional flexibility. The baseline
model was used for all calculations except Task 3, Cases 1-9. For Cases 1-8 of Task 3 the blade

dynamics were represented by a single mode about the flap hinge and with prescribed torsional motion,

but no flexibility. For Case 9 six bending modes were included with a pinned boundary condition and,

again, prescribed torsional motion. Case 10 incorporated the baseline model. Structural moments were

calculated using a modal summation procedure for all the results shown here.

The rotor aerodynamic model is based on lifting-line theory, and uses steady two-dimensional

airfoil characteristics provided in tables of section lift, drag, and pitching moment, defined over a grid

of angle-of-attack and Mach number values. These tables are derived either from analytical expressions

or from experimental data in the form of tables used in the C81 rotorcraft analysis program. The NACA

0012 tabulated values of Davis (1974) have been used here, with the exception of Task 3 which used

formulas based on RAE wind tunnel data.

The rotor aerodynamic model for the Puma includes static stall, a yawed flow correction, and

unsteady aerodynamic forces derived from thin airfoil theory, these forces being set to zero for stalled

flow. For the swept tip, allowance is made for offsets of both the aerodynamic center and the center of

gravity from the straight, undeformed elastic axis. However, the airfoil section is effectively sheared at

discrete radial stations, and the vortices are considered to originate at the elastic axis.
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There are three levels of wake model in CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA: uniform inflow, nonuniform

inflow with a prescribed wake geometry, and nonuniform inflow with a free wake geometry (for forward

flight only). Uniform inflow here refers to an empirical model based on momentum theory that includes,

for forward flight, a linear variation of the inflow over the rotor disk. The usual procedure is to begin by

calculating the trimmed uniform inflow solution and then, as required, calculate the trimmed prescribed

wake solution, followed by the trimmed free wake solution. Finite-length, straight-line vortex elements

are used for the tip vortices, with an azimuth increment of 15 ° . The inboard wake is divided into near

and far wake regions with the same azimuth increment. In the near wake, which extends azimuthally for

60 ° directly behind the blade, the inboard vorticity is represented in CAMRAD by 15 panels distributed

along the blade and in CAMRAD/JA by 18 panels, with a greater concentration toward the tip, where

the greater loading variations occur. The multiple panels in the near wake are replaced by a single panel

in the far wake. The far wake regions extend for three revolutions. By collapsing all the wake panels to

finite-strength line segments, a lattice model of the rotor wake is produced. The tip vortex is represented

by a uniform core radius (nondimensionalized by rotor radius) of 0.035 for interactions outboard of 88%

span. The core size is increased to 0.100 for points inboard of 76% of span to reduce the magnitude of

these interactions. The core size transitions linearly between these two span stations. In addition to an

empirically chosen spanwise varying core size, the modeling of blade vortex interaction is improved in

CAMRAD/JA by using second-order lifting-line theory (three-quarter-chord collocation point).

Modeling of the far wake distribution of vorticity in CAMRAD/JA was improved for cases where

negative loading occurs along the tip of the blade in high speed flight. In these cases the circulation

distribution results in a positive inboard maximum and a negative outboard maximum, with the positive

peak being the greater of the two. The CAMRAD model calculates a tip vortex based on the maximum

circulation, resulting in the wrong sign and magnitude. The dual peak model in CAMRAD/JA calculates

a weak tip vortex from the negatively loaded outboard section, and a stronger trailed line vortex from

the inboard positively loaded section.

2.1.3 METAR/R85 Analysis

R85 is a general purpose rotor code (Allongue and Krysinski, 1990; Arnaud et al., 1991) which

can be used as a submodel of a comprehensive helicopter model or for the simulation of an isolated

rotor. In the present case, the Puma main rotor was modeled as an isolated rotor.

The blades are regarded as flexible beams in the sense of classical engineering beam theory, with

only three degrees of freedom: flapwise bending, chordwise bending, and torsion. Due to convergence

problems, the torsional deflections were not taken into account for the calculations here, but the torsion

loads were calculated by integration of the inertial and aerodynamic forces.

The beam is approximated by a series of rigid linear segments, and elastic deflections are simulated

by finite rotations in pitch, flap and chord at segment junctions with concentrated stiffness replacing the

actual distributed stiffness (Mykelstad's model). For the calculation of kinetic energy and inertial forces,

each segment is regarded as a rigid body with its own mass, center of gravity, and full inertial tensor.

Unlike previous analyses, R85 rejects the linearized theory of modal response and solves the blade

motion problem using the exact Lagrange equations. The usual set of orthogonal blade modes is thus

replaced by a series of arbitrary generalized deflection functions compatible with hub kinematics. The

spanwise integration of kinetic energy and elastic energy or, more precisely, their derivatives with respect
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to generalizedcoordinates,is thecomputationalpricepaid for theeliminationof improperassumptions
inherentin modal theorysuchasthe linearizationof deflectionsandoverlookingof the azimuthalpitch
variation.

To maximize the computationalefficiency, it is necessaryto reducethe numberof generalized
deflectionfunctionsasfar aspossible.It hasbeenfound thatchoosingmodaldeflectionsasgeneralized
deflectionsmakes it possibleto obtain a good accuracywith a very limited numberof degreesof
freedom.Therefore,the Pumacalculationswereperformedusing sevencoupledrotatingblademodes
asgeneralizeddeflections:

- four flapwisemodes

- threechordwisemodes

The accuracyandconvergenceof the solutionis assessedby comparingtwo independentcalcula-
tionsof the blade loads:

- integrationof aerodynamicandinertial forces
- elastic forcesderivedfrom beamcurvature

The flexible bladecalculationis initializedby meansof a rigid bladecalculation.Theaerodynamic
model is common to the rigid and flexible calculationsand is basedon lifting-line theory, the blade
being representedby its quarter-chordline includingtip sweepandanhedral.The spanwisedistribution
of circulation is approximatedby a stepfunction with a trailedvortex emittedat eachjunction of two
segments,and the timewisevariationof circulationis consideredasa stepfunction with a shedvortex
releasedat evenly distributedazimuthalstations.The wakeis thusrepresentedby a lattice composed
of quadrilateralcells.

The circulation overa cell is constantandis equalto that of thebladeat the stationand time of
emission(Kelvin's theoremof vorticity conservation).Theinducedvelocity is integratedin closedform
usingtheBiot-Savartlaw for incompressibleflow over linearsegments.For high-speedlevel flight, the
wakecanbe truncatedafterthreerevolutionswithout appreciableerror.

The wake geometrymay beprescribedby variousmodelsaccordingto the caseconsidered.The
modelof Kocurek andTangler(1977) is usedin hover. In forward flight a simplified versionof the
modelof Egolf andLandgrebe(1984)or aclassical,undistortedwakemodel is used.The latter model,
which is a submodelof R85,iscalledMETARandhasprovedsufficientfor high-speedcruiseconditions.

Theairfoil characteristicswereobtainedfrom tabulatedairfoil polarsderivedfrom wind tunneltests
(Davis, 1974). Compressibilityeffectsare thereforeincludedand power,drag,and pitching moment
outputscanbederived.

The Mach number,angleof attack,and aerodynamicchord arecomputedin the local reference
frame attachedto the quarter-chordline, which may differ from the pitch axis becauseof sweepor
anhedral.
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Variouscorrectionsmay be appliedto the airfoil data: Reynoldsnumbercorrectionon the drag
coefficient,radial flow correctionon themaximumlift coefficientandthe radial skin friction, transonic
extrapolationif the tablesdo not extendto the requiredMach number,and linear unsteadyeffectson
thepitching momentCm. The main options and data used are the following:

- 25 spanwise stations

- 36 time steps per turn (10 ° azimuthal increment)

- 108 wake steps (3 turns)

- prescribed distorted wake

- NACA 0012 tables

- Reynolds number and radial flow corrections

- Unsteady Cm including pitch, plunge, and fore/aft motions

- near wake domain: 0 ° <_ _,age <-- 50°

Eight harmonics are calculated for the flexible modes. Rigid blade calculations (Task 3) are

performed with five harmonics in flap, no harmonics in lead/lag (that is, static lag only), and one

harmonic in pitch.

To minimize the computational effort, the METAR inflow is calculated in the rigid blade step, and

induced velocities are held constant during the following flexible blade calculation step.

2.1.4 Comparison of Lifting-Line Methods

The four liffing-line methods have some common features but also differ from one another in

several important respects.

The RAE/WHL analysis and the two CAMRAD analyses use modes in the solution of the forced

response equation. The RAE/WHL input modes are fully coupled in flap, lag and torsion whereas

CAMRAD uses input modes that are coupled in flap and lag, but the torsion modes are uncoupled.

Although CAMRAD uses uncoupled input modes the degrees of freedom are fully coupled during the

solution process. The METAR/R85 analysis does not use modes but solves the equations of motion

directly, although the torsional motion is neglected because of convergence problems.

CAMRAD, CAMRADHA, and the METAR/R85 analyses have a similar wake model that employs

straight line vortex elements to form a lattice. The CAMRAD analyses can use a free wake model

which is especially useful at low speed but the METAR/R85 wake uses a prescribed geometry. The

RAE/WHL method, however, uses a combination of half and complete vortex rings which are positioned

as though they had passed through a representative velocity field. The strength of the half vortex rings,

which originate from the reference blade, is related to the loading on the blade but the complete vortex

rings take a prescribed strength.

All the analyses model unsteady aerodynamic effects for attached flow. CAMRAD and CAM-

RAD/JA use a method derived from thin airfoil theory, METAR/R85 treats the problem as a first-order

differential equation, whereas the RAE/WHL method uses Wagner functions. The modeling of dynamic

stall differs widely in the three methods but no stall cases were considered for the Puma correlation.
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Radial flow effects were includedin all the analysesbut the representationin theRAE/WHL method
wasnot very refined.

The fuselageflow field is includedin the RAE/WHL analysisbut not in anyof the others. The
main effectof theflow field is to produceanupwasharoundthefront of the disk,which tendsto keep
the vorticestrailed from the bladesnearerto the tip pathplane.

Therearesubstantialdifferencesin the analysesusedfor the collaborativeexercisewith thePuma
data,andthestrengthsandmeritsof eachapproachwill becomeobviouswhenmakingthecomparisons.
However,thedevelopmentof rotor loadspredictionmethodsis anevolutionaryprocessandthe results
presentedin this report are indicativeof the stateof the analysesat the time of the 1990workshop.
Furtherenhancementshave beenmadeto theseanalysesin the light of ongoing verification against
flight testandmodel testdata.

2.2 CFD Models

The CFD models used in the present correlation study are briefly described here. These models

solve for the rotor flow field using either small-disturbance or full-potential methods and require as

input the partial angle-of-attack angles computed by the lifting line methods.

The descriptions in this section provide a general idea of how each of these methods works.

However, it is necessary to consult the cited references if additional information is required for any of

these analyses.

2.2.1 FPR Code

The Full-Potential Rotor code (FPR) solves the unsteady, three-dimensional, full-potential equation

in strong conservation form. The code employs a finite-difference scheme with first-order backward

differencing in time and second-order central differencing in space. The temporal density derivative is

locally linearized about the old time levels in a manner that preserves the conservative form. Stability

in regions of supersonic flow is obtained by biasing the density calculation in the upwind direction.

A spanwise series of parallel O-grids are used for the basic grid system. Rotor flows are computed

by assigning an appropriate rotational coordinate velocity to each grid point. As a result, the rotor and

the attached finite-difference grid move through still air. On the surface of the blade, a transpiration

velocity condition is used to simulate angle-of-attack conditions (including wake-induced inflow angles).

At the outer radial boundary of the O-grid, a nonreflection boundary condition is used to prevent the

accumulation of numerical disturbances.

Typical grid sizes for the Puma flight-test calculations are 80 points in the chordwise direction, 25

in the spanwise direction, and 25 in the direction normal to the rotor surface. Figure 1 shows a top

view of the FPR grid for the swept-tip Puma blade.

The finite-difference grid extends approximately seven chords inward from the rotor tip and two

chords outward from the tip in the spanwise direction. The outer radial boundary of the O-grid is located

five chords from the surface of the blade. Constant time steps were used corresponding to 0.25 ° of rotor

13



Figure 1. Top view of theFPRgrid for the swept-tipPumabladecalculations.

azimuthalangleper time step. Unsteadycalculationsfor a complete360° of rotor azimuth required
approximately1200CPU secondson a CRAY YMP computersystem.A morecompletedescription
of the FPR code can found in (Strawnand Caradonna,1987; Bridgemanet al., 1982). Significant
improvementsto the original differencingalgorithmin FPRaredetailedin (Bridgemanet al., 1989).

2.2.2 TSP Code

The transonic small perturbation (TSP) code in use at the RAE solves an equation for quasi-steady

three-dimensional flow around the tip region of a helicopter rotor blade at an arbitrary, but specified,

azimuth angle. Separate calculations are performed for each required azimuth station value.

The equation solved by the code is given by
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where x, y, and z are coordinates in the rotating blade in the chordwise, spanwise, and vertical directions,

respectively; Ul, u2 are the local velocities in the chordwise and spanwise directions; MT is the tip

Mach number due to rotation, p is the advance ratio; ¢ is the azimuth angle (with _ = 0 at the back

of the disk); and A is the aspect ratio (R/c).

The differential equation is subject to the surface boundary condition

o0( o )0zs( 0 )0zs 2+N
(2-2)

The grid on which the equation is solved is obtained by an algebraic transformation which maps

the semi-infinite space around the outer section of the rotor blade onto a rectangular box -1 _< X _ 1,

0 _< Y <_ 1, -1 _< Z _< 1 with the rotor blade lying in the Z = 0 plane and Y = 0 being the inboard

station of the rotor tip. In the physical space, the gridlines are swept with the leading and trailing edges

of the tip, and then swept off the tip parallel to each other, asymptotically parallel with the inboard

blade quarter-chord line. For each coordinate direction in turn, the gridlines are clustered around the

blade tip, the blade leading and trailing edges, and the blade surface respectively. A total of 112,545

gridpoints are used: 61 in the chordwise direction, 45 radially and 41 vertically. On the blade itself,

there are typically 33 points along the chord and 35 radially on the swept tip.

The differential equation is discretised with the streamwise components of the derivatives being

switched from central to backward differences (in the sense of the local flow direction) in the supersonic

regions.

The wake is assumed to be a plane vortex sheet skewed in the direction of the resultant free-stream

flow. Jump conditions on the velocity potential are imposed across the vortex sheet. For the far-field

boundary conditions, the pressure is assumed to have recovered to the appropriate free-stream value.

The resulting difference equations are solved by an iterative relaxation technique, with sweeps in

each of the coordinate directions at each iteration step. The calculation starts on a coarse grid with every

alternate gridpoint removed, and uses an initial solution which is zero everywhere. When convergence is

obtained on the coarse grid, the solution is interpolated to the fine grid and further iterations performed.
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The pressure coefficient is calculated from the potential values by the equation

c_= (_,_+,,_) ,_,_+,_

[< oo)1 0¢ [COdp_2 _ MT 2 Ul-_x + U2_(_ + _) _ + iN/ 2] (2-3)

Further details of the code and early comparison cases performed using it can be found in Grant

(1979) and in the report of the 1988 Workshop (Jones et al., 1990). Refinements to the code since the

1988 Workshop include the facility to calculate consecutively a series of different azimuth cases, using

the solution from the previous case as a starting value in the iterative process. This reduces the number

of iterations needed, especially for the coarse-grid calculation.
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3 MODAL CALCULATIONS IN A VACUUM

The equation of motion for a rotor blade can be solved in several ways but there are two widely

used methods. The first solves the equation by direct integration along the span and around the azimuth.

The second method calculates the natural modes of the blade as an intermediate stage and then uses

the modes in solving the simpler forced response equation. The R85 analysis employs the first method,

while CAMRAD, CAMRAD/JA and the RAE/WHL analysis use modes in one form or another.

The RAE/WHL modes analysis calculates fully coupled modes, i.e, modes that can have flap, lag

and torsional deflections. The modes are orthogonal to one another, an attribute that reduces greatly

the complexity of the forced response equation. CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA, which have identical

models of the rotor dynamics, both use three different types of modes: coupled flap/lag modes, an

uncoupled elastic control system rigid blade torsion mode, and uncoupled rigid control system elastic

torsion modes. These modes are the degrees of freedom used by the trim and eigenanalysis. The

modal frequencies that are computed by the eigenanalysis are coupled flap/lag/torsion modes. The R85

analysis, which uses direct integration of the blade equations, does not need blade modes and uses

arbitrary shape functions to represent the blade elastic displacements. However experience with the

method has shown that convergence is quicker when the shape functions correspond to the natural mode

shapes although the modal frequencies play no part in the calculation. Modes are used therefore in all

the analyses to some extent and this section compares the modal frequencies and mode shapes calculated

by the three methods.

The modal calculations shown here are for the swept-tip blade of Tasks 1 and 2, not the rectangular

blade of Task 3. The comparison is made in three parts. The first part compares the calculated

frequencies of CAMRAD, the RAE/WHL method, and R85. The second part is a comparison of the

tip deflections calculated by the RAE/WHL and R85 analyses, and the third part is a comparison of the

modal frequencies calculated by CAMRAD and the RAE/WHL method over a range of rotor speeds.

The frequencies calculated by the CAMRAD, RAE/WHL, and R85 analyses are shown in the

second, third, and seventh columns of table 1.

The frequencies calculated by the three methods generally show good agreement, particularly for

the flapping modes. The R85 method computes a 1st lag frequency that is about twice that computed

Table 1. Predicted modal frequencies and shapes

Mode

1st lag

1st flap

2nd flap

2nd lag
1st torsion

3rd flap

CAMRAD

aJ

per/rev
0.2315

1.0227

2.8850

4.7372

5.1764

5.7354

RAEAVHL

Tip deflection

per/rev flap lag torsion
0.2372-0.0000 1.0000 -0.0000

1.0277 1.0000-0.0001 -0.0000

2.8974 1.0000-0.0300 -0.0668

4.7405 0.1620 1.0000 -0.4988

5.0261 -0.0301 0.0170 1.0000

5.7478 0.5346-0.0654 1.0000

METARfR85

aJ Tip deflection

per rev flap lag torsion
0.4406 -0.0097

1.0278

2.8899

4.8287

6.5090

5.6201

1.0000-0.0001

1.0000 0.0130 -0.0000

1.0000-0.0377 -0.0292

0.1780 1.0000 -0.1133

0.0250-0.0020 1.0000

1.0000-0.1526 -1.4290
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by the other methods and this is caused by a restraint around the lag hinge that was added to introduce

curvature near the lag damper attachment. In addition, the 1st torsion mode computed by R85 is about

30% higher than the other methods and this is a result of assuming the control system is rigid.

The tip displacements calculated by the RAE/WHL and R85 analyses are compared in columns 4

to 6 and 8 to 10 of table 1. The R85 calculations were made for a rotor speed of 265 rpm compared

to 259.6 rpm for the RAE/WHL calculation. The first flap mode show no lag displacement in the

RAE/WHL calculation and about 1% for the R85 analysis. Similar results are observed for the first

lag mode. The second flap mode, as calculated with the RAE/WHL method, shows about 3% lag tip

deflection which is quite close to that computed by R85. The torsional component, however, -0.07, is

considerably larger than the -0.03 computed by R85. Similarly, for the second lag mode, flap deflections

of 0.16 and 0.18 show good agreement for the RAE/WHL and R85 methods, but the computed torsional

displacement is substantially greater for the RAE/WHL method, -0.50 compared to -0.11 for R85

and this is presumably a consequence of control system flexibility that is present in the RAE/WHL

analysis, but not the R85 calculation. Both methods show a first torsion mode with little flap or lag

content, although, as mentioned above, the R85 frequency is 30% greater. The highest frequency mode

compared, the third flap mode, is highly coupled in flap, lag, and torsion and the two methods are quite

comparable. The RAE/WHL and R85 modal calculation methods therefore show consistency with each
other when the differences in the models are taken into account.

Modal frequencies computed by the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses are compared in figure 2.

There is very close agreement between the two analyses for these modal calculations and this agreement

is seen at all rotor speeds.

The representation of the dynamics of the rotor blade differs considerably in each of the meth-

ods examined----CAMRAD, R85 and RAE/WHL--but the resulting frequencies and mode shapes are

consistent and any differences can be easily explained.
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Figure 2. Comparison of modal frequencies calculated by the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses.
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4 ANALYTICAL MODELING OF LIFTING-LINE METHODS (TASK 3)

4.1 Introduction

The third task defined for the collaborative effort was to compare the predictions of the four lifting-

line methods as modeling sophistication was increased from a simple, baseline model to a full, "all up"

model. Ten levels of sophistication or modeling complexity were specified as shown in table 2. At

the simplest level the analytical models used a uniform wake without sine or cosine variation in the

inflow, linear aerodynamics, no unsteady aerodynamics or radial flow, and the rotor dynamics were

represented by a rigid blade with a single flapping hinge. At the most complex level the analytical

models incorporated all of the features used in the Task 1 and 2 calculations except that a rectangular

blade planform was used instead of the swept-tip planform.

An isolated rotor trim condition was selected to simplify the comparisons as much as possible. For

these calculations the trim was specified as # = 0.381, CT/C_ = 0.0799, M90 = 0.863, O_s = -6.8 °,

/31c = 0.392 °, and/31s = -0.074 °. This trim condition was arbitrarily selected to match the Case 3

trim from the first collaboration (Bousman et al., 1989), but there are no available flight data for this

case for a Puma with a rectangular blade. Note that by selecting an isolated rotor trim condition external

fuselage forces and moments such as caused by fuselage aerodynamic loads or tail rotor forces are not

included in the trim calculation.

Case 1, or the baseline case, was the simplest condition examined. The blade aerodynamic prop-

erties were defined:

dc I 5.7
-- (4-1)

da v/1 - M 2

Cd0 = 0.01 (4-2)

era0 = 0.0 (4-3)

Table 2. Task 3 modeling complexity

Case Root Wake Airfoil Unsteady Radial Bending Torsion

Cutout Tables Aero Flow Modes Modes

1 0.228R Uniform Constant No No No No

2 0.40R Uniform Constant No No No No

3 0.228R Prescribed Constant No No No No

4 0.40R Prescribed Constant No No No No

5 0.228R Prescribed NACA 0012 No No No No

6 0.40R Prescribed NACA 0012 No No No No

7 0.228R Prescribed NACA 0012 Yes No No No

8 0.228R Prescribed NACA 0012 Yes Yes No No

9 0.228R Prescribed NACA 0012 Yes Yes Yes No

10 0.228R Prescribed NACA 0012 Yes Yes Yes Yes
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without any unsteady aerodynamics in the calculation or any accounting for radial flow or sweep effects.

The blade was assumed to be rigid with a flap hinge located at 0.0386R. The first and second moments

of inertia were obtained from the blade properties in Appendix A. Case 2 was identical to Case 1 except

the root cutout was changed from 0.228R to 0.40R to eliminate all reverse flow effects.

Each of the analytical methods was able to adapt to the Case 1 and 2 model requirements with the

exception of the METAR/R85 analysis which was required to retain a coincident lag hinge for all of

the rigid blade calculations (Cases 1-8).

Case 3 differs from Case 1 in that a prescribed wake is used instead of the uniform wake. In all

other respects the modeling is unchanged. The prescribed wakes used in the CAMRAD, CAMRAD/JA,

and METAR/R85 analyses are similar in that they are based on a vortex-lattice model. The RAE/WHL

analysis is quite different, however, in that the wake is represented by a series of partial and full vortex

rings. Case 4 is the same as Case 3 except for the extension of the root cutout to 0.40R.

The modeling change that distinguishes Case 5 from Case 3 is that the linear aerodynamics of

Case 3 are replaced with the nonlinear equations described in Section 4.2. Case 6 is the same as Case 5

except for the 0.40R root cutout.

Case 7 differs from Case 5 in that unsteady aerodynamic terms are incorporated in the analysis.

Case 8 differs from Case 7 in that the radial or yawed flow terms are used in the analyses.

Case 9 adds blade bending flexibility to the analyses although the torsion degree of freedom is

not included. The number of modes used, for those analyses that use bending modes, was a choice

of the analyst. Case 10 adds the torsion degree of freedom to the computation, with the exception of

METAR/R85 which could not achieve convergence for this case.

The comparisons made under Task 3 provide an improved understanding of aspects of the lifting-line

models that are important for airloads prediction. Note, however, that the sequence of modeling steps

used here does affect the conclusions obtained as the problem is nonlinear. The Case 10 results would,

of course, be identical regardless of the order of the steps, but some of the intermediate conclusions

made here could be modified if a different order was used.

The airfoil characteristics used for this task are discussed in Section 4.2. The comparison of the

methods is discussed in Section 4.3 and this is done in two parts: a comparison of the unspecified trim

parameters and power required in Section 4.3.1 and the blade airloads and motions in Section 4.3.2.

Summary comments are provided in Section 4.4.

4.2 Airfoil Characteristics

The blade steady lift, drag, and pitching moment characteristics are represented by linear functions

for Cases 1-4. For Cases 5-10 nonlinear aerodynamics are incorporated in the four models. The

nonlinear aerodynamics in the two CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85 are normally represented by

look-up tables where the lift, drag, and pitching moment are stored as functions of angle of attack and

Mach number. The implementation in the RAE/WHL analysis is different in that the aerodynamics are

based on empirical functions below stall and equations derived from oscillating airfoil data above stall.
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To reduce confounding effects of using different nonlinear aerodynamic section properties a set

of modified airfoil tables was developed for the CAMRAD analyses so that the blade aerodynamic

properties would match the RAE/WHL functions below stall. Above stall it was necessary to blend

these special tables into the C81 NACA 0012 deck (Davis, 1974). Similarly, the METAR/R85 code was

modified directly to include the RAE/WHL formulas. Thus, below stall, the nonlinear aerodynamics

used by the four methods should obtain identical results. However, above the stall boundary, the

RAE/WHL analysis will compute different results from the other methods.

The RAE/WHL empirical equations are described in the paragraphs below and tables are provided

that provide both the coefficients of the equations as well as the stall boundary that is associated with

the equations. Below stall, the RAE/WHL model for section lift is represented by the equation:

C L- dCL(M)o_"" a<a L (4-4)
do_

The stall angle boundary and the dCL(M)/do_ values are shown in table 3 as a function of Mach

number. For negative angles of attack the sign of a L is reversed, of course.

Table 3. Lift equation stall boundary and coefficient

Mach number dCl/da a L

0.30 0.110 14.3

0.35 0.113 13.5

0.40 0.116 12.5

0.45 0.119 11.2

0.50 0.122 10.0

0.55 0.128 8.7

0.60 0.134 7.5

0.65 0.138 5.8

0.70 0.155 4.2

0.75 0.170 2.8

0.80 0.220 1.3

0.85 0.300 0.0

0.90 0.380 0.0

0.95 0.380 0.0

The RAE/WHL model for the section drag coefficient is represented by

C D = CDO + KDO_ 2 o_ < o_D

C D = CDO + KDO_ 2 + KDD(a - O_D)2 a > o_D

(4-5)

(4-6)

The a D boundary and the K D and KDD coefficients are shown in table 4. The sign of ct D is changed

for negative angles of attack.
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Table 4. Drag equation boundary angle and coefficients

Mach number CDo KD KDD O_D
0.30 0.0088 0.000070 0.0019 11.50

0.35 0.0088 0.000055 0.0019 9.75

0.40 0.0088 0.000040 0.0019 8.00

0.45 0.0088 0.000040 0.0019 6.90

0.50 0.0088 0.000040 0.0019 5.80

0.55 0.0088 0.000040 0.00275 5.20

0.60 0.0088 0.000040 0.0036 4.70

0.65 0.0088 0.000040 0.0036 3.35

0.70 0.0088 0.000040 0.0036 3.35

0.75 0.0090 0.000040 0.0040 3.35

0.80 0.0125 0.006250 0.0000 3.35

0.85 0.0270 0.010000 0.0000 3.35

0.90 0.0500 0.015040 0.0000 3.35

0.95 0.0500 0.015040 0.0000 3.35

The RAE/WHL model for the section pitching moment coefficient is represented by

C M = KM_

C M = KMa + KMM(a -- aM) 2

a < a M (4-7)

a > a M (4-8)

This equation applies below the lift stall boundary, a L. The c_M boundary and the K M and KMM

coefficients are shown in table 5. The signs of a and a M are changed for negative angles of attack.

Table 5. Pitching moment equation boundary angle and coefficients

Mach number K M KMM O_M

0.30 0.0003 0.00032 5.00

0.35 0.0003 0.00051 5.00

0.40 0.0003 0.00070 5.00

0.45 0.0003 0.00085 4.25

0.50 0.0003 0.00100 3.50

0.55 0.0003 0.00105 2.75

0.60 0.0003 0.00110 2.00

0.65 0.0003 0.00110 1.20

0.70 0.0003 0.00110 0.70

0.75 0.0000 -0.00110 1.00

0.80 -0.0150 0.00000 0.00

0.85 -0.0450 0.00000 0.00

0.90 -0.0450 0.00000 0.00

0.95 -0.0450 0.00000 0.00
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The accuracyof the equationsused in the RAE/WHL analysisis assessedby comparing the
predictedsectionpropertiesto experimentaldata. Basedon McCroskey'sassessmentof NACA 0012
data (McCroskey,1987) the datafrom Harris (1981) were usedfor thesepurposes.Included in this
comparisonare the sectionpropertiesfrom the C81 deck for the NACA 0012(Davis, 1974)although
theseareonly usedabovethe stall boundaryfor this task. However,the C81 sectionpropertieswill
be usedfor all computationsin Tasks 1 and 2 for the CAMRAD and METAR/R85analysesso their
inclusionhereis of interestevenfor characteristicsbelow the stall angle.

The sectionlift calculatedwith the two setsof tablesis comparedwith datafrom Harrisin figure 3
for five Mach numbers. The wind tunnel dataare for two Reynoldsnumbers,3 x 106and 9 x 106,
exceptfor the M = 0.3 case (Re -- 3 x 106 only). The Puma, for the Task 3 trim condition, has a

Reynolds number at 0.75R that varies around the azimuth from 3.8 x 106 to 8.5 x 106. In general the

section lift computed from the tables agrees fairly well with the Harris data. At low Mach number the

RAE/WHL equations overpredict Clm,_:_, but there is good agreement at intermediate Mach numbers. At

M = 0.80 and as angle of attack becomes greater than two degrees the section lift becomes significantly

overpredicted using the table look-up. Note that the table values based on the RAE formulas are valid

only up to the c_L value in table 3. Beyond aL the tables revert to the C81 NACA 0012 tables.

The section drag calculated with the NACA 0012 tables and the tables based on the RAE formulas

is compared with data from Harris in figure 4. At the lowest Mach number, M = 0.30, the rise in

drag coefficient with angle of attack is predicted better with the RAE/WHL equations than with the

NACA 0012 tables. For higher Mach numbers both sets of tables show good agreement with the data,

particularly in the contraction of the "drag bucket" with Mach number. The minimum drag coefficient is

predicted to be slightly higher for the C81 tables; however, both predictions lie between the Re = 3 x 106
and Re = 9 x 106 measurements.

The section pitching moment calculated with the standard NACA 0012 tables and the RAE/WHL

model is compared with the data in figure 5. Over the range 0.30 < M < 0.70 the tables based on

the RAE/WHL model show good agreement with measured pitching moments, both in the amount of

positive pitching moment seen below the stall break and the angle of attack of the stall break. The C81

NACA 0012 tables, on the other hand, reflect these characteristics poorly. At M = 0.80 both sets of

tables show reasonable agreement with the slope at low angles of attack, but do not show the reversal

in moment at higher angles that were obtained in the experiment.

The C81 NACA 0012 airfoil characteristics below stall, shown in figures 3-5, are not used for the

Task 3 calculations in this section and, therefore, their accuracy or inaccuracy is of little importance for

the present examination of the effects of modeling assumptions on the lifting-line methods. However,

tables based on the C81 NACA 0012 airfoil characteristics shown here are used in Section 5 and the

poor prediction of the pitching moment below stall for Mach numbers less than 0.70 will significantly

influence the prediction of aerodynamic pitching moment and torsional response.

4.3 Comparison of Analytical Methods

The comparison of the analytical methods for the ten cases is divided into two sections. In

Section 4.3.1 scalar parameters such as power and the collective and cyclic trim values are examined
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while in Section 4.3.2 distributed parameters such as blade airloads and motions are assessed. For the

scalar parameters in Section 4.3.1 it is convenient to examine the behavior of one parameter for all

of the ten cases and in this fashion gain insight into the difference in the methods. However, for the

distributed parameters it is more convenient to compare the methods one case at a time for all of the

parameters.

4.3.1 Trim and Performance

Unprescribed Trim Variables

Four trim parameters were prescribed for the Task 3 cases: rotor thrust, shaft angle of attack, and

the first harmonic cosine and sine flap angles. Other variables, such as blade collective pitch, the cosine

and sine cyclic angles, and the X- and Y-forces are obtained as part of the solution process and, as they

are not prescribed in the trim calculation, they make a good basis for comparison of the models.

Collective Pitch

The collective pitch angles calculated at 0.75R are shown in figure 6 for the Task 3 cases and the

values are tabulated in table 6. Note that the table includes the value for all ten cases, but the figure

excludes the large root cutout cases as, in general, the effect of reverse flow is slight. Cases 1 and 2

provide a sound baseline with only elementary formulas for the induced flow and the airfoil data. All

of the analyses use the same aerodynamics and differ only in the following features:

- geometrical simplification (such as neglecting the flap hinge offset, or linearizing sine and

cosine functions of angles)

- simplification of the inertial tensor

- accuracy of spanwise force integration

- algorithm for trim solution

Case 2 is even more basic than Case l because the 0.40R root cutout eliminates the reversed flow

region.

The four analyses give results in close agreement for Cases 1 and 2. The major difference is the

larger influence of the root cutout for CAMRAD/JA which shows a 0.7 ° increase in collective pitch

compared to the 0.3 ° to 0.4 ° increments seen in the other three analyses.

Introducing nonuniform inflow (Cases 3 and 4) increases the collective pitch for all analyses. This

confirms a well-known shortcoming of the uniform inflow assumption, namely the underestimation of

the average induced velocity. CAMRAD, RAE/WHL, and METAR/R85 are still in close agreement for

the collective pitch, the discrepancy being not larger than 0.26 ° for Case 4. This result is not surprising

for CAMRAD and METAR/R85 which use approximately the same vortex-lattice modelization of the

wake, but most encouraging is the fact that RAE/WHL is converging to the same result with a quite

different model based on vortex half rings.
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The collective pitch given by CAMRAD/JA appears larger by more than 1° and this increment

is seen consistently with respect to the other analyses for Case 3 and above (except for Case 8 for

the RAE/WHL analysis). The primary difference between CAMRAD/JA and CAMRAD is in the

implementation of second-order lifting-line theory and it seems likely that the difference seen here is

related to this implementation.

Table 6. Calculated collective pitch at 0.75R

Case 0.75R, deg

RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

1 11.44 11.19 11.24 11.28

2 11.82 11.46 11.93 11.61

3 12.08 12.20 13.46 12.45

4 12.68 12.56 14.08 12.82

5 11.69 11.85 13.37 12.12

6 12.27 12.26 14.13 12.45

7 11.49 11.56 12.94 12.12

8 12.42 11.55 12.84 12.06

9 10.69 11.69 12.90 12.17

10 10.56 11.80 13.51 -
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Switchingfrom linearairfoil characteristicsto airfoil tables(Cases5 and6) doesnot alter theabove
mentionedconclusions.For all methodsexceptCAMRAD/JA, thecollectivepitch is reducedby 0.4°.
The gap betweenCAMRAD/JA andthe otheranalysesincreasessincethe collective pitch is reduced
by lessthan0.1° in this particularmethod(Case5 minusCase3).

The influenceof unsteadyaerodynamicsoncollectivepitchcanbe assessedby comparingCases5
and 7. The collective pitch is slightly reduced,by 0.2° to 0.4°, except for METAR/R85, which is
unchanged. The equationsof linear unsteadyaerodynamicsfor an airfoil undergoinga pure pitch
oscillationbasedon the work of TheodorsenandWagnerconservethestaticlift for a given staticpitch,
but the combinationof an unsteadyincidencewith a time-varyingvelocity can lead to an augmented
lift, even for a quasi-steadymodel of the velocity. This explainsthe reducedcollectivepitch required
to achievea constanttrimmed lift. Due to the moderatelift and moderateadvanceratio, dynamicstall
is not involved in this case.

The impactof yawedor radial flow sweep(Case8) on collectivepitch is very small accordingto
all the codesexceptthe RAE/WHL analysis.Thereasonfor this exceptionis not understood.

Introducing the bladebendinginsteadof the rigid bladeassumption(Case9) doesnot changethe
collectivepitch significantly except,again,for the RAE/WHL code.

The effect of blade torsion (Case10)on collectivepitch showsa numberof differencesbetween
thecodes.CAMRAD andCAMRAD/JA bothshowan increasein thetrim collectivewith this increase
largerfor CAMRAD/JA. TheRAE/WHL analysis,ontheotherhand,showsadecreasein trim collective.
Case10wasnotcalculatedwith METAR/R85dueto convergenceproblemswhentorsionwasincluded.

Lateral Cyclic Pitch

The lateral cyclic angles calculated by the four analyses are shown in figure 7 for the Task 3 cases

and the values are shown in table 7. The values predicted by RAE/WHL, CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA

are generally quite consistent.

METAR/R85 gives a higher value for Cases 1 through 8 because of the lead-lag hinge, which is

not removed as for the other codes. The number of calculated harmonics is simply set to zero, but the

static lag angle is still calculated.

Significant differences between codes are observed with respect to unsteady aerodynamics (Case 7)

and, to a lesser degree, with respect to sweep (Case 8).

The change in lateral cyclic pitch observed in Case 9 should not be misinterpreted: it is not due to

blade bending but rather to the lag angle which is introduced at the same time (except for METAR/R85

where static lag is always included). The effective azimuth is retarded with respect to the hub azimuth,

and the pitch control has to compensate by a lead phasing equal to the static lag angle. This effect is

shown in table 8 where the blade cyclic angles are shown in terms of amplitude and phase.
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On the other hand, the change in 01c observed in Case l0 can only be explained by the blade torsion•

The RAE/WHL, CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA analyses all show the same effect in the addition of the

torsion degree of freedom.

Table 7. Calculated lateral cyclic pitch

Case 01c, deg

RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

1 2.23 2.10 2.12 2.97

2 2.27 2.18 2.18 3.07

3 2.80 2.55 2.68 3.99

4 2.93 2.53 2.65 3.93

5 2.81 2.54 2.75 4.03

6 2.93 2.54 2.73 3.99

7 2.07 2.87 3.15 4.03

8 2.31 2.86 3.11 4.00

9 4.28 4.61 5.26 4.04

10 3.70 4.12 4.85 -
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Table 8. Calculated cyclic pitch angles in amplitude and phase

Case RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

ampl. phase ampl. phase ampl. phase ampl. phase

1 8.56 -75 8.29 -75 8.34 -75 8.31 -69

3 9.53 -73 9.67 -75 11.01 -76 9.76 -66

5 9.24 -72 9.36 -74 11.11 -76 9.53 -65

7 9.33 -77 9.16 -72 10.75 -73 9.53 -65

8 10.16 -77 9.15 -72 10.62 -73 9.47 -65

9 10.36 -66 9.48 -61 10.96 -61 9.54 -65

10 10.52 -69 9.03 -63 10.76 -63 - -

Longitudinal Cyclic Pitch

The longitudinal cyclic pitch angles computed by the four analyses are illustrated in figure 8 and

tabulated in table 9. The trends in longitudinal cyclic bear some resemblance to those observed in the

collective pitch and are also connected with results for the lateral cyclic pitch.

Nonuniform inflow increases the magnitude of the longitudinal cyclic (Case 3). This is because the

uniform inflow formula (Case 1) neglects the lateral gradient of inflow while the more realistic vortex

models all produce larger velocities on the retreating blade side and this makes a larger Ols necessary

to trim the rotor.

In the same way as for the collective pitch, CAMRAD/JA gives a much larger negative value than

the other models.

The unsteady models (Case 7) again display contradictory trends due to different lift/pitch transfer

(see table 8). CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA show a reduced amplitude and a retarded phase, while

RAE/WHL shows an augmented amplitude and anticipated phase.

The effect of radial flow (Case 8) is, again, very small except for RAE/WHL... the reason for this

exception is unknown.

The change in longitudinal cyclic observed in Case 9 is again a result of the static lag angle, and

not dependent upon blade bending.

For blade torsion (Case 10), the trends are not consistent. The sine component of blade torsion

may be more difficult to predict than the cosine, possibly because of pitching moment divergence on

the advancing blade side.
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Figure 8. Calculated longitudinal cyclic pitch for the Task 3 cases.

Table 9. Calculated longitudinal cyclic pitch

Case 01s, deg

RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

1 -8.26 -8.02 -8.07 -7.76

2 -8.44 -8.16 -8.40 -7.94

3 -9.11 -9.33 -10.68 -8.91

4 -9.39 -9.42 -10.96 -9.04

5 -8.80 -9.01 -10.76 -8.64

6 -9.09 -9.16 -11.28 -8.76

7 -9.10 -8.70 -10.28 -8.64

8 -9.89 -8.69 -10.15 -8.58

9 -9.43 -8.28 -9.62 -8.64

10 -9.85 -8.03 -9.61 -
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Longitudinal Force and Lateral Force

The longitudinal and lateral forces calculated by the four analyses are shown in figures 9 and 10

and the tabulated values are given in tables 10 and I1. The longitudinal or X-force is positive forward,

and the lateral or Y-force is positive to the right, that is, to the retreating blade side on the Puma rotor.

The longitudinal and lateral forces are expressed in the shaft axes. The tables and the plots appear to

show large differences between codes. It is noted, however, that a 500 N difference represents only a

0.5 c rotation of the thrust vector--the agreement is, in fact, good.

Comparing Case 3 with Case 1 indicates that the thrust vector is more inclined forward and toward

the retreating blade when nonuniform inflow is applied. This result was not expected since the rotor

disk is always trimmed to the same flap angle. The variation in the X-force produced by CAMRAD/JA

is twice as much as that produced by the other codes, thereby confirming the peculiar behavior of its

inflow model.

The thrust vector is tilted somewhat more forward and to the left-hand side as a result of introducing

nonlinear aerodynamics for Case 5, but the codes do not agree on the amplitude of this effect. The

impact of unsteady aerodynamics (Case 7) on inplane forces is small for all of the codes.

The effect of sweep (Case 8) is consistent for all codes except RAE/WHL. The skin friction drag

caused by the radial flow produces a global inplane drag which reduces the propulsive force. Rotor

performance is significantly affected by the radial drag, as discussed below.

Blade bending (Case 9) does not alter the inplane forces according to CAMRAD, CAMRAD/JA,

and METAR/R85. This confirms the general opinion that the relatively small blade deformations have

little impact on steady and 1/rev components of aerodynamic forces. However, the RAE/WHL analysis

departs from this conclusion with a noticeable impact on both the X- and Y-forces.

Most surprising is the small effect of blade torsion (Case 10) on inplane forces observed with all

the codes. It was assumed above, in the discussion of the trim longitudinal cyclic pitch, that torsion is

compensated by a modified cyclic pitch to obtain a constant flap angle. Apparently this compensation

also works for inplane forces.

Power and Performance

Most analysts accept the breakdown of shaft power into three components: parasite power, induced

power, and profile power. This approach is based on energy conservation expressed in nonrotating

coordinates as discussed in Appendix B. However, the power breakdown used at the RAE recognizes

only two terms, the thrust-dependent power and rotational power, which are calculated in rotating

coordinates (Young, 1989).
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Figure 9. Calculated longitudinal forces for Task 3 cases.

Table 10. Calculated longitudinal forces for Task 3 cases

Case X-force, newtons

RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

l 41.4 466.1 505.7 - 130.0

2 420.3 797.2 847.8 281.0

3 494.4 831.0 1319.5 307.0

4 788.1 1189.1 1656.8 739.0

5 519.4 884.0 1569.4 551.0

6 855.4 1237.3 2060.0 867.0

7 495.0 897.9 1514.7 551.0

8 438.8 498.6 949.9 253.0

9 838.8 610.6 1008.7 249.0

10 846.8 530.9 964.8 -
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Figure 10. Calculated lateral forces for Task 3 cases.

Table I I. Calculated lateral forces for Task 3 cases

Case Y-force, newtons

RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METARlR85

1 -1250.4 -1162.4

2 -1231.4 -1218.8

3 -1702.9 -1470.6

4 -1693.1 -1473.1

5 -1741.2 -1583.7

6 -1750.1 -1539.9

7 -1761.4 -1651.5

8 -1399.8 -1630.4

9 -1683.8 -1557.6

10 -1660.2 -1530.3

-1198.7

-1210.3

-1696.9

-1595.5

-1790.9

-1761.9

-1822.3

-1731.2

-1583.0
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Profile Power. The profile power calculated by the analyses is shown in figure 11 for the cases with

the normal root cutout and tabulated values for all cases are shown in table 12. The RAE calculated

rotational power is also included here although it is calculated differently (see Appendix B). As expected,

rotational power is always lower than profile power by some 40 to 50 kw, this difference being interpreted

as the power associated with translation of inplane forces. The agreement between CAMRAD and

CAMRAD/JA is excellent for all cases.

The profile power calculated with METAR/R85 is lower than for the CAMRAD family except for

Cases 1 and 2 where the agreement is very good. The difference in profile power for successive cases is

the same for METAR/R85 and RAE/WHL, except for the effect of sweep: radial drag increases inplane

drag, thus profile power is increased but not the rotational power.

Induced Power. The induced power calculated by the analyses is shown in figure 12 for the cases with

the normal root cutout and the values for all cases are given in table 13. No calculations are shown for

the RAE/WHL code as no equivalent quantity exists. CAMRAD and METAR/R85 give results in close

agreement but CAMRAD/JA predicts a much higher induced power as soon as the nonuniform inflow is

introduced. This is another consequence of the second-order lifting-line theory which produces a larger

inflow than the other methods.

The greater induced power calculated by CAMRAD/JA relative to CAMRAD has been investigated
in detail for Case 3 and the results are provided in Appendix C. Differences remained even when the

modeling capability of CAMRAD/JA was limited to that provided by CAMRAD, as far as it is possible

to control through user input. A stepwise elimination of the remaining differences through coding

changes provide some insight into the different near-wake models used by the two analyses.

Parasite Power. The parasite power calculated by the analyses is shown in figure 13 for the cases

with a normal root cutout and the values for all of the cases are tabulated in table 14. Calculations for

parasite power are not included in the RAE/WHL analysis. It is observed that the shape of curves is

very similar to that of the X-force which is expected as parasite power is the scalar product V • T (see

Appendix B). However, the slight offset in X-force between METARfR85 and CAMRAD as seen in

figure 9 is not readily explained.

Thrust-Dependent Power. For analyses based on the energy method, the sum of induced and parasite

contributions is compared to the thrust-dependent power as defined in Appendix B. The calculated

thrust-dependent power for the cases with the normal root cutout is shown in figure 14 and the values

for all cases are tabulated in table 15. As expected, the RAE/WHL thrust-dependent power is larger

than in CAMRAD and METAR/R85, the difference being interpreted as the contribution of the inplane

forces to parasite power. Again, CAMRAD/JA shows much higher induced power than the other codes,

except for Cases 1 and 2.

Shaft Power. Shaft power is the sum of the profile, induced, and parasite powers for CAMRAD,

CAMRAD/JA, and METAR/R85, and the sum of profile ("rotational") and thrust-dependent power for

the RAE/WHL analysis. The shaft power is shown in figure 15 for the cases with the nominal root

cutout and the values for all cases are tabulated in table 16.
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Figure 11. Calculated profile power for Task 3 cases.

Table 12. Calculated profile power for Task 3 cases

Case Profile power, kw
RAE/WHL a CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

1 188.6 237.8 238.1 235.1

2 184.6 226.2 226.5 223.3

3 190.2 244.0 247.0 234.1

4 184.8 231.4 236.9 222.3

5 219.7 293.9 302.7 264.8

6 227.8 300.9 319.5 265.2

7 221.7 288.6 292.0 268.2

8 232.1 322.3 322.2 287.3

9 235.7 329.1 330.3 -

10 236.6 327.7 327.9 -

aRotational power.
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Table 13. Calculated induced power for Task 3 cases

Case Induced power, kw

CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

1 106.7 108.6 104.5

2 106.6 161.6 107.7

3 216.6 327.0 229.5

4 228.4 370.5 234.1

5 218.7 346.8 231.5

6 234.0 400.0 237.0

7 214.6 331.0 231.5

8 214.2 323.3 227.8

9 215.7 316.9 -

10 220.7 314.2 -
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Figure 13. Calculated parasite power for Task 3 cases.

Table 14. Calculated parasite power for Task 3 cases

Case Parasite power, kw

CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

1 490.7 498.5 486.4

2 516.3 525.1 518.5

3 518.0 561.6 520.6

4 545.8 587.8 554.3

5 522.1 581.0 539.6

6 549.5 619.0 564.3

7 523.2 576.8 539.6

8 492.2 533.0 516.3

9 500.9 537.6 515.9

10 494.8 534.2 -
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Table 15. Calculated thrust-dependent power for Task 3 cases

Case Thrust-Dependent power, kw

RAE/WHL CAMRAD a CAMRAD/JA a META R/R85a

1 654.2 597.4 607.2 590.9

2 674.5 622.9 686.7 626.2

3 772.7 734.6 888.6 750.1

4 818.6 774.2 958.2 788.4

5 770.6 740.8 927.8 771.1

6 818.1 783.5 1019.0 801.3

7 765.2 737.8 907.7 771.1

8 801.4 706.4 856.4 744.1

9 810.6 716.6 854.5 -

10 810.5 715.5 848.4 -

aSum of induced and parasite powers.
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Figure 15. Calculated shaft power for Task 3 cases.

Table 16. Calculated shaft power for Task 3 cases

Case Shaft power, kw

RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

1 842.8 835.2 845.2 826.0

2 859.1 849.1 9t3.2 849.5

3 962.9 978.6 1135.6 984.2

4 1003.4 1005.6 1195.1 1010.7

5 990.3 1034.7 1230.6 1035.9

6 1045.9 1084.4 1338.6 1066.5

7 986.9 1026.4 1199.7 1039.3

8 1033.5 1028.7 1178.5 1031.4

9 1046.3 1045.7 1184.7 1060.4

10 1047.1 1043.2 1176.3 -
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The separation of shaft power into constituent parts, that is, into parasite, induced, and profile

powers as calculated by the CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85, or into thrust-dependent and rotational

powers as done in the RAE/WHL analysis is valuable only to the degree that it provides insight into

prediction differences observed. In the end the only calculation of importance is the prediction of shaft

power as shown in figure 15. In this regard it is useful to note that the CAMRAD and METAR/R85

analyses are very consistent, with less than 2% difference in all cases. The RAE/WHL predictions

are well matched with the others for Case 1 and 3 and Cases 8 and 9, but differences of about -4 or

-5% are observed for Cases 5 and 7. CAMRAD/JA, on the other hand, calculates a shaft power 13%

higher than the other methods and an examination of the power breakdown shows that approximately

9% of the value is in induced power and 4% in parasite power. The differences between CAMRAD

and CAMRAD/JA are related to the wake model as discussed in Appendix C.

4.3.2 Airloads and Motions

Case ]

The Case 1 calculation was the most fundamental case examined and used simplified aerodynamics

for the blade and wake, as well as a simplified representation of the blade dynamic properties. The blade

aerodynamics were represented by linear equations, while unsteady flow, dynamic stall, and yawed flow
were not modeled. The wake was assumed to be uniform, without harmonic variation. No tip loss factor

was used in these calculations. The blade was assumed to be rigid with mass and inertia properties

that matched the Puma rectangular blade. Three of the analyses included a flap hinge for the dynamic

model, but not a lag hinge. The METAR/R85 analysis, however, required that the lag hinge be retained

in the rotor representation and, in this respect, differed from the other models.

The lift calculated by the four analyses is shown in figure 16 as a surface plot where the independent

variables are blade azimuth and blade radius. The radial grid shown corresponds to the calculated grid

used by each analysis while a 5 ° step size is used for the azimuth grid. Note that the RAEAVHL analysis

used 36 harmonics in its computation, METAR/R85 used 18 harmonics, and the two CAMRAD analyses

used 12 harmonics. The measure of lift used here, M2CL, is a nondimensionalization based on the

speed of sound rather than local velocity, that is
2L

A_I2CL = P a2c (4-9)

where L is the unit lift on the blade, p is the density, a is the speed of sound, and c is the section chord.

This form of nondimensionalization is useful in that the azimuthal behavior of AI2CL is the same as

dimensional lift.

Azimuthally, the lift distribution for this simple case is dominated by a reduction in lift near the

end of the first quadrant and, near the blade tip, there is a small region of negative lift. The reduced lift

is a consequence of the need to maintain roll moment balance on the rotor. Radially, the lift increases

towards the blade tip for most azimuths and the absence of a tip loss factor is clearly shown.

The distribution of blade angle of attack that corresponds to figure 16 is shown in figure 17. The

angle of attack is a minimum near 90 °, where the local airspeed is highest. It is a maximum at 270 °.

Inboard on the blade, in the third and fourth quadrants, the local velocity is quite low and computed
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anglesof attack can be quite large, but these are not shown in the figure which cuts off the plot at the

scale limit. The CAMRAD analyses show an oscillation in angle of attack at the most inboard station

and it is believed that this is related to the solution method. Because the local dynamic pressure is so

low at these inboard stations, small changes in angle of attack do not have a significant influence on the

computed loads. The distribution of higher harmonic airloads, that is, harmonics at 3/rev and above, is

shown in figure 18. These higher harmonic airloads are the source of vibration for the aircraft. As is

seen here, these vibratory airloads are dominated by the third harmonic. It is probably useful to note

that no blade elasticity is included in these computations so that there is no aeroelastic contribution to

the 3/rev loads. The amplitude and phase of these loads is a consequence of the large variation in local

velocity around the rotor disk. In this sense, then, the vibratory loading is induced by the requirements

for trim in forward flight.

The predictions of the four analyses for various parameters are compared in figure 19. In general,

very good agreement is achieved for the four analyses for this simplified case. The METAPUR85

calculation shows a slight phase lag when compared to the other analyses and this is simply a result

of the steady lag deflection that is included in that analysis. However, the difference in blade flapping

observed for the METAR/R85 analysis is surprising as this difference is primarily in blade coning which

is directly related to blade thrust. The reason for this coning difference is unknown.

Case 2

The distribution of the airloads for Case 2 is shown in figure 20. This case differs from Case 1 in

that the root cutout is changed from 0.228R to 0.40R. This change in root cutout removes the reverse

flow region from the calculation and, because there is less blade area, slightly increases the lift per unit

span as shown in figure 21 which compares the steady lift calculated in this case with that computed

for Case 1.

Case 3

The uniform wake model of Case 1 was replaced with a prescribed wake model for Case 3, but

no other modeling changes were made. The RAE/WHL analysis uses a series of half vortex rings

attached to the blade and full vortex rings within the wake to represent the wake induced flows. The

other methods are based on a vortex-lattice model. Figure 22 shows the distribution of normal force

for Case 3 for the four analytical models. Substantial differences are seen between these results and

the uniform wake calculations of Case 1. Most noticeable in this figure is the drop-off in blade lift that

occurs at the blade tip for each of the analyses and, particularly for the RAE/WHL and METAR/R85

analyses, indications of vortical loading in the first and fourth quadrants.

The differences between Cases 1 and 3 are more apparent if the higher harmonics of the loading

are examined, as shown in figure 23. The largely 3/rev character observed in Case 1 is now modulated,

particularly towards the blade root. Except for the two CAMRAD analyses, which have essentially the

same wake model, substantial difference are now seen between the various analyses.
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The reduction in blade lift that occurs at the blade tip is a consequence of coupling of the prescribed

wake to the lifting-line analysis. Figure 24 compares the radial distribution of steady normal force as

computed by the four analyses. The inboard prediction of lift is similar for all methods, but the methods

vary in their prediction of the lift drop-off at the blade tip. The lift predicted by CAMRAD/JA starts

to decrease at 0.90R while the lift for CAMRAD is maintained past 0.95R. The difference in the lift

drop-off is believed to be a result of differences in the solution method. CAMRAD/JA is considered

accurate to second order in its lift prediction while CAMRAD is only accurate to first order (Bousman

et al., 1989). The other two methods show a drop off that is approximately halfway between the two

CAMRAD predictions.

The significant changes that occur in the distribution of lift from Case 1 to Case 3 are caused by

the wake model. Some insight into these changes can be obtained by looking at the angle-of-attack

distributions shown in figure 25 and comparing these distributions to Case 1 (figure 17). All of the

analyses show a reduction in angle of attack near the blade tip and the largely 1/rev character noted

in figure 17 now includes higher harmonic effects. This is most noticeable for the RAE/WHL analysis

which shows substantial changes in the angle of attack in the first and fourth quadrants caused by

vorticity in the wake. This is seen in the other analyses as well, but is more subdued. A detailed

comparison between Cases 1 and 3 is shown in figure 26 for the 0.85R radial station. The steady and

first harmonic angle-of-attack variation has been removed in this figure to better illustrate the effects

of the prescribed wake model. Each of the analyses shows a substantial variation in angle of attack
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on the retreating side of the disk caused by the vorticity from the previous blades. The variation in

angle of attack occurs at about "_, = 300 _ at this blade radius and appears first as an upwash and then

a downwash. In the case of the RAE/WHL analysis the change in angle of attack is much larger than
is seen with the vortex-lattice methods.

The RAE/WHL analysis also shows the effects of discrete vortex loading on the advancing side

and this is seen as well in the METAR/R85 prediction, but to a lesser extent. For this radial station

the effects of at least four tip vortices are seen in the first quadrant. The higher frequency, vortical

loading computed with the wake models in the RAE/WHL and METAR/R85 analyses is partly a result

of the smaller azimuthal stepsize used in the solution: 5 ° for the RAE/WHL analysis and 10 ° for the
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METAR/R85 analysis.However,most of the effectsshownhereare retainedevenif only the first 12
harmonicsof the angleof attackareplotted.

Case 4

The distribution of the airloads for Case 4 is shown in figure 27. This case differs from Case 3

in that the root cutout is changed from 0.228R to 0.40R. The effect of increasing the root cutout is

to slightly increase the steady lift on the blade but, in general, these effects are slight. The differences

between the two 0.40R root cutout cases, Case 2 and Case 4, are essentially the same as seen in

comparing Cases 1 and 3.

Case 5

Case 5 differs from Case 3 in that the aerodynamic forces and moments on the blade are computed

using nonlinear aerodynamics rather that the linear model. Figure 28 shows the distribution of normal

force for Case 5 for the four analytical models. The normal force distributions are essentially unchanged

from Case 3 (see figure 22), indicating that the blade is operating largely in the linear aerodynamic

regime, at least as far as the normal force or lift is concerned. Using a slice of data at 0.85R, the effects

of the modeling change are examined by comparing the Case 5 results with Case 3 in figure 29. Except

for a slight increase in normal force for the CAMRAD/JA calculations the results are the same for the

two cases.

The angle-of-attack distribution is also essentially unchanged from Case 3 as indicated by the

surface plot in figure 30. Comparing the Case 5 results with Case 3, figure 25, slight changes are seen

inboard in the third quadrant for the CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85, where the dynamic pressure

is low and the airloads are small. Note that the calculated angles of attack in these plots are not plotted

beyond the scale limits and this results in a squared-off or clipped appearance to the angle-of-attack

distributions. The computed angles of attack at 0.85R are compared in figure 31 where the steady

and first harmonic have been removed to accentuate the effects of higher harmonics. Except for small

differences in the fourth quadrant of the CAMRAD/JA calculation no effect of nonlinear aerodynamics

is seen in the calculation of angle of attack.

The distribution of the section pitching moment is shown in figure 32 for the four analyses. The

largest pitching moments are observed near the blade tip in the first and second quadrants. There are

some surprising differences between the analyses, considering that the computed moments are based

solely on steady airfoil section properties and, for many angles of attack, the same airfoil section

properties were used by the four analyses. The angle of attack, near the blade tip, approaches zero near

90 °, where the Mach number is a maximum, but is positive on either side of 90 °. The airfoil section

pitching moment behavior in Section 4.2 shows that the pitching moment becomes quite negative for

M > 0.7 at angles of attack greater than zero so the two-humped behavior shown by the CAMRAD

analyses and METAR/R85 appears to result from the compensating effects of the decrease in angle of

attack and the increase in Mach number as the azimuth approaches 90 °. It is believed that the positive

moment in RAE/WHL analysis is a result of a coding error.
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Figure 27. Normal force distribution as a function of azimuth and blade radius for Case 4; all harmonics.
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The bladetip pitchingmomentis examinedin greaterdetail in figure33 wherethe angleof attack
andpitchingmomentareplottedasfunctionsof rotorazimuthat0.98R. The angle of attack is decreasing
in the first quadrant and, as the angle nears one degree, there is a rapid decrease in the moment for the

CAMRAD predictions while the RAE/WHL analysis shows a positive moment. These moments reduce

to zero at about 70 °, where the angle of attack is zero, and then increase again as the angle of attack

becomes more positive. At about 135 ° the Mach number has decreased and the moment returns to a

nominal value. The difference in behavior for these analyses looks like an error in the coefficient sign,

but this cannot be true in a global sense as all the analyses show the positive moment that occurs in the

fourth quadrant inboard on the blade in the reverse flow region (see figure 32).

The nonlinear aerodynamic tables used by the CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85 are, as men-

tioned before, based on the RAE/WHL equations described in Section 4.2. However, these equations

are only used for angles of attack below the stall boundary defined in table 3. Above the stall boundary

the section coefficient data are based on the C81 NACA 0012 deck that is valid for all angles of attack

(Davis, 1974). Above the stall boundary, each analyst faired or patched the RAE/WHL equations into

the C8I deck and, in some cases, there may be small perturbations in the section properties at these

boundaries. Figure 34 shows the CL values computed by the four analyses at two radial stations as a

function of the section Mach number. This figure includes an overplot of the angles of attack from the

NACA 0012 deck that provide the equivalent C L. In addition, the RAE/WHL stall boundary is plotted

on these figures to show the range of applicability of the RAE/WHL equations. Near the blade tip, all

of the analyses predict that the computed angles of attack and Mach number are within the domain of

the RAE/WHL equations and, therefore, the analytical predictions are directly comparable. Inboard, at

0.60R, however, the analyses show that angles of attack are reached on the retreating side that exceed
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the RAE/WHL stall boundary and, in these cases, differences may occur in predicted results that are a

consequence of differences in the tables (or equations) used.

Case 6

The distribution of the airloads for Case 6 is shown in figure 35. This case differs from Case 5

in that the root cutout is changed from 0.228R to 0.40R. The effect of increasing the root cutout is

to slightly increase the steady lift on the blade but, in general, these effects are slight. The differences

between Cases 4 and 6, due to the addition of nonlinear aerodynamics, are essentially the same as the

differences between Cases 3 and 5.

Case 7

Case 7 differs from Case 5 in that the computation of the aerodynamic forces on the blade includes

unsteady aerodynamic terms in the equations. As with Case 5, the analyses used the same section

coefficient data to compute the steady aerodynamic forces and moments, but the unsteady aerodynamic

computation is different for each analysis. Figure 36 shows the distribution of normal force for Case 7

for the four analytical models. The normal force distributions are essentially unchanged from Case 5 (see

figure 28), indicating that, for these conditions, unsteady aerodynamics do not significantly influence
the blade lift. Again, a slice of data at 0.85R is examined in figure 37 to look in detail at the effects

of adding the unsteady aerodynamics terms. The RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses show minor

differences in the lift around the azimuth, and a slight reduction in the lift variation caused by the
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Figure 37. Comparison of normal force distribution as a function of azimuth for Cases 5 and 7; 0.85R,

all harmonics.

tip vorticity of previous blades is apparent in the RAE/WHL analysis. METAR/R85 does not include

unsteady lifting terms in its equations so no difference is seen for this analysis between the two cases.

The angle-of-attack distribution is also essentially unchanged from Case 5 as indicated by the

surface plot in figure 38. Comparing the Case 7 results with Case 5, figure 30, slight changes are seen
inboard in some of the calculations but the dynamic pressure is quite low at these locations and the

effect of angle-of-attack changes is slight. The computed angles of attack at 0.85R are compared in

figure 39 where the steady and first harmonic have been removed to accentuate the effects of higher

harmonics. The RAE/WHL analysis shows a slight reduction in the loading caused by blade tip vorticity

from previous blades while the other analyses show little effect of the modeling change for this radial

station.
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Figure 39. Comparison of angle of attack as a function of azimuth for Cases 5 and 7; 0.85R, harmonics

2 and above.

The distribution of the section pitching moment is shown in figure 40 for the four analyses. The

effects of including unsteady aerodynamics on the section pitching moments are substantial for all of the

analyses; compare with Case 5, figure 32. These changes are interesting considering the absence of any

observed differences in the lift distribution and suggest that the most important effects of unsteadiness

are in the blade pitch rate terms. These changes, which are greatest near the blade tip, are examined

in detail in figure 41. The RAE/WHL analysis shows a reversal in the pitching moment near the

blade tip due to unsteady aerodynamics and this change is quite substantial--larger than the effects of

unsteadiness seen in the other analyses. The CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85 show similar effects,

with a slight increase in the variation of section moment around the azimuth.
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Figure 41. Comparison of section pitching moment as a function of azimuth for Cases 5 and 7; 0.95R,

all harmonics.

Case 8

Case 8 differs from Case 7 in that the computation of the aerodynamic forces on the blade includes

yawed or radial flow effects. Figure 42 shows the distribution of normal force for Case 8 for the

four analytical models. The normal force distributions show little change from Case 5 (see figure 36),

indicating that, for these conditions, radial or yawed flow does not significantly influence the blade lift.

As before, a slice of data at 0.85R is examined in figure 43 to look in detail at the effects of adding

the yawed flow terms. The RAE/WHL analysis shows a small increment in lift at this station with the

inclusion of the radial flow terms, but the other analyses are not influenced by the modeling changes.
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Figure 43. Comparison of normal force distribution as a function of azimuth for Cases 7 and 8; 0.85R,

all harmonics.

The angle of attack for Case 8 is compared with Case 7 in figure 44. Small changes in the angle-

of-attack excursions are observed for the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses. The other analyses

show no influence of radial flow on the angle of attack at this radial station.

Radial flow effects show little influence on the section pitching moments for this trim condition.

Figure 45 compares the pitching moment computed for Case 8 with the Case 7 values for the four

analyses. Fairly small changes are seen, particularly near _b = 0 °, but for the most part these changes

are slight.
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Case 9

Case 9 differs from Case 8 in changes made to the blade structural model. For the computations for

Cases 1 to 8 the blade was modeled as a rigid beam with a hinge at the root to allow flap motion. (The

METARfR85 analysis was an exception in that it included a lag hinge as well.) For Case 9 a lag hinge

was added to the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses and blade flexibility was represented by multiple

bending modes. Figure 46 shows the distribution of normal force for Case 9 for the four analytical

models. Qualitatively, the distribution is similar to the Case 7 results shown in figure 36 or, for that

matter, the Case 3 results, figure 22. Examining the normal force at 0.85R, as shown in figure 47, it

is apparent that the major effect of adding a lag hinge and blade flexibility is that the normal force is

phase shifted by about 15° or 20 °. These results, compared with Case 3, show only small changes in

the normal force for the various changes to the aerodynamic model.

The vibratory loads, that is, harmonics 3 and above, provide a more sensitive assay of the effects

of aerodynamic and aeroelastic modeling changes. Figure 48 shows the distribution of the normal force

for the four analyses with the steady and first two harmonics removed. A comparison with Case 3,

figure 23, is particularly interesting as few changes are evident, even in these higher harmonic loads,

as a consequence of the aerodynamic and aeroelastic modeling changes. A direct comparison of the

vibratory loading, at 0.85R, is shown in figure 49. As noted previously, the RAE/WHL vortex ring wake

shows strong vortex loading on both the advancing and retreating sides of the disk. The aerodynamic

modeling changes made from Case 3 to Case 8 slightly reduce the peak loads, particularly some of the

higher harmonic content of these loads but, in general, these effects are slight. With the addition of

blade flexibility, Case 9, the vortex loading is further reduced although the dominant 3/rev character

remains the same. The calculated section normal force at this radial station is very similar for the two

CAMRAD analyses. Almost no effects of the aerodynamic modeling changes from Case 3 to Case 8

are seen in the predictions. The inclusion of a lag hinge and blade flexibility, Case 9, shows a phase

shift of about 20 ° and the amplitude of the vibratory loads are reduced by about 10%. A lag hinge

was included in the METAR/R85 calculations for all of the cases and no phase shift is observed for

these results. Essentially no change is seen in the METAR/R85 predicted normal force because of

aerodynamic modeling changes and only a small decrease in the normal force on the retreating side of

the rotor is seen when blade flexibility is added to the model.

The angle-of-attack distribution for Case 9 is shown in figure 50 and qualitatively appears much

the same as for the previous cases. (Angle of attack was not computed by METAR/R85 for this case.)

The Case 9 angle of attack at 0.85R is compared in more detail with Cases 3 and 8 in figure 51. Only

harmonics 2 and above are shown in this comparison to accentuate the differences caused by modeling

changes. As can be seen, the angle-of-attack differences are quite small, whether caused by aerodynamic

modeling changes or by blade flexibility.
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The distribution of the section pitching moment is shown in figure 52 for the four analyses. A

number of changes are noted when comparing these predictions with Case 7, figure 40. The peak section

moment near the tip predicted by the RAE/WHL analysis is reduced considerably with the addition of

blade flexibility; however, the vortex-induced loads on the retreating side are largely unchanged. The

computed values at the two innermost stations are incorrect because of an implementation error in the

model but this has a negligible effect on the blade moment. The CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85

section moments are similar to the Case 7 values. However, CAMRAD and METAR/R85 show that

the first negative peak is increased in Case 9 and the second negative peak is reduced. The effects of

blade flexibility (and the lag hinge) are examined in more detail in figure 53. At this radial station,

blade bending flexibility reduces the peak section moment for the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses,

while the moments are substantially increased (in the negative sense) for the METAR/R85 analysis.

Case 10

Case 10 differs from Case 9 in the addition of torsional flexibility. The METAR/R85 analysis

was unable to obtain a converged solution for this case so no results are shown. Figure 54 shows the

distribution of normal force for Case 10 for the three analytical models. Qualitatively, the distribution

is similar to the Case 9 results shown in figure 46 as well as the Case 3 results, figure 22. Examining

the normal force at 0.85R, as shown in figure 55, it is seen that only slight changes occur for the

RAE/WHL analysis, but that the CAMRAD analyses predict a slight decrease in the normal force on

the advancing side of the rotor.

The vibratory load distribution, harmonics 3 and above, is shown in figure 56. Qualitatively, only

slight changes are seen between this case and Case 9, figure 48. A direct comparison of the vibratory

loading, at 0.85R, is shown in figure 57. The effect of blade bending flexibility was to reduce the

higher harmonic airloads, as noted above. However, the addition of torsion flexibility does not appear

to significantly increase or decrease the vibratory loads for the RAE/WHL analysis. For the CAMRAD

analyses, however, the addition of torsion flexibility substantially increases the vibratory loads. Whereas

the effect of bending flexibility (Case 9) was to reduce the vibratory loads by 10% with respect to the

Case 3 results, the effect of torsion flexibility (Case 10) is to increase the vibratory loads by 10% with

respect to the Case 3 loads.

The angle-of-attack distribution for Case 10 is shown in figure 58 and qualitatively appears much

the same as for the previous cases. The Case 10 angle of attack at 0.85R is compared in more detail with

Cases 3 and 9 in figure 59. Only harmonics 2 and above are shown in this comparison to accentuate the

differences caused by modeling changes. Each of the analyses shows the effects of torsional flexibility

and, in some cases, differences greater than 0.5 ° are observed.

The distribution of the section pitching moment is shown in figure 60 for the three analyses.

Qualitatively, the calculated section moments are very similar to those shown for Case 9, figure 52. The
effects of torsion flexibility are examined in more detail in figure 61 for a radial station near the blade

tip. Over most of the rotor azimuth, little effect of torsion flexibility is seen on the section moment.

Only in the second quadrant are differences seen and, for the most part, the analyses show a more

positive moment in this region.
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4.4 Summary of Analytical Modeling Investigation (Task 3)

The four analytical methods examined here show very good agreement for Case 1, which is both

the simplest case examined and a baseline for the rest of the computations. The good agreement is seen

for trim and performance parameters as well as for the radial and azimuthal distribution of lift. This

good agreement provides a useful reference point for all subsequent comparisons.

The harmonics of the airloading at 3/rev and above, those loads that are a source of vibration for

the aircraft, are very similar for the four analyses. The vibratory loading, for this very simple case, is

clearly seen to be a consequence of the rotor trim. In this sense, the prediction of helicopter vibration

at high speed starts from a baseline of trim-induced vibrator3,' loading that will either be increased or

decreased as modeling features are added to the analyses.

Cases 2, 4, and 6 (with respect to Cases l, 3, and 5 respectively) examine the effect of the reversed

flow region on the computation by increasing the root cutout from the Puma's dimensional root cutout

at 22.8% radius to 40% to accommodate the reversed flow region which, at this trim condition, extends

to 0.38R. Except for a slight increase in blade unit lift, to account for the reduced blade area, there are

no changes observed as a result of the increased cutout.

The modeling change made in going from Case 1 to Case 3 is the replacement of the uniform

inflow wake with a prescribed wake. The wakes incorporated in each of the four analyses are different

and there was no attempt to "match" the computations beyond the need for each analysis to achieve a

converged solution to the trim values. The CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85 each model the wake

using a vortex-lattice representation although there are differences in the details of the implementation

for each analysis. The RAE/WHL analysis uses a series of vortex rings and half rings to represent the

wake vorticity. Despite the differences in the wake models the results in terms of trim and performance

are basically equivalent for this flight condition.

The second-order lifting-line method of CAMRAD/JA gives a much greater inflow with larger

gradients in the longitudinal and lateral directions of the rotor disk than the other methods. Using

CAMRAD as the reference for Case 3, the CAMRAD/JA analysis predicts that the induced power is

51% higher, the parasite power 8% higher, the profile power 1% higher and the total shaft power 16%

higher. It cannot be concluded from this code-to-code comparison whether the second-order lifting-line

method is more or less realistic than the other analyses, but it is nevertheless encouraging to observe

that the classical vortex-lattice methods (CAMRAD and METAR/R85) and the vortex-ring method of

RAE/WHL converge to similar results.

The inclusion of concentrated vorticity in the wake models for Case 3 affects the distribution of

the angle of attack, particularly in the first and fourth quadrants where the influence of the tip vortices

from previous blades is greatest. However, it is important to note that the changes in angle of attack

resulting from the prescribed wake models are substantially smaller than the angle-of-attack variation

caused by rotor trim. The largest changes are, for each of the analyses, in the fourth quadrant and these

differences are especially large for the RAE/WHL analysis.

Nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics are included in the models with the change from Case 3

to Case 5. The nonlinear characteristics, at least below stall, are made roughly uniform between the
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analyses by incorporating the equations that are normally used in the RAE/WHL analysis into the other

models. This was done for the CAMRAD analyses by creating a new set of tables for interpolation

based on the RAE/WHL equations and for METAR/R85 by directly modifying the program. A slight

increase in profile power is seen for all of the analyses, as expected, and the four methods predict similar

trim and performance results. Essentially no changes are seen in the distribution of blade lift or the

angle-of-attack distribution and, hence, the inflow angles. However, the pitching moments, based on

static airfoil characteristics are quite different between the RAE/WHL analysis and the other methods

and this is apparently the result of a coding error in the program.

Unsteady aerodynamic effects are incorporated in the analyses in going from Case 5 to Case 7.

However, the METAR/R85 analysis models unsteadiness only in the pitching moment and not the lift.

As the required rotor thrust and the pitch and roll moments are the same for each analysis, the variation

in the collective and cyclic trim angles provides insight into the effects of the unsteady aerodynamic

models. In this respect it is interesting to see that the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses show the

same reduction in collective pitch angle caused by augmented lift, but the phasing of this lift, as reflected

in the cyclic angles, is opposite with the RAE/WHL analysis showing an anticipated response and the

CAMRAD family a retarded response. This reflects the lack of maturity of dynamic lift models, even

in the restricted framework of the unstalled regime. Little effect of unsteady aerodynamics is seen on

the performance, however.

The effects of unsteady aerodynamic modeling in the calculation of the lift distribution is very

slight and the vibratory airloads are unchanged. The calculated blade pitching moments are affected by

the unsteady aerodynamic models, however. At the rear of the rotor disk, where the blade pitch rate

is most negative, all of the analyses show an increase in pitching moment and at the front of the disk

a decrease in pitching moment. Smaller changes are observed where the pitch rate is near zero. The

RAE/WHL analysis, which showed very different static pitching moment characteristics for Case 5,

shows predictions more like the other analyses after the addition of unsteady aerodynamics, although

the variation in pitching moment near the blade tip is greater than is seen for the three other analyses.

Case 8 differs from Case 7 in the addition of yawed or radial flow effects in the analytical models.

In this flight condition, radial flow modifies mainly the X-force with a reduction of propulsive force

and parasite power at a given flap angle. On the other hand, the profile power is augmented by nearly

the same amount so that the total power is almost unchanged. If the rotor was to be trimmed to a given

propulsive force, then the parasite power would recover its initial value and the profile power increment

would remain so that the global rotor efficiency would, in fact, deteriorate. These trends can be clearly

seen with the CAMRAD family and METAR/R85. For the RAE/WHL analysis, however, the different

power breakdown used makes the differences more difficult to see, but the influence of radial flow is

larger, with an increased shaft power for the same blade flapping. The effects of radial flow on the

airloads are very slight.

Cases 1 through 8 have examined aerodynamic modeling effects, retaining a simple rigid, hinged

blade for the computations. For Case 9, the influence of blade bending modes is examined by adding

flap and chord bending degrees of freedom. The RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses also add a lag

hinge; the METAR/R85 analysis has included a lag hinge for all Task 3 calculations. Compared to a

rigid, flapping blade, the difference in performance remains quite small. The cyclic pitch angles exhibit

a change in phase of about 11 or 12 degrees for the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses, but this is a
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result of adding the lag hinge and no phase change is observed for the METAR/R85 analysis. All of

the analyses show similar trends for performance and trim.

The blade airloads are changed with the addition of blade flexibility although these changes are

fairly small. The largest change is, of course, the phase shift in the loading caused by the addition of the

lag hinge. The RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses show about a 10% reduction in the vibratory blade

lift, while METAR/R85 shows hardly any effect on lift. The pitching moments are reduced slightly for

the RAE/WHL analysis and unchanged for the CAMRAD analyses, while a negative shift is seen for

the METAR/R85 analysis.

Case l0 differs from Case 9 in the addition of torsional flexibility. For this case the METAR/R85

analysis would not converge so that the effects of the torsional degree of freedom are assessed using

just the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses.

The torsion degree of freedom does not play a large role in rotor performance for this moderate

velocity and moderate lift flight condition according to the RAE/WHL and the CAMRAD analyses.

However, the collective pitch angle required for this trim condition does vary with the RAE/WHL

analysis showing a decrease and the CAMRAD analyses an increase. The amplitude and phasing of the

cyclic trim angles also change with the RAE/WHL analysis showing an increase in the cyclic trim and

the CAMRAD analyses a decrease.

The blade angles of attack and airloads are changed with the inclusion of the torsion degrees of

freedom and these changes are of the same magnitude as those observed in going from Case 8 to Case 9,

except that the vibratory airloads have increased by about 10% rather than being reduced by 10%. The

blade pitching moments near the tip show some influence as well, particularly on the advancing side

where the RAE/WHL analysis shows a slight reduction in the loads and the CAMRAD analyses a slight

increase.
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5 COMPARISON OF LIFTING-LINE METHODS WITH FLIGHT TEST

DATA (TASK 1)

5.1 Introduction

Three sets of calculations were made with the lifting-line methods for Task 1 of the cooperative

program: a set of calculations based on an airspeed sweep from Flight 525 that were the basis of the

assessment: a set of reference calculations based on one airspeed from Flight 123 for a Puma with

a rectangular-tip blade; and a set of calculations for an autorotational dive condition, Flight 487, that

provided the basis for the CFD solutions reported in Section 6.

The primary purpose of the lifting-line methods assessment was to examine the accuracy of these

methods over a range of forward flight speeds. For this purpose cases were selected from Flight 525

that included data for sixteen advance ratios from # : 0.098 to/_ = 0.402. Lifting-line predictions were

then made for five of the sixteen advance ratios and comparisons with the flight test data are presented

in Section 5.2. The highest speed case, # = 0.402, was also used as a basis for CFD computations and

this is discussed in Section 6.3.

The Flight 123 case that is discussed in Section 5.3 was selected to provide a reference or baseline

case with the standard Puma blade without the swept tip. Prior to the initiation of the cooperative effort

that is reported here it was believed that the effects of the swept tip of the research Puma might confuse

both the interpretation of available flight test data and the calculations. It was concluded, therefore,

that it would be valuable to make calculations for one flight condition from Flight 123 and, through

comparison with Flight 525, examine the effects of tip sweep on both the lifting-line predictions and

the flight test data.

Calculations were also made for the research Puma for an autorotational dive condition on Flight

487 that achieved an advance ratio of # = 0.429 and an advancing tip Mach number of MgO = 0.922.

These calculations are discussed in Section 5.4 and provide a basis for the CFD computations reported

in Section 6.2.

The standard Puma airfoil section is similar to a NACA 0012 and, as a consequence, NACA 0012

section data are used as airfoil tables in the lifting-line calculations. The modifications that were made to

the research Puma to sweep the tip and increase blade area outboard also influenced the airfoil profile at

the outboard sections. Section 5.5 describes the various airfoil sections and summarizes measurements

that were made of the swept-tip profile and some theoretical, two-dimensional calculations that were

made to assess the swept-tip airfoil modifications.

Finally, some summary comments concerning the predictions for Task 1 are provided in

Section 5.6.

The computed blade airloads and structural loads that are compared with flight test data in this

section were, in general, not obtained for the same radial stations. However, the radial spacing used

by these analyses for the computed loads is quite fine and, when direct comparisons are shown in this

section as a function of the rotor azimuth, linear interpolation has been used with the theoretical data to
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provide a direct comparison with the experimental measurements at the indicated radial station. Errors

introduced by the use of linear interpolation are small in comparison to differences seen between the

analyses and the data. In a number of cases, comparisons are made between experimental measurements

obtained on different rotor configurations and, again, linear interpolation is used for one or the other

data sets. In these cases, the data set for which interpolation was used is indicated.

5.2 Advance Ratio Sweep (Flight 525)

5.2.1 Flight Data

Data were obtained at sixteen advance ratios for Flight 525 with level flight test points from

# = 0.098 to 0.402. Five of these cases were chosen for correlation and these are shown in table 17

where 'Counter' refers to the test point or condition. A trim condition was specified equivalent to

isolated rotor trim in a wind tunnel, that is, five trim variables were specified: airspeed, rotor thrust,

CT/O, shaft angle of attack, C_s, and the first harmonic flapping angles measured at the blade hinge, fllc

and ills. The flapping angle harmonic coefficients, fllc and 31s, are defined as a conventional (positive)

Fourier series. Positive _31c represents tilting of the rotor disk forward and positive /31s represents

tilting of the rotor disk to the right (clockwise rotation). Although the shaft angle and flapping angles

are directly measured, the rotor thrust is not measured and, instead, is assumed to be the same as the

aircraft weight. The purpose in selecting an isolated rotor trim as a basis for these comparisons was to

simplify the problem as much as possible and remove confounding factors.

Table 17. Flight 525 correlation cases

Counter 3 7 12 17 21

# 0.0978 0.1821 0.3074 0.3619 0.4019

Mg0 0.6481 0.6983 0.7702 0.8026 0.8265

CT/Cr 0.0700 0.0694 0.0701 0.0700 0.0699

as, deg -1.10 -2.70 -5.70 -7.40 -9.05

/31c, deg -0.223 -0.732 0.040 0.116 0.437

/31s, deg -0.319 -0.293 -0.082 0.078 0.222

CQ/Cr 0.00409 0.00410 0.00608 0.00846 0.01085

f_, rpm 254.9 254.6 253.9 254.0 254.1

The blade instrumentation for Flight 525 is shown in figure 62. Flap bending moments were

measured on the strain-gauge blade at eleven radial stations: 0.20R, 0.26R, 0.30R, 0.36R, 0.41R,

0.46R, 0.57R, 0.62R, 0.67R, 0.78R, and 0.83R. The distribution of chord bending moment stations

was more sparse: 0.122R, 0.33R, and 0.55R. Torsion moments were measured at 0.126R, 0.33R,

and 0.55R. Surface pressures were measured on the tip section of the pressure blade as indicated in

figure 62. The radial and chord locations of these transducers are given in table 18. Note that there
were no lower surface measurements at 0.89R.
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Figure 62. Structural and pressure instrumentation installed on the research Puma blade.

Table 18. Pressure transducer locations, x/c

0.89R 0.92R 0.95R 0.978R

U L U L U L U L

0.000c 0.000c 0.000c 0.000c

0.002c 0.002c 0.002c

0.005c 0.005c 0.005c 0.005c

0.010c 0.010c 0.010c

0.020c 0.020c 0.020c 0.020c

0.040c 0.040c 0.040c

0.100c 0.100c 0.100c O.lOOc O.lOOc O.lOOc

0.200c 0.200c 0.200c 0.200c 0.200c 0.200c

0.300c 0.300c 0.300c 0.300c 0.300c 0.300c

0.400c 0.400c 0.400c 0.400c 0.400c 0.400c

0.550c 0.550c 0.550c 0.550c 0.550c 0.550c
0.700c 0.700c 0.700c

0.850c 0.850c 0.850c

1.000c 1.000c 1.000c 1.000c

O.lOOc

0.200c

0.300c

0.400c

0.550c

0.700c

0.850c
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A general notion of the section lift and pitching moment behavior near the blade tip can be obtained

from an examination of these parameters at 0.95R as a function of airspeed. Figure 63 shows the lift

and pitching moment as surface plots as functions of azimuth and advance ratio where the five advance

ratios selected for correlation are emphasized by thickened lines. At low speed the airloads near the

blade tip are dominated by the vorticity in the rotor wake that causes a down-up pulse on the advancing

side of the rotor and an up-down pulse on the retreating side. As the airspeed increases, this vorticity

loading decreases and the pulse-like signatures from this loading are largely gone by # = 0.3. As the

airspeed is further increased an area of reduced section lift is seen on the advancing side of the rotor

and for # > 0.3 this lift becomes negative. The section moment at high speed is characterized by a

large positive moment over the rear of the disk that becomes negative at the beginning of the second
quadrant.

The lift and pitching moment were obtained from the pressure measurements by a trapezoidal

integration in the mapped coordinates z_(cp) as a function of v_/C which is considered more

accurate than the integration of cp as a function of z/c. The blade chord force was not computed.
Strictly speaking, this integration provides the section normal force, not lift, but the two terms are used

interchangeably here. The pitching moment is defined at all radial stations relative to the local quarter

chord. The applied torsional moment seen by the blade at any station will, of course, include the couple

induced by the normal force and the offset (if any) of the the local quarter chord from the blade's

torsion axis which is assumed to be coincident with the unswept quarter chord. In all cases the data

were obtained from a single rotor revolution.

The lift and pitching moment are examined in more detail for the low-speed case, u = 0.098, in

figure 64. Lift variations on the advancing and retreating sides of the rotor disk induced by vorticity in

the wake are clearly seen in this figure. As expected, the peak loading on the advancing side is seen

at the most outboard station, 0.978R, initially and then moves inboard, while on the retreating side the
peak is first encountered at the most inboard station, 0.92R, and then moves outboard. In terms of

the integrated pressures it is unclear whether this vorticity is primarily caused by the tip vortex of the

previous blade or the combined vorticity of intertwined tip vortices as suggested by calculations using

the CAMRAD/JA free wake model (Bousman and Maier, 1992). An examination of the upper surface

pressure time histories is shown in figure 65 where the individual pressure time histories have been

offset and ordered from leading edge to trailing edge on the airfoil. Near the leading edge of the blade

there is an indication of a second oscillation in the loading, both on the advancing and retreating sides,

but this secondary oscillation is much smaller than the primary vorticity loading that is seen over the
forward portion of the airfoil.

The section lift and moment for the high speed case, # = 0.402, are shown in figure 66. The

section lift varies greatly on the advancing side to maintain a trimmed flight condition. Less variation

is seen on the retreating side. At the rear of the disk the lift shows a rapid decrease towards the blade

tip while on the front of the disk there is almost no change seen in moving from 0.92R to 0.978R. A

small change in lift seen at 0.95R just past 315 ° is believed a result of a minor slip ring malfunction

for the pressure tranducers at this station. The largest pitching moments are seen on the advancing

side of the disk with a maximum in the moment in the first quadrant and a minimum in the second

quadrant. In the first quadrant the pitching moment is observed to increase as the blade tip is approached.
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Figure 63. Section lift and pitching moment as a function of azimuth and advance ratio for Flight 525;

0.95R. Correlation cases shown by thickend lines.
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The upper surface pressures on the forward portion of the airfoil at 0.95R are shown in figure 67.

Included in this plot is the M = 1 boundary which indicates regions of supercritical flow. For the most

part these supercritical flows occur very near the leading edge of the airfoil at the rear of the disk where

the angle of attack is quite high. Little supercritical flow is observed at the beginning of the second

quadrant, probably because of the sweep in the blade tip.

The flap bending moment variation with airspeed is shown in figure 68. Although not readily visible

in this surface plot the dominant 3/rev loading is greatest at the low- and high-speed extremes and lowest

in the middle range of airspeeds. The extensive flap bending moment instrumentation installed on the

blade provides considerable resolution in the flap bending moment distribution, and the azimuthal and

radial distributions of flap bending moment are shown at the low and high airspeeds in figure 69. The

3/rev character of the loading is seen at both low and high speeds and is the dominant component at

nearly all blade stations. The largest loading is observed near the mid portion of the blade. Excursions

in the measurements at the rear of the disk for the low-speed condition are believed to be related to

instrumentation or slip-ring problems.

The bias or zero setting for all structural measurements were obtained with the aircraft on the ground

and, therefore, included static moments. No corrections have been made for these static moments and,

therefore, the steady or zero harmonic components are not included in these figures nor in any of the

comparisons with calculation.

The bending moment nondimensionalization used here is analogous to a blade aerodynamic loading

coefficient CT/cs, that is,
CFM Mj (5-1 )

o- 7ro-pV2 R 3

where 3,/3 is the flap bending moment, cr is the rotor solidity, p is the density of air, V T is the tip speed,

and/7 is the blade radius.

The chord bending moment variation with airspeed is shown in figure 70 for a midspan station.

The dominant loading at the center of the blade is 4/rev and this loading increases rapidly with advance

ratio. The chord bending moment was measured at only three stations so that azimuthal/radial plots of

the distribution do not show the richness in detail that was seen for the flap bending moment. Figure 71

shows the chord bending distribution for the low- and high-speed conditions. The amplitude of chord

bending is relatively low for the low-speed case and instrumentation noise at the outer radial station

makes it difficult to interpret the bending moment distribution. At the maximum speed the chord bending

moments are quite pronounced and it is interesting to note that the 4/rev character changes to primarily

a 3/rev loading near the blade root. The chord bending moment nondimensionalization used here is the

same as for the flap bending moment.

The torsion moment variation with airspeed is shown in figure 72 for a blade root location. The

torsion loading is relatively low for the low advance ratio case and increases with airspeed. At the

maximum airspeed a strong positive moment is seen in the first quadrant and this moment becomes

negative at about 90* and there is a peak in the negative torsion moment at about 135 °. The mo-

ment then returns to a positive value with a 4/rev oscillation superimposed. The torsion moment on the
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Figure 67. Upper surface pressure as a function of azimuth at high speed; 0.95R, # = 0.402. M = 1

boundary shown as heavy dotted line.
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advancing side of the disk is very similar to the aerodynamic moment seen near the blade tip, for

instance figure 63. Torsion moment measurements were obtained at only three radial stations so the

distribution is more difficult to interpret than for the flap bending moment case. Figure 73 shows the

torsion distribution for the low- and high-speed conditions and, as was apparent in figure 72, the torsion

amplitude is quite low at/x = 0.098. However, at high speed the torsion loads are quite high and the

advancing side loading is, apparently, a direct consequence of the aerodynamic moment at the blade tip.

The variation in the pitch-link loads with airspeed is shown in figure 74. These loads appear nearly

identical to the root torsion moment shown in figure 72 and, just as in that case, are a consequence of
the aerodynamic loading induced at the blade tip.

The distribution of the blade geometric pitch angle as measured at the blade root and calculated at

0.75R using the built-in twist is shown in figure 75. The pitch angle distribution is relatively smooth

and, as expected, shows an increase in the 1/rev cyclic pitch variation as advance ratio increases. At

high speed the blade pitch angle is near zero on the advancing side because of the dynamic balance

around the flap hinge. As a consequence, compressibility drag is minimized. The collective pitch for

the airspeed sweep is shown in figure 76 and the lateral (cosine) and longitudinal (sine) pitch angles

are shown in figure 77. The collective pitch angle increases with airspeed, particularly above # = 0.2

and, as expected, the lateral cyclic angle varies only slightly over the advance ratio range while the

longitudinal cyclic becomes progressively more negative with airspeed. The measured collective and

cyclic control positions are not used in the analytical efforts to specify the rotor trim and, therefore,

the correlation of analysis with these measurements provides a test of the accuracy of the rotor trim

computation. The reference here to first harmonic cosine and sine components assumes a conventional
Fourier series.

The blade pitch angle was measured at the location of the blade pitch bearing. Some knowledge of

control system flexibility may be obtained by examining this pitch angle measurement after removing the

steady and first harmonic components which are the control angles. Figure 78 shows this measurement

for the maximum airspeed condition and it can be seen that the amount of flexibility in the control

system is fairly small, less than ±0.4% and that the motion in the control system is largely at 3/rev.

The swashplate fixed-system actuators for the Puma are spaced equidistantly around the swashplate and

are located at 60 ° , 180% and 300 ° . These locations coincide fairly closely with the most positive pitch

angles and suggest that most of the flexibility in this control system is in the swashplate.

Blade flapping was measured by a potentiometer at the flapping hinge on three of the four blades.

The distribution of blade flapping with azimuth and advance ratio is shown in figure 79. Particularly
at high speed there is more 2/rev and 3/rev content in the measurement than 1/rev. The first harmonic

flapping is shown in figure 80 as a function of advance ratio. This figure compares the flapping

measurements from all three blades with the trim values specified for the five correlation cases.

The blade lead-lag angle was measured with a potentiometer around the lead-lag hinge. The

distribution of blade lead-lag angle with azimuth and advance ratio is shown in figure 81. There is

little harmonic content in the lead-lag angle measurement and this is undoubtedly a consequence of the

lead-lag damper. The steady lag angle increases with airspeed because of the increasing steady drag on

the blade. However, it appears that the offset is erroneous for these measurements and the steady lag

angle is more like 10 ° than the 14 ° or 15 ° shown here. This will be discussed in Section 5.4.1.
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Figure 81. Lead-lag angle distribution as a function of azimuth and advance ratio for Blade I.
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The measured shaft angles for the Flight 525 airspeed sweep are shown in figure 82. Three different

methods were used to measure the shaft angle in flight: a pitch vane mounted on the test boom, a pitch

angle gyro, and a pitch angle measurement based on a pendulum device. The specified trim values used

for the five correlation cases were determined from a shaft-angle schedule based on multiple flight test

cases and, as shown here, agree quite well with the pitch pendulum measurement. The source of the

discrepancy with the pitch vane measurement, which is about 0.43R in front of the aircraft nose, is not
known.

5.2.2 Comparison of Analysis and Experiment

5.2.2. I Trim and Performance

The specified trim parameters that were used for the analytical computations were airspeed, aircraft

thrust, shaft angle of attack, and first harmonic cosine and sine flapping; see table 17 presented previously.
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Figure 82. Shaft angle as a function of azimuth for three different measurements.
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It was expected that these variables would be achieved exactly by the analyses but discrepancies occurred

in rotor thrust and harmonic flapping and these differences are discussed below.

The trim rotor thrust computed by the four analyses is compared to the measured aircraft weight

in figure 83. The decrease in rotor thrust with advance ratio is a consequence of fuel burnoff during the

test flight. CAMRAD, CAMRAD/JA and RAE/WHL are trimmed with the thrust equal to the calculated

aircraft weight. However, METAR/R85 is trimmed with the rotor lift, that is, the vertical component

of thrust, equal to the weight. As the advance ratio increases, the propulsive force becomes larger and

its effect on rotor thrust is no longer negligible. At high speed, therefore, the trimmed thrust is greater

than the aircraft weight by about 1.5% for this analysis.

The specified and computed first harmonic flapping angles are compared in figure 84. The calculated

first harmonic cosine flapping angle shows generally good agreement with the measured root flapping,

but the sine flapping angle calculated by the RAE/WHL, CAMRAD, and METAR/R85 analyses is offset

by about half a degree from the measurements. The difference is a consequence of the flapping angle

definition that is used by the analyses. Each of the methods assumes that the input (experimental)
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Figure 83. Computed trim rotor thrust compared to aircraft gross weight as a function of advance ratio.
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Figure 84. Comparison of measured and calculated first harmonic flapping as a function of advance

ratio for Flight 525. /2.

flapping angles define a tip path plane; hence the flapping angle is defined by a straight line between

the blade tip and the flapping hinge. This approximation neglects elastic bending of the blade. The

calculated flapping angles Shown in figure 84 are not the angles based on the tip-path-plane definition

but have, instead, been calculated from the modal solution. As shown here, there is approximately ahalf degree difference between the specified sine flapping angleblade flap hinge but no differen . '

for CAM ce m the • . and the value that is calculated at theRAD/JA was obtained iterativ,_l..

matched the cosine flapping. Unlike the Other analyses the trim solution

specified root flap angle. ,.,y oy repeating the solution until the computed root flap angle

The assumption that the rotor thrust is the same as the aircraft Weight introduces an error in the

computed solutions to the degree that these two quantities differ. The force balance equation for the

Z-force is

Tcosc_ s + L + Ls - W = 0

(5-2)
where T is the rotor thrust, &s is the shaft angle of attack, L is the fuselage lift, Ls, is the stabilizer

lift, and IY is the aircraft weight. Appendix A provides aerodynamic equations for the Puma based on

_¢ind tunnel measurements (Sarnoni, 1975) which allows the calculation of the L and Ls. The sum of

he aircraft Weight, the fuselage lift (download), and the stabilizer lift (dOWnload) is shown in figure 85.

"or COmparison, an estimate of rotor thrust based on blade coning is also shown in this figure. Based
rspeed increases. At the maxim . .
n calculation the effect of fuselage and stabilizer download is to increase the thrust that is required asrust based on blade ,_,;_ ^,_ urn. speed this increment is -- •

c..,.,g _nows the Same functio,,-, _--_ approx.lrnately 9%. The estimated rotor

""_, uenav_or with airspeed as the sum of aircraft
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thrust as functions of advance offset by about 4000 N. Based on this comparison the specified rotor

thrust used in the trim solution will be increasingly in error at higher speeds and this will influence theweight and download but is

of the lifting-

calculated solutions-

The comparisons for the specified trim parameters are a first step in the assessment

line methods- The agreement is, in general, quite good and is expected- Comparison of the analytica

predictions with measurements of resultant or unspecified trim parameters such as the blade contrc

angles provides a much more rigorous test of these analyses and provides insight into their accuracy.

Figure 86 compares the computed collective pitch angle at the blade pitch bearing with the measur_

values for the Flight 525 airspeed sweep. The measured and computed values are compared in table

for the five correlation cases. At the lowest advance ratio, differences between the computed collecti

pitch and the measurement are as large as 2.1°, but at higher speeds quite good agreement is observ

particularly for the RAE/WHL, cAMRAD/IA, and METAR/R85 analyses which are within 0 .40 to 0.

It seems likely that the discrepancies at lower speed are related to the wake model.
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Figure 86. Comparison of measured and calculated collective pitch angle at blade pitch bearing as a
function of advance ratio for Flight 525.

Table 19. Measured and calculated collective pitch angles for Flight 525

Counter # Flight 525 RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

03 0.098 10.35 10.84 10.84 11.21 12.32

07 0.182 10.56 10.07 9.70 10.22 10.53

12 0.307 13.09 13.12 12.29 13.04 13.12

17 0.362 15.61 15.17 14.10 15.03 15.02

21 0.402 17.77 17.36 16.09 17.20 17.20

The analytical modeling comparison for a rectangular-tipped blade, discussed in Section 4.3.1,

showed a fairly large divergence in the predicted collective pitch values at/z = 0.381, approximately

3 ° between the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses. However, for this swept-tip rotor at p = 0.362

the RAE/WHL, CAMRAD/JA, and METAR/R85 analyses are all within 0.2 ° and the reasons for the

closeness in these predictions for the swept tip as compared to the rectangular tip are not clear.

The comparison of the collective pitch measured at the pitch bearing, 0.0573R, with the collective

pitch determined in the lifting-line methods is not straightforward. At any radial station the pitch angle
is expressed as:

O(r) = 0C -+-Os q- Ot(r ) + Oe(y) (5-3)

where 0C is the control angle input at the swashplate actuators; Os is elastic deflection in the swashplate,

pitch link, and pitch horn; Or(r) is the built-in twist; and Oe(r) is the elastic twist in the blade. At the

blade pitch bearing, where the pitch angle measurement is made, the only terms that are effective are
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the control angles and any elastic deformation in the control system between the actuators and the pitch

bearing. Thus, 0(0.0573R) = OC + 0s (5-4)

Within the lifting-line methods, collective and cyclic pitch angles do not include torsional deformation

so as to separate the control input from the response for the trim algorithm used to obtain force and

moment balance. Hence, the calculated collective pitch angle, Ocoll, is

Ocotl -- Oc + Ot(O.75R) (5-5)

and, based on equation (5-3), the angle at the pitch bearing is

0(0.0573R) = OcoZZ- Ot(O.75R) + Os
(5-6)

where Ot(O.O573R) -= 0.0 (5-7)

For the Puma, the built-in twist between the pitch bearing and 0.75R is -4.16 °. The swashplate and

control system deformation, Os, was calculated to vary from -0.07 ° to 0.15 ° over the airspeed range

for the RAE/WHL analysis. For CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA this deformation was estimated from the

calculated elastic deformation and varied between -0.52 ° and -0.36 ° for CAMRAD and -0.28 ° and

-0.21 ° for CAMRAD/JA. The METAR/R85 solutions do not include a torsion mode so this deformation

is zero. These corrections were used in calculating the angles at the pitch bearing that are shown m
these corrections it is noted that the steady elastic deformation

figure 86. Although not required for . 2 °
between the pitch bearing and 0.75R calculated by CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA is about 0. •

The calculated lateral cyclic pitch (cosine harmonic) and longitudinal cyclic pitch (sine harmonic)

are compared with the pitch bearing measurements in figure 87. The calculated and measured values for

the correlation cases are shown in tables 20 and 21. As before, the calculated cyclic angles were corrected

for elastic deformation across the swashplate although these corrections were slight. The calculated

lateral cyclic is generally within a degree of the data while the longitudinal cyclic calculations are quite

close at low advance ratios but larger differences are seen at high speed. The Task 3 calculations,

discussed in Section 4.3.1, provide some insight into these differences. The more negative longitudinal

pitch of RAE/WHL appears to be a result of swept flow corrections and torsion deflection, whereas for

CAMRAD/JA it is caused by the larger inflow gradients.

The measured root coning is compared with values derived from the three analyses in figure 88.

The coning is obtained from the analytical methods using the flap displacement at the most inboard

solution station and assuming that there is no deformation inboard of this station. This approach is quite

accurate for METAR/R85 where the most inboard station is quite close to the flapping hinge, but less

so for the CAMRAD analyses where the most inboard station is at 0.264R. In general, the methods

show a decrease in blade coning with advance ratio which is not surprising since the trim thrust was

set to the aircraft weight. METAR/R85 shows a slightly higher value of coning and in part this is a

result of including the effect of propulsive force on the trim thrust. The 0.4 ° to 0.8 ° offset between the

measured coning and the derived values is unexplained.
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Figure 87. Comparison of measured and calculated cyclic pitch angles at the blade pitch bearing as a

function of advance ratio for Flight 525.

Table 20. Measured and calculated cosine (lateral) cyclic pitch for Flight 525

Counter # Flight 525 RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

03 0.098 2.60 3.13 2.87 2.56 4.41

07 0.182 2.04 2.36 1.84 1.72 2.15

12 0.307 2.03 2.46 2.56 2.29 2.83

17 0.362 2.57 2.97 3.18 3.03 3.75

21 0.402 3.19 3.67 3.97 3.97 4.60

Table 21. Measured and calculated sine (longitudinal) cyclic pitch for Flight 525

Counter # Flight 525 RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85

03 0.098 - 1.21 -1.62 - 1.22 -1.44 - 1.64

07 0.182 -2.14 -2.34 - 1.86 -2.34 - 2.27

12 0.307 -5.87 -6.43 -5.12 -5.92 - 5.49

17 0.362 -8.15 -8.36 -7.19 -7.77 -7.05

21 0.402 -10.58 -10.69 -8.43 -9.70 -9.03
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Comparison of measured and calculated blade coning as a function of advance ratio for

The calculated steady lag angles are compared with the measured values in figure 89. An off-

set between 3 ° and 6 c is seen between the calculations and the data and, as will be discussed in

Section 5.4.1, it is believed that there is a bias error in the measurements of approximately 4 °. Over

most of the speed range the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses are offset from the measured values by

the same amount and are believed correct. The METAPUR85 analysis shows less steady lag deflection

than the other analyses, and this is believed to be a result of lag hinge restraint added to the model to

increase the curvature near the lag hinge (see Section 3). Thus, there is less hinge rotation and the root

deflection is smaller for a given tip deflection in the METAR/R85 solution.

The computed cosine and sine first harmonic lead-lag angles are compared with the measurements

in figure 90. The RAE/WHL analysis represents the hydraulic lead-lag damper (see Appendix A) by

incorporating 80% structural damping in the first lead-tag mode. The other analyses represent the

damper as an equivalent linear viscous damper. Despite these modeling differences all of the analyses

show fairly good agreement with the measurements. As before, the METAR/R85 angles are reduced

slightly by the introduced hinge restraint.

The rotor thrust is a specified trim value, as discussed above, but the other steady hub forces and

moments are not specified and provide an additional test of the accuracy of the four analyses. Except

for the shaft torque, however, there are no direct aircraft measurements that can be compared with the
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Figure 89. Comparison of measured and calculated blade steady lag angle as a function of advance

ratio for Flight 525.

analyses and, therefore, the comparisons shown here are largely comparisons between methods rather

than with data.

Figures 91 and 92 compare the computed values of the X-force (positive forward) and Y-force

(positive to the right) in the shaft axes. Both sets of prediction are somewhat similar to the trim

flapping angles which is not surprising as a tilting of the thrust vector by half a degree will result

in approximately 550 N of X- or Y-force. Good agreement is observed between the analyses for the

X-force, but less so for the Y-force where greater differences were observed in the computation of the

sine flapping trim (see figure 84).

The hub pitch and roll moments are compared in figures 93 and 94. These figures also include

roll and pitch moments derived from measured flap bending moments and flapping angles as will be

discussed in Section 5.2.2.4. The analyses show similar trends in the pitch moment variation with

airspeed except for CAMRAD/JA. This variation is similar to the first harmonic cosine flap angle which

suggests that most of the moment is a result of vertical shear at the flap hinge. Reasonably good

agreement is also seen with the derived pitch moment values.
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Figure 90. Comparison of measured and calculated first harmonic lead-lag angles as functions of advance

ratio for Flight 525.
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Figure 91. Comparison of calculated X-forces as a function of advance ratio for Flight 525.
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The analyses show the same trend in advance ratio for the roll moment as do the derived values,

but there is considerable offset between the four analyses. This differs from first harmonic sine flap

angle cases where the RAE/WHL, CAMRAD and METAR/R85 analyses were very similar.

The comparison of the analyses with the derived pitch and roll moments provides some confidence

in the accuracy of the predictions. However, these derived values do not result from a direct measure-

ment but instead depend upon accurate blade and hub data and a reliable modal calculation. A direct

measurement using shaft bending gages or a wind tunnel balance is probably essential to demonstrate

which methods achieve the greater accuracy.

The calculated and measured shaft torques for the Flight 525 airspeed sweep are compared in

figure 95. There is generally good agreement between the analyses except at low speed, but all of the

analyses underpredict the measured shaft torque at high speed.

The large error in power prediction cannot be explained solely in terms of the additional thrust

required by download on the fuselage and stabilizer. A 4000 N error in the trim thrust would result in

only, perhaps, a 6000 N-m underestimation of torque, that is, half the difference seen here between the
codes and the measurement. It would take more than a 2 ° error in disk angle of attack to explain the

other half.

5.2.2.2 Blade Airloads

The section normal force obtained by integrating the measured surface pressures at 0.95R is shown

in figure 96 as a function of azimuth and advance ratio and is compared to the calculations made by the

four lifting-line methods. The measurements are shown for 17 flight test points and the calculations are

shown for five of these advance ratios. At the lowest speed, # = 0.098, the section normal force shows

a rapid down-up change in force in the first quadrant and then an up-down change in the fourth quadrant.

This force variation is caused by rapid changes in the inflow that are the result of the vorticity in the

wake from the previous blades. This vortex loading diminishes as advance ratio increases but remnants

of this loading can be seen out to # _ 0.3, particularly on the retreating side. Each of the lifting-line

models shows this basic behavior although the first and fourth quadrant loading at low speed is reduced

for the RAE/WHL method which uses a vortex-ring model. Both CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA use a

free-wake calculation for the two lower speed cases shown here. A careful examination of the lifting-

line predictions for the low-speed condition shows a reduction in lift over the forward part of the disk

where the measurements show little variation.

As advance ratio increases, the basic character of the blade lift near the tip changes from a relatively

steady load with the vortex loading superimposed to a reduction in lift that occurs in the second quadrant

and, at the highest speeds, shows negative lift over a portion of the blade tip. Each of the computational

methods shows this general character although the METAR/R85 analysis fails to predict negative loading

at this radial station. Qualitatively, all of the lifting-line analyses are quite similar to the measurements

and the correlation is good.

The section pitching moments are compared in the same fashion as the normal force at 0.95R

in figure 97. At low speed the flight data again show evidence of vortex-induced loads on both the

advancing and retreating sides and, as advance ratio increases, these pitching moments are reduced and
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Figure 95. Comparison of measured and calculated shaft torque as a function of advance ratio for Flight
525.

disappear. At high speed, an area of positive pitching moment is observed in the first quadrant and, at

about 90 ° , this rapidly changes to an area of negative moment in the second quadrant. Then, over the

retreating side of the disk, the pitching moment returns to a positive value.

None of the lifting-line methods predict the vortex loading at low speed and this is not surprising

as these methods model the inflow changes induced by previous blades' vorticity as an angle of attack

change at 0.25c. The measurements clearly show the effects of this vorticity and it is likely that

the correct modeling of these effects would require a lifting-surface analysis or one based on a CFD

model. At high speed, CAMRAD, CAMRAD/JA, and METAR/R85 show section pitching moments

similar in behavior to the measurements, but much reduced in amplitude. Within these analyses the

positive-negative moment change is caused by both steady and unsteady effects as was discussed in

Section 4.3.2 (see figure 41). The RAE/WHL analysis, on the other hand, shows pitching moment

changes comparable to the flight data, although the most rapid change occurs in the middle of the fourth

quadrant rather than at the beginning of the second. This increased section pitching moment for the

RAE/WHL predictions is caused primarily by modeling of swept-tip effects as will be shown below by

comparison with calculations for the reference rectangular-tip blade in Section 5.3.3.2.
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The underprediction of the section moment at the blade tip is typical of lifting-line analyses and

is related to difficulties in the modeling of three-dimensional flows near the blade tip and the correct

calculation of unsteady effects. The influence of planform is slight as shown by Maier and Bousman

(1992) who compared pitching moment measurements obtained on earlier tests of the Puma using both

a swept tip and a rectangular tip (Riley and Miller, 1983). The reason why the RAE/WHL analysis

shows such a strong effect of the tip planform in comparison to the other methods, however, is not

understood.

A detailed comparison of the predicted and measured section lift at 0.95R is shown in figures 98-

102. Figure 98 shows that the normal force at this radius is dominated by the vortical loading from

the previous blades. The vortex ring model used by the RAE/WHL analysis as well as the prescribed

wake calculation that is included with the CAMRAD/JA prediction do not correctly represent the vortex

wake at this airspeed. The CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA free wake models provide a fairly accurate

representation of the azimuthal location of the vortical loading although away from these azimuths the

lift is overpredicted, particularly by CAMRAD. The METAR/R85 calculation, which uses a prescribed

wake, is also able to capture some of the characteristics of the vortical loading in the first and fourth

quadrants.

At # = 0.182 the vortical loading on the advancing and retreating sides of the rotor disk is still

evident, as can be seen in figure 99, and the RAE/WHL and METAR/R85 computations provide a better

prediction of the loading than was seen for the lower advance ratio case. CAMRAD continues to use the
free wake model, but the advantages of this wake model over the other methods are no longer obvious.

CAMRAD/JA uses both a free wake and a prescribed wake at this advance ratio and achieves similar

results.

There is a reduction of section lift apparent in the second quadrant at # = 0.307 as shown in

figure 100. Each of the analyses shows this reduction in lift and the phase is well predicted by the

RAE/WHL and CAMRAD analyses and less so by CAMRAD/JA and METAPUR85. The slight drop in

lift at about 270 ° is caused by retreating side vortical loading and is fairly well predicted by all of the

analyses. The apparent impulsive-type load at about 330 ° is believed the result of a slip-ring failure at

this station (as discussed before in Section 5.2.1).

At # = 0.362, in figure 101, the lift on the advancing side goes to zero at about 105 °. The four

lifting-line analyses also show this lift reduction and the CAMRAD analyses, in particular, calculate

the phase and amplitude of the advancing side lift quite well. The RAE/WHL analysis shows a small

phase delay and a greater extent of negative lift while METAR/R85 indicates an earlier phase in the

minimum, and the lift always remains positive. CAMRAD indicates too much lift over the rear of the

disk, but the other methods show quite good predictions in this region.

Figure 102 compares the measured lift and the calculated values for the highest speed condition.

There is now a substantial area of negative lift in the second quadrant and this is well predicted by

RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA. Neither CAMRAD nor METAR/R85 shows the proper extent of the

negative lift region and METAR/R85, as at the other speeds, shows too much lead in the phase. The

RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses provide good predictions of the lift over the rest of the azimuth

although the rapid increase in lift in the second quadrant is not well predicted.
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The radial predictionof lift over the bladetip is examinedin figure 103for the high-speedcase
at four representativeazimuths. At _ = 40°, which is nearthe first quadrantpeak in loading, there
is a rapid reductionin lift towardsthe blade tip that is capturedquite well by the RAE/WHL and
CAMRAD/JA analyses.TheCAMRAD analysisshowno reductionin lift andMETAR/R85showsan
initial reductionfollowed by an oscillationandthen divergencein lift. This divergenceis thought to
be causedby the very largesweepanglein the most outboardsections.At thesesectionsthe swept
flow correctiontakeson unrealisticvalueswhen the yaw angleapproachesor evenexceeds90°. At
z;'= 110°, which is nearthe peakof the negativelift region, the RAE/WHL analysisshowsthe best
agreementand CAMRAD/JA andCAMRAD lessso. METAR/R85doesnot calculateanynegativelift
in this region. All of the methodsare relativelycloseto theexperimentalmeasurementsat _ = 180°,
which is at the lift maximumthat occursat the endof the secondquadrant.On the retreatingsideof
thedisk, at _ = 270°, the analysesshowzerolift inboardof 0.40R asexpected,andall providea good
predictionof the lift at the bladetip.

The measuredand calculatedpitching momentsat 0.95R arecomparedover the airspeedrange
in figures 104-108. At the lowest speedconditions,as shownin figure 104, the measuredsection
moments,a result of vortical loading,aresimply not predictedby the lifting-line methodsshownhere.
Thesemethodscomputethe sectionmomentsbasedon angle-of-attackchangesat thequarterchordand
cannotaccountfor angle-of-attackor velocity variationsalongthechord,asmightbe inducedby near

vortexpassage.

At # = 0.182 the vortical loadingon the advancingandretreatingsidesof the rotor disk is still
evident,ascanbe seenin thepitchingmomentdatain figure 105.The lifting-line methodsdo not show
anyeffectof thevortical wakeandthepredictedmomentsarecausedby the steadyandunsteadyvalues
of angleof attackinducedby geometricpitch changes.

Thereis a progressiveincreasein the oscillatorypitching momentat 0.95R asthe advanceratio
increasesfrom 0.307 to 0.402, as shown in figures 106-108. The CAMRAD, CAMRAD/JA, and
METARfR85analysesshowthis increasebutat all airspeedspredictonly abouthalf theamplitude.The
crossoverpoint, from positiveto negativepitchingmomentattheendof thefirst quadrant,is delayedin
the CAMRAD analyses,but is betterpredictedby METAR/R85.Unlike the otherlifting-line methods,
theRAE/WHL analysisshowsan increasingoscillatorymomentthat is greaterthanthe measurements.
The predictedmomentis similar to the measurementson the advancingsideof the rotor, but on the
retreatingsidetherateof changein pitchingmomentis substantiallygreaterthanthatobservedin flight.

Thecalculateddistributionsof pitchingmomentoverthebladetip arecomparedwith the measure-
mentsat four azimuthsin figure 109.Theradialdistributionsat _ = 0 and40° arerepresentativeof the
positivemomentloadingin thefirst quadrant.At bothazimuthsthereis arapid increasein themeasured
momenttowardsthebladetip andthis increaseis also seenin the RAE/WHL analysis,althoughin an
exaggeratedfashion. The otheranalyses,however,show hardly any increasein the momentand are
clearly unsatisfactory.At _)= 140°, wherethe mostnegativesectionmomentsoccur,the experimental
resultsdo not clearly distinguishbetweenthe variousmethods.On the retreatingsideof the blade,at

= 270°, the momentsarequite low and,again, the measurementsdo not distinguishbetweenthe
variouscalculations.
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It is useful to compare the lifting-line method predictions over the entire blade, to better under-

stand areas of agreement and disagreement, even though there are no measurements inboard of 0.92_R.

Figure ll0 compares the calculated section normal force at # = 0.098 for the four methods. The

RAE/'WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses show the expected increase in lift moving outboard on the

blade with the peak lift at about 0.80R and then a reduction in lift to the blade tip. The CAMRAD

prediction extends the lift farther outboard which is expected (see figure 24 and the previous discussion

in Section 4.3.2). The METARfR85 calculation shows the greatest lift at the most outboard station,

0.991R, and, as discussed above, this appears to be the result of swept flow corrections at the very large

sweep angles near the tip.

The loading from the vortical structures on the advancing and retreating sides extends well inboard

as can be seen in the RAE/WHL, CAMRAD, and CAMRAD/JA analyses. The inboard section of

the blade for the RAE/WHL calculation shows rapid fluctuations in loading that are caused by close

passage of the vortex rings that represent the vorticity in the wake. For the CAMRAD analyses the

vorticity loading is quite smooth on the inboard part of the blade and this is caused, in part, by wake

model changes that expand the tip vortex core inboard of 0.88R. The inboard loading calculated by

METARfR85 appears quite chaotic at this advance ratio and the vortex-induced loading is difficult to

identify, particularly on the retreating side.

The calculated section pitching moments are quite small at # = 0.098 over all of the blade as

shown in figure 111. Almost no effect of vortex loading is seen in these calculations.

For the high-speed case, # = 0.402, the comparison of the four methods in figure 112 shows

the reduction in lift in the second quadrant and, for the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA calculations, a

maximum in the radial lift at about 0.80R. The lift is maintained towards the blade tip for the CAMRAD

computation, while for the METAR/R85 analysis the lift abruptly increases near the tip. Comparing
these latter results with the analytical comparisons that were done in Section 4.3.2 for a rectangular tip,

figure 22, it is apparent that neither of these methods is adequately computing the normal force on the

swept tip at its outboard end.

Figure l l3 compares the predicted pitching moments for the high-speed case, # = 0.402. CAM-

RAD shows a moderate positive pitching moment in the first quadrant that increases slightly towards

the blade tip. The effects of the reverse flow region are seen at the blade root, as expected, and a

double oscillation is seen on the advancing side at the blade tip which is related to the high Mach

number at this point and the reversal in angle of attack. CAMRAD/JA shows similar behavior although

an oscillation near the blade root is believed a consequence of computational problems and no double

oscillation is seen at the blade tip. METARfR85 also shows the large pitching moment in the reverse

flow regime and, at the outboard radial location, 0.991R, a surprisingly large pitching moment. The

RAE/WHL analysis shows very large pitching moments at the most outboard blade station. Pitching

moment calculations have been made for a rectangular-tip planform on the Puma and have been shown

above in the section on the analytical modeling task, Section 4.3.2, figure 40; further results will be

shown in the discussion of the reference flight case in Section 5.3.3.2, figure 159. These calculations

do not show the very large moments at the most outboard stations which suggests that the RAE/WHL

and METAR/R85 analyses do not fully accommodate the swept-tip planform used here.
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5.2.2.3 Blade Response, Moments, and Loads

The analyses used to calculate the blade response, moments, and loads for Flight 525 were the

RAE/WHL analysis, CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA with both prescribed and free wakes, and the

A6rospatiale R85 analysis with the METAR wake. Moments and loads were only computed for the two

highest advance ratios for the METAR/R85 analysis. The free wake in CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA

is used for the two lowest advance ratio cases and the prescribed wake is used for the higher speeds.

Blade Response

The measured and calculated blade flapping are compared in figure 114 as a function of blade

azimuth and advance ratio. The flight measurements show that blade flapping is primarily 3/rev in
character and, as advance ratio increases, the basic behavior is modified with additional 1/rev and 5/rev

components and a shift in phase of these components. Qualitatively, the RAE/WHL, CAMRAD, and

CAMRAD/JA analyses each show this general behavior. CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA show better

agreement at low speed, a consequence of the free wake model, while the RAE/WHL analysis shows

better agreement at high speed. Although qualitatively similar, the METAR/R85 analysis shows only

fair agreement with the measurements.

A similar comparison of the lead-lag angle measurements and calculations is shown in figure 115.

The measured and calculated angles are quite small and considerable noise is seen in the former. Good

qualitative agreement is seen between the data and the CAMRAD methods. A better match is obtained

with METAR/R85, particularly at high speed. The RAE/WHL calculated values show poorer agreement

which is a result of modeling the viscous damper with structural damping in the first blade mode.

Moments and Loads, Advance Ratio = 0.098

The low advance ratio case provides a severe test for the analyses, particularly with regard to

the modeling of the rotor wake. Comparisons between the analyses and the measurements of the flap

bending moments are made at 0.20R, 0.57R, and 0.78R. The test data contain a glitch near an azimuth

of 15 ° which produces a local peak at 0.20R and a trough at 0.78R, but the data at 0.57R appear
unaffected.

The comparison of the measured and calculated flap bending moment at 0.20R is shown in fig-

ure 116. The measured waveform has a predominant 3/rev variation from the forcing in the second

flap mode, with smaller components at 5 and 6/rev arising from the third flap mode and the coupled

flap/torsion mode at calculated frequencies of 5.3 and 5.6/rev respectively.

The RAE/WHL analysis predicts only half the measured value of the third harmonic component and

the correlation with the test data is poor. The level of performance is not surprising as the RAE/WHL

predictions of the blade loading at the tip of the blade, figure 98 in Section 5.2.2.2, were not good.

The effect of the strong vortex interaction on the advancing side of the disk is more diffuse than in

the measurements while the change in the magnitude of the loading is underestimated on the retreating

side. The problem is due to the strength of the tip vortex from the complete vortex rings in the wake

model which takes a smoothly va_ing prescribed value inappropriate to the type of loading observed

in practice at low advance ratio.
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The bending moment calculated by CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA with the free wake model is

in better agreement with the measurements than the RAE/WHL analysis. The third, fifth and sixth

harmonics are slightly underestimated but the comparison is better than with the prescribed wake,

particularly with regard to the third harmonic. The free wake model used by these two methods shows

good agreement with the airloads measurements, particularly on the advancing side (see figure 98).

The measured flap bending moments at 0.57R, figure 117, is dominated by the same 3/rev oscillation

seen at the inboard position. The RAE/WHL calculation again underpredicts the magnitude of the third

harmonic component but the level of correlation appears better than at 0.20R. CAMRAD/JA shows

the best correlation with the measurements and accurately predicts the magnitude of the third harmonic

variation.

The azimuthal variation of the measured bending moment changes shape at 0.78R, figure 118,

compared to the inboard positions. As mentioned previously, the trough at about 15 ° is spurious. The

magnitude of the first and second harmonic components is almost as large as the third and there are

significant contributions at 5, 6, 7 and 8/rev. The correlation between the test data and the RAE/WHL

calculation is fairly good on the advancing side of the disk but the magnitude of the peak on the retreating

side is underestimated. The free wake calculations of CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA reproduce all of

the features observed in the test data even though the magnitude of the third harmonic component is

too large, particularly for CAMRAD.

The measured and calculated chord bending moments are compared at 0.122R and 0.55R. The

inboard station is near the lag damper attachment point so the stress is strongly influenced by the

forces exerted by the damper. The level of correlation to be expected, therefore, depends on how the

damper is represented and how the analyses calculate the resulting moments. The RAE/WHL analysis

does not model the lag damper physically, but instead includes the damping effect of the damper as

augmentation of the structural damping in the first lag mode. For this reason the predictions of this

analysis are expected to be poor. CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA represent the damper using a linear

model (see Appendix A), but use modal summation to calculate the stresses. Nonlinearities in the lag

damper and the inability to compute damper effects using a modal summation are both expected to

degrade the predictive capability of these analyses.

The measured chord bending moment at 0.122R, figure 119, has large first and third harmonic

components with smaller contributions at 4 and 5/rev. The first and third harmonics arise from the lag

damper which is reacting to the Coriolis forcing and the higher harmonic stresses are probably due to the

response of the second lag mode. The RAE/WHL analysis, as expected, does not predict the stress to

any degree of accuracy with only the fifth harmonic having the correct magnitude. CAMRAD, with its

free wake model, predicts the magnitude of all the harmonics up to the fifth accurately, but the phasing

is incorrect. CAMRAD/JA, however, underpredicts the amplitude of the third harmonic component.

The effect of the lag damper diminishes rapidly away from the attachment point and the measured

chord bending moment at 0.55R, figure 120, changes from largely 3/rev to 4/rev. The Fourier analysis,

figure 121, shows this large 4/rev component with the amplitude of the other components reducing as

the harmonic number increases or decreases away from the fourth harmonic.
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The harmonic analysis of the stress calculated by the RAE/WHL analysis shows that there are only

significant components up to the fifth, which is also the largest. The correlation between the calculation

and the test data is poor. The low order harmonic components are overestimated by the CAMRAD

analyses, CAMRAD being worse in this respect than CAMRAD/JA, and the comparisons with the test

data are not good.

The major source of forcing in the torsion modes arises from the aerodynamic pitching moment.

Reference to the comparisons between the measured and calculated blade pitching moments presented
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in Section5.2.2.2is worthwhile,therefore,beforeexaminingthetorsionalmomentsandpitch-link loads
here.

The RAE/WHL analysisgenerallyfollows the trendof the measuredpitchingmomentat 0.95R,
figure 104,but thesuddenchangesin themomentdueto thevortex interactionsareabsent.Theunsteady
aerodynamicmodelusedfor thecalculationsdoesnot includetheimpulsivemomentrequiredto predict
the vortex loadingeffects. Although a free-wakemodel is usedby the CAMRAD analysesthey also
do not computethe impulsivepitchingmomentsassociatedwith the vortex loading.

The comparisonsbetweenthe measuredandcalculatedtorsion momentsareshownat 0.126Rand
0.55R. The pitch-link loadsarealsoconsideredto seeif the dynamicsof the control systemhavean
appreciableeffecton the predictions.

The calculatedtorsion momentat 0.126R is comparedwith the test data in figure 122. The
largestharmoniccontributionsto the measuredmomentare the first, secondand fourth, all of which
areunderestimatedby the RAE/WHL analysis.The CAMRAD predictionhasa large3/revcomponent
which is absentin theCAMRAD/JA calculationandoverallCAMRAD/JA producesthebestcorrelation
with the testdata.

Thetestdataat 0.55R, figure 123,haveagreateramountof secondandthirdharmoniccontributions
thanatthe inboardpositionwhichchangesthewaveformconsiderably.The RAE/WHL analysisreflects
the changequite well but the amplitudeof the oscillationremainsunderestimated.The first and third
harmoniccomponentspredictedby CAMRAD aremuch reducedrelativeto the levels at 0.126R and
the overall correlationis good,betterthanwith CAMRAD/JA.

Themeasuredpitch-link loads,figure 124,showsazimuthalvariationsimilar to thetorsionmoment
neartheroot of thebladealthoughtherearesomeminor differencessuchasthelocalpeaksin thepitch-
link load at about35° and 130°. TheRAE/WHL analysisunderpredictsthemagnitudeof thepitch-link
load aswas the casefor thetorsion momentat the inboardpositionbut the variationwith azimuthfor
both the load and the momentaresimilar. The similarity is to be expectedas the control systemis
modeledby a linearspringat theendof a rigid rod andthedisplacementin therod is directly dueto the
torsionaldeflection.The predictionof the pitch-link loadby CAMRAD, however,showsa completely
differentazimuthalvariationto thetorsionmoment.Thelarge3/revcomponentis absentin thecalculated
pitch-link loadandthe magnitudeof theoscillation is underestimatedwhereasthepeak-to-peakmoment
is too largein the calculatedmoment.The way in which the control systemis modeledin CAMRAD
differs, therefore,from that in theRAE/WHL analysis.Therelationbetweentheblademomentandthe
pitch-link load is the samein the CAMRAD/JA predictionsgiving the bettercorrelationwith the test
dataalthoughthe peak-to-peakblademomentis overestimatedwhile the peak-to-peakpitch-link load
is underestimated.

The similarity in thepitch-link loadandthetorsion momentat theroot in the testdatameansthat
thecontrol systemload neednot beconsideredfor theother flight cases.

The comparisonsbetweentheoryandexperimentpresentedin this sectionshowhow the analyses
performedin low speedflight conditions. All the analyseshavesomestrengthsand weaknessesand
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it is not possible to say that one analysis was consistently better than all the others for all the stress

components.

Moments and Loads, Advance Ratio = 0.182

The second flight test case considered has an advance ratio of 0.182 and the measured normal force

coefficients presented in figure 100 of Section 5.2.2.2 show evidence of two strong vortex interactions,

although these are reduced in strength relative to the low advance ratio case. The modeling of the rotor

wake remains a major factor therefore in the analytical methods.

The measured and calculated flap bending moment is compared at 0.20R and 0.67R in figures 125

and 126 respectively. The test data at both radial stations are dominated by the 3/rev oscillation as at

the lower advance ratio. The RAE/WHL analysis, at 0.20R, predicts the magnitude of the predominant

harmonic well but there are also contributions at the sixth, ninth, and tenth harmonics arising from the

third and fourth flap modes which have calculated frequencies of 5.8 and 9.7/rev. The test data have a

measurable component at 5/rev but the contributions at the higher harmonics are small. CAMRAD and

CAMRAD/JA correlate better with the test data than the RAE/WHL analysis but the peak at the front

of the disk is underestimated.

The test data at 0.67R, figure 126, show that the peak on the retreating side of the disk increases

in magnitude compared to the inboard station. The waveform shows also a reduced amount of higher

harmonic content and the nature of the peaks on the advancing side of the disk changes character.

The RAE/WHL analysis retains the high frequency content that is seen at 0.20R but the magnitude of

the lower order harmonics is underestimated. The overall level of correlation is reasonable, however,

although the peak in the first quadrant and that on the retreating side of the disk occur later in the azimuth

cycle. CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA do not do as well as the RAE/WHL analysis on the advancing

side of the disk but the position of the peak on the retreating side is positioned more accurately by

CAMRAD/JA.

None of the calculation methods predict the chord bending moment at 0.55R accurately, as shown

in figure 127. The peak-to-peak moment is adequately estimated by the RAE/WHL method but shows

a dominant fifth harmonic contribution instead of the fourth harmonic response seen in the data. The

CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA calculations, on the other hand, show a large third harmonic component

rather than the fourth harmonic, much as was seen at # = 0.098.

The correlation between the calculated torsion moment at 0.33R and the test data is only fair,

figure 128, reflecting the poor prediction of the aerodynamic pitching moment. The RAE/WHL analysis

underpredicts the magnitude of the oscillation and, as for the flap bending moment, has a higher

harmonic content that is not observed in the measurements. The peak-to-peak level is calculated better

by CAMRAD but only the lower order harmonics are present and overall CAMRAD/JA provides the

most successful prediction of torsion moment.

Generally the analyses calculated the flap bending moment more accurately than at the lower

advance ratio but there is no significant improvement in the prediction of the chord bending moment or

torsion moment at the higher speed.
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Moments and Loads, Advance Ratio -= 0.307

The measured and calculated blade moments at an advance ratio of 0.307 are presented as three-

dimensional surface plots showing the moment distribution over the complete span of the blade as a

function of the azimuth angle. The surface plots give a more qualitative comparison between the test

data and the calculations compared to the azimuthal variation at a single radial position used at the two

lower advance ratios. Moreover, some features can be seen better in the surface plots because they

provide a complete picture of the conditions on the rotor.

The measured and calculated radial distribution of the flap bending moment at an advance ratio of

0.307 is shown in figure 129. The predominant 3/rev oscillation is as clearly seen in the surface plot

of the test data as it is at an individual azimuthal plot at one radial station. The magnitude of the 3/rev

component at 0.67R, for example, is slightly lower at this higher advance ratio, 333 N-m, compared
with 374 N-m in obtained for the case at _ = 0.182, figure 126, but there is a phase shift of 40 °. The

effect of the change in the phase is most readily seen around the front of the disk where the peak is

more sharply defined.

The RAE/WHL analysis predicts the observed phase change with the result that the correlation

with the test data is improved greatly around the front of the disk. The use of the free wake in the

CAMRAD analyses has little effect above an advance ratio of 0.2 and both calculations are made with

the prescribed wake model. The phase change is correctly predicted by CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA

but the magnitude of the 3/rev contribution remains too low at about 200 N-m.

The correlation of the measured and calculated flap bending moments therefore is improved at

an advance ratio of 0.307 compared to the two lower advance ratios with the RAE/WHL analysis but

both CAMRAD methods show poorer agreement with experiment because of an underprediction of the

magnitude of the dominant harmonic component.

The surface plots of the measured and calculated chord bending moments are shown in figure 130.

None of the analyses correlate well with the test data. The amplitude of the oscillation is underpredicted

by the RAE/WHL analysis while CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA have a dominant 3/rev variation instead

of 4/rev seen in the measurements.

The RAE/WHL analysis underestimates the torsion moment over the complete blade span, fig-

ure 131, and CAMRAD/JA does little better except close to the blade root. CAMRAD predicts a much

larger moment than CAMRAD/JA but the shape of the waveform is incorrect especially near the blade

root.

The trends in the performance of the analyses at an advance ratio of 0.307 are similar to those at

the lower speeds. The flap bending moment tends to be better predicted as speed increases using the

RAE/WHL analysis. The CAMRAD analyses continue to show good qualitative agreement in the flap

bending moment behavior but the predicted amplitudes are lower than the measurements. None of the

analyses show any improvement in calculating the chord bending or torsional moment.
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Figure 130. Comparison of measured and calculated chord bending moment as a function of azimuth

and blade radius;/_ = 0.307, Flight 525.
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Moments and Loads, Advance Ratio = 0.362

Surface plots are used to compare the test data with the measurements at an advance ratio of 0.362

as in the previous section at the lower speed. Calculations are available for this case for the A6rospatiale

R85 analysis with the METAR prescribed wake model.

The calculated flap bending moment over the blade span is compared with the test data in figure 132.

The RAE/WHL analysis generally correlates well with the test data even at the most inboard positions

although there is some doubt about the accuracy of the measurement at 0.20R for the advance ratio

under consideration. CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA predict similar bending moments except close to

the blade root but the level of correlation with the measurements is not as good as the RAE/WHL

prediction because of the underestimate of the 3/rev oscillation. The METAR/R85 analysis shows a
6/rev oscillation at the blade root which decreases in magnitude as the mid-span is approached to be

replaced by a predominantly 3/rev oscillation towards the tip and the level of agreement with the test

data is poor.

The measured and calculated chord bending moments are shown in figure 133. The trends apparent

at the lower forward speeds are still present in that the RAE/WHL analysis fails to predict the magnitude

of the oscillation, while CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA have a large 3/rev component instead of the large

4/rev component visible in the test data. The METAR/R85 analysis uses force integration to calculate

the chord bending moment and is perhaps the most successful of the analyses but the moment in the

mid-span of the blade is underestimated and there is a significant 6/rev contribution.

The ability of the analyses to predict the torsion moment along the blade does not improve as the

advance ratio increases and the comparisons with the test data made in figure 134 generally show a very

poor level of correlation.

Moments and Loads, Advance Ratio = 0.402

The highest advance ratio in level flight at which comparisons are made of the measured and

calculated blade moment is 0.402, but the Mach number at the tip of the advancing blade is only 0.826

because of the reduced rotor speed of the aircraft.

The measured and calculated oscillatory flap bending moments for this case are shown in figure 135.

The trends observed at the lower advance ratios continue with the increasing 3/rev contribution well

represented in the RAE/WHL calculation. CAMRAD/JA shows better agreement with the test data than

CAMRAD especially towards the tip of the blade. The METAR/R85 calculation compares poorly with

the test data with almost a complete absence of the dominant vibratory harmonic components.

None of the analyses predict the chord bending moment to any degree of accuracy as is seen in

figure 136. The METAR/R85 calculation shows a 5/rev oscillation while CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA

retain the strong 3/rev oscillation seen at the lower advance ratios although a 4/rev contribution is

visible. The RAE/WHL analysis displays the 5/rev component that is present throughout the range of

speeds.
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Figure 132. Comparison of measured and calculated flap bending moment as a function of azimuth and

blade radius; # = 0.382, Flight 525.
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The prediction of the torsion moment also leaves much to be desired. The CAMRAD and CAM-

RAD/JA calculations show large differences between each other and with the test data in figure 137.

The RAE/WHL analysis underestimates the peak value in the first quadrant and the behavior around the

retreating side of the disk differs from the measurements. The METAR/R85 calculation shows a peak

on the advancing side of the disk at a greater azimuth angle than the test data but the magnitude of the

moment is almost invariant with the radial position. The variation around the rest of the disk does not

correlate well with the measurements.

The highest speed flight test case, therefore, confirms the trends that have become apparent as

the advance ratio is increased. The flap bending moment is the most successfully predicted of the

three moments with the RAE/WHL analysis showing good agreement with the test data. CAMRAD

and CAMRAD/JA give acceptable levels of correlation with the flap bending moment but there is an

apparent problem with the METAR/R85 method. None of the theories are very good at predicting the

chord bending or torsional moments for the Puma rotor and further work is needed to improve the

predictive capabilities of the analyses.

5.2.2.4 Vibratoo, Loads

Calculations of the vibratory fixed-system loads at the hub were made by all of the analyses.

However, for METARfR85, these computations were made only at the two highest advance ratios. No

direct measurements of hub vibratory loads were obtained on the research Puma. However, blade flap

bending moments and blade flapping were used to identify the uncoupled modal flap response of the

rotor and these values were used to estimate the vibratory vertical shears and hub moments. No attempt

was made to use the chord bending measurements in an equivalent approach to estimate the inplane

shears.

The calculated 4/rev X-forces are compared in figure 138. A positive X-force is forward, towards

the nose of the aircraft. Generally good agreement is seen between the four analyses; however, the

RAE/WHL analysis shows a negative sine component at higher speeds, unlike the other analyses. The

X-force amplitude calculated by METAR/R85 is lower than the other analyses and this is thought to be

a result of lower response in the flap modes at 3/rev as observed in Section 5.2.2.3.

The lateral or Y-force analytical comparisons are shown in figure 139. A positive force is to the

right of the aircraft. The agreement between the analyses is not as good for the cosine component of

the Y-force as for the X-force, but is better for the sine component. The METAR/R85 analysis, for the

two airspeed calculations made, again shows a reduced 4/rev amplitude.

The calculated 4/rev vertical shears are shown in figure 140 and are compared with estimates of

the 4/rev shears based on modal fitting of the flap angle and flap bending moment measurements. The

measured 4/rev vertical shear exhibits a large amplitude in the transition region (advance ratio less than

0.15), a large amplitude at high speed (advance ratio greater than 0.35), and a wide region of relatively

smooth operation between the two regimes. In the low-speed regime each of the analyses shows a

trend of increasing 4/rev shear as the advance ratio is reduced to 0.1 and the prediction of phase is

reasonable as well. However, there is a factor of 3 difference between the analytical predictions and

only the CAMRAD analysis shows good agreement with the derived values.
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Thetransitionregimevibratoryloadingis aconsequenceof the rapidvariation in the airloadsnear
the bladetip on the advancingandretreatingsides,aswasdiscussedin Section5.2.2.2. At high speed,

however, the vibratory loading is largely a consequence of aircraft trim, as was discussed in Section 4.

Except for CAMRAD/JA, the analyses predict a small or relatively constant 4/rev vertical shear at high

speed and this is contrary to the data that show a substantial increase in the shear (cosine component).

The increase predicted by CAMRAD/JA, although similar in size to the measurements, is opposite in

phase.

The 4/rev vertical shears shown in figure 140 that were derived from flight test data were obtained

by fitting nine flapping modes, calculated in a vacuum, to the measured flap angle and flap bending

moments (Bousman, 1987). The fitting process is based on a least squares approach (Gaukroger and

Hassal, 1978), with the flap angle fit obtained in an iterative fashion. Once the modal amplitudes are

identified the solution of the entire state vector is obtained and the 3, 4, and 5/rev vertical shears at

the hinge point may be used to compute the hub 4/rev vertical shear, pitch moment, and roll moment.

The same process may be used, as in Section 5.2.2.1, for the 1/rev pitch and roll moment as well.

An example of the bending moment fit for the first five harmonics of data at # = 0.402 is shown in

figure 141. Because the modal fit used here is only for the flap degree of freedom, radial and inplane
shears at the hub are not obtained.

The calculations for the 4/rev hub roll moment are compared with values derived from flight test

data in figure 142 and the 4/rev pitch moment calculations and derived values are compared in figure 143.

The 4/rev hub moments are primarily a result of the 3/rev flap bending moments and the comparisons

in these figures are analogous to comparisons that were shown in Section 5.2.2.3. In the low-speed or

transition regime, CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA, which include a free wake in the model, show better

agreement in amplitude, although not in phase angle. Over the mid-range of advance ratios, where

the vibratory moments are less, all of the analyses show good agreement with the flight test derived

values. At high speed, however, neither the CAMRAD analyses nor METAR/R85 shows a satisfactory

calculation of the moment amplitudes, while the RAE/WHL analysis does provide a good estimate of

both the amplitude and phase.

The calculations of the 4/rev component of shaft torque are compared in figure 144. At low speed

the CAMRAD analyses show a higher 4/rev level than the RAE/WHL analysis for the cosine component,

but at higher speeds there is better agreement between these calculations. The METAR/R85 computation

at the two highest advance ratios, however, shows a much greater 4/rev vibration. Considering the poor

calculation of the chord bending moments that has been shown by all of the analyses, good agreement

in the vibratory shaft torque is too much to expect.

The comparisons of calculated hub vibratory loads and values derived from flight test in figures 140,

142, and 143 presume that the fuselage impedance is represented identically for the calculation and the

vibratory load estimate. In fact, the calculations were obtained for an isolated rotor with an infinite hub

impedance while the derived values, although based on isolated rotor vacuum modes, will include any

effects of fuselage or hub flexibility. In this respect, the agreement shown in these figures suggests that

fuselage flexibility is not important for this aircraft for these particular hub vibratory loads.
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Figure 141. Modal fit of blade flap bending moment data using nine calculated modes; # = 0.402.
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Figure 142. Comparison of calculated hub 4/rev roll moment and values derived from blade measure-

ments as a function of advance ratio for Flight 525.

5.2.3 Summary of Advance Ratio Sweep (Flight 525) Comparisons

Trim and Performance

The four lifting-line methods were used to predict the performance, airloads, blade response and

moments, and vibratory loads for advance ratios from 0.098 to 0.402 with the exception that the

METAR/R85 analysis computed the airloads and structural response only for the two high-speed cases.

The trim parameters selected for the airspeed sweep were aircraft weight, shaft angle of attack, and

first harmonic blade flapping. The analysts were able to match the specified trim parameters although

there were slight differences. Whereas the RAE/WHL, CAMRAD, and CAMRAD/JA analyses equated

the rotor thrust to the gross weight, the METAR/R85 analysis set rotor lift to gross weight which differs

by cos C_s. In achieving blade flapping trim each of the analyses defined the flap angles as appropriate

for a rigid blade rather than a flexible one. This had little effect on the longitudinal flapping, /31c, but

caused approximately a half degree out of trim condition for the lateral flapping, 131s.

Although the specified trim parameters were achieved by all of the analyses, the assumption that

the rotor thrust (or lift) is the same as aircraft weight was a poor one as it does not account for fuselage

and stabilizer download. At the highest speed condition, based on wind tunnel measurements of the
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Figure 143. Comparison of calculated hub 4/rev pitch moment and values derived from blade measure-

ments as a function of advance ratio for Flight 525.

fuselage characteristics, this represents approximately a 9% underprediction of the true rotor thrust.

Thus, it is expected that the analyses should underpredict the power required at high speed as well as

the airloads and structural response.

The prediction of the unspecified controls, that is, collective and cyclic angles, was fair to good.

At low speed, where the wake modeling is important, differences between measurement and calculation

were as high as 2 °. Except for CAMRAD, the analyses showed good agreement in collective at high

speed. The RAE/WHL analysis was able to calculate the cyclic angles to within 0.5 ° in most cases. The

CAMRAD/JA cyclic angles, in some cases, showed differences up to 1°, while the other two analyses

predicted cyclic angles that differed from the measurements by as much as 2 ° .

All of the analyses underpredicted the measured main rotor torque, particularly for the highest

speed where the calculated torques were 20 to 26% low. In part it is believed that these differences are

a consequence of underestimating the rotor thrust, but this does not explain all of the difference that is
observed.
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Figure 144. Comparison of calculated 4/rev shaft torque as a function of advance ratio for Flight 525.

Blade Airloads

Each of the four liffing-line methods provided good qualitative predictions of the blade normal

force or lift near the tip where measurements were made. At low speed, the free wake included in the

CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA analyses provides a good prediction of the vortical loading. At higher

speeds the free wake is no longer important and the best predictions were obtained by the RAE/WHL

and CAMRAD/JA analyses. Both the CAMRAD and METAR/R85 analyses have difficulties predicting

the lift close to the tip.

The prediction of the section pitching moment near the blade tip is, in general, poor. At low speed

none of the analyses show the influence of vortical loads on pitching moment. At high speed, where

the torsional loading is greatest, the CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85 underpredict the loading.

The RAE/WHL code predicts oscillatory loads as large as those observed in flight, but the character is

different.

Blade Response and Loads

In general the various methods provide a good qualitative prediction of the flap response as well

as the flap bending moments. The exception to this is that the METAR/R85 code, while providing

a good prediction of the flap response over the speed range, does not predict the 3/rev loads well at
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high speed. This deficiency is believed to be caused by the incorrect modeling of the geometry of

the swept tip within the flexible blade model and the lack of torsion deformation in the calculation.

Substantial improvements in both of these areas have been made subsequent to the workshop (Arnaud

and Beaumier, 1992). Detailed examination of the flap bending moments shows that at low speed the

CAMRAD analyses provide a better prediction of the flap moments and this is clearly a consequence

of the free wake model. At high speed, the RAE/WHL, CAMRAD, and CAMRAD/JA analyses show

the correct 3/rev character of the loading, but the CAMRAD analyses underpredict the magnitude of

the loads while the RAE/WHL analysis provides an accurate computation.

The good prediction of the flap bending moments is in direct contrast to the poor prediction of the

chord bending moments. Although the oscillatory amplitudes are similar to the flight measurements, the

frequencies and phase behavior are substantially different and the computations are unsatisfactory. The

reasons for the poor predictions are not clear and further work is needed to understand the influence

of coupling with flap bending, the chord airloading, the effects of the lag damper at the root, and the

root-end boundary conditions.

The torsional loading, unlike flap and chord, is not dominated by a particular frequency. In general,

all of the analyses underestimate the torsional loads and the predicted characteristics do not show good

agreement with the measurements. The correlation is best described as poor.

Rotor Vibrator3' Loads

The predicted hub vibratory loads, in general, show good qualitative agreement with each other.
There are no measurements of the aircraft vibratory loads at the hub. However, it is possible to estimate

the hub vertical shears and pitch and roll moments by fitting blade modes to the extensive flap bending

moment measurements. This fit does not account for any motion or stiffness in the hub or aircraft.

Comparison of the calculated 4/rev hub pitch and roll moments with the estimated moments is quite

good and mirrors, to a degree, the comparisons for the flap bending moments. This is not surprising

as these moments are largely due to the 3/rev flap bending moments, although the good agreement

suggests that hub impedance is not important for this aircraft for these loads. The comparison of the

4/rev vertical shears is not as good as for the moments and this is particularly true at high speed. No

attempt was made to estimate the hub inplane shears from blade measurements.

5.3 Reference Case (Flight 123)

5.3.1 Introduction

The Flight 123 case was selected to provide a reference or baseline case with the standard Puma

blade without the swept tip. The use of a reference case is valuable in a number of respects. First, by

comparing swept-tip and rectangular-tip flight test data it is possible to identify conditions in which the

swept tip significantly changes the blade loading. Second, by comparing swept-tip and rectangular-tip

analyses it is possible to identify modeling differences that are affected by the swept-tip. Finally, by

comparing the analytical methods with the experimental data from the reference case it is possible to

identify modeling deficiencies that are unrelated to the swept-tip blade. All of these approaches are

used within this section.
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5.3.2 Flight Data

Five counters were examined from Flight 123 that correspond roughly to the Flight 525 airspeed

sweep; that is, the advance ratio varied from 0.097 to 0.377. One counter from this airspeed sweep,

/z = 0.321, was selected as the reference case and is compared in table 22 with the Flight 525 counter

at # = 0.307 which was one of the correlation cases used in Section 5.2. Although the match is quite

good on the basis of nondimensional thrust (based on aircraft weight), the advance ratio is 4% less for

the Flight 525 case and the rotor speed is 5% less and this provides an 8% drop in the tip Mach number

on the advancing side.

Table 22. Comparison of Flight 123 and 525 counters

Case Flight 123 (Counter 9) Flight 525 (Counter 12)

/_ 0.321 0.307

Mo0 0.837 0.770

CT/O- 0.0695 0.0701

C_s, deg -6.00 -5.70

_lc, deg 0.42 0.04

_ls, deg -0.14 -0.08

f2, rpm 267.4 253.9

A planform view of the instrumented blade is shown in figure 145. Flap bending moment mea-

surements were obtained at eight radial stations: 0.35R, 0.45R, 0.55R, 0.65R, 0.75R, 0.83R, 0.90R,

and 0.95R. Valid measurements of chord bending moment were obtained at a single station, 0.73R, and

the torsion moment at two stations, 0.33R and 0.73R. Flap, pitch, and lead-lag angles were measured

on one blade, but no measurement of pitch-link loads was obtained.

The same aircraft trim parameters are used for the reference case as were used for the Flight 525

calculations, that is, rotor thrust (aircraft weight), shaft angle of attack, and first harmonic of flap angle.

Figure 146 compares the Flight 123 measured shaft angle of attack with the trim shaft angle-of-attack

schedule used for the Flight 525 analytical models. The agreement between the two flights is quite good,

particularly at the advance ratio of the reference case. The harmonic flapping angles for Flight 123 are

compared with measurements on three blades from Flight 525 in figure 147. The cosine (longitudinal)

flapping is offset by about a half degree between the two flights, but sine (lateral) flapping is similar

for both flights.

A comparison of unspecified rotor trim parameters between flights 123 and 525 is also useful.

The blade collective pitch angle, measured at the pitch bearing, is compared in figure 148 and good

agreement is seen between the two flights. The measurements of the cyclic pitch angle for Flight 123

are compared with Flight 525 in figure 149. The cosine (lateral) cyclic angle agrees well for the two

flights at lower speeds, but an increasing difference is observed at the higher advance ratio. The sine

(longitudinal) cyclic angles, however, show improved agreement at the higher speeds. These differences

are largely differences in phase with the Flight 123 data leading the Flight 525 data by about 40 ° at

low speed and 15° at high speed.
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The coning angles recorded on Flight 123 are compared with the Flight 525 measurements in

figure 150. The Flight 123 coning is slightly lower than the mean position recorded for Flight 525 and

this is probably a result of the slightly higher rotor speed. The cause of the negative coning jump at

the # = 0.307 point in the Flight 525 data is unknown. Obvious changes in other parameters at this

advance ratio have not been observed in the data.

The lag angle measurements obtained on Flight 123 are compared with the measurements on

Flight 525 in figure 151. As mentioned previously in Section 5.2.1, the Flight 525 measurements appear

to have a bias error of about -4 °. Equating the measured shaft torque on Flight 525 to an equivalent lag

angle, however, suggests that the bias error is between -1.5 ° and -2.0 °. These discrepancies remain

unresolved.

Pressure instrumentation was not installed on the standard blade of the Puma for Flight 123 so

there can be no comparison of airloads between the two flights. A comparison of the flap bending

moments measured at midspan is shown in figure 152 as a surface plot where the bending moments

are functions of blade azimuth and advance ratio. A thickened line is used to highlight the comparison

cases. The Flight 525 data contain 16 advance ratio points, and the evolution of flap bending moment

as advance ratio changes is quite smooth. Flight 123 includes only five advance ratio cases and the data

appear less smooth. Nonetheless, the dominant 3/rev character of the flap bending moment is apparent

for both flights.

The radial distributions of the measured flap bending moments for the comparison cases are shown

in figure 153. The Flight 525 data extend farther inboard than the Flight 123 data, to 0.20R compared
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to 0.35R, but in general there is good qualitative agreement between the two cases. The flap bending

moment measurements are compared at 0.35R and 0.55R in figure 154. As the flap bending moment

measurements were not obtained at identical radial stations for the two flights the comparisons here

are based on linear interpolation of the Flight 525 data. Good agreement is observed between the two

flights in both the general behavior and in the amplitudes. There does appear to be a phase difference

between the two cases with the Flight 525 data leading the Flight 123 data by about 10° to 15 °. It is

unclear whether this phase difference is related to the modified swept tip used on the research Puma,

but it is clear that the aerodynamics of the swept tip have not significantly modified the amplitude or

basic character of the flap bending moments.

The limited data available for the chord bending moments for Flight 123 make surface plot com-

parisons, such as were used for the flap bending moments, impossible. The chord bending moment

measured on Flight 123 at 0.73R can be compared with interpolated values from Flight 525, however,

and this comparison is shown in figure 155. The data from both rotors show the same general character

with a clear 4/rev component observed in the time histories. The amplitudes of the chord bending

moments are similar. As was seen in the case of the flap bending moment comparison in figure 154,

the Flight 525 data lead the Flight 123 data by 10° to 15 °.

The most inboard torsion measurement available on Flight 123 is at 0.33R and this measurement is

compared with interpolated data from Flight 525 in figure 156. There are noticeable differences between

the torsion moments on the swept-tip blade flown on Flight 525 and the standard, rectangular-tipped

blade flown on Flight 123. The amplitude of the swept-tip blade is about 40% higher than the amplitude

of the standard blade and the character of the oscillations on the retreating side of the disk is different.

These differences are believed to be largely a result of the increased blade area at the tip rather than an

effect of the swept planform geometry (Maier and Bousman, 1992).

5.3.3 Comparison of Analysis and Experiment

5.3.3.1 Trim and Performance

The analyses were trimmed to the aircraft weight, shaft angle of attack, and first harmonic flapping

angles for Flight 123; the same trim procedure as was used for Flight 525. The unspecified trim

parameters and shaft torque that were computed for Counter 9 of Flight 123 are compared with flight

measurements in table 23. No measurement of the shaft torque was obtained on the flight test aircraft.

The RAE/WHL, CAMRAD, and METAR/R85 analyses all predict a collective pitch value that is

only slightly below the measurement. CAMRAD/JA, on the other hand, predicts a higher value for

collective pitch and this situation is similar to the analytical model calculations (Case 10) discussed in

Section 4.3.1. The predicted cyclic pitch angles are within a degree or a degree and a half of each

other. Much of the difference that is seen between the measured and computed cyclic angles is a phase

difference. The predicted phase of the cyclic pitch angle lags the measured values by 12° to 18 °. The

cyclic pitch amplitude predicted by the CAMRAD and METAR/R85 analyses are about 15% below the

measured value, the RAE/WHL analysis is about 2% low, and the CAMRAD/JA prediction is within

1% of the measurement.
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Table23. Unspecifiedtrim parametersandshafttorquefor Flight 123,Counter9

Parameter Flight 123 RAE/WHL CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA METAR/R85
CollectivePitch, deg 12.40 13.26 13.04 14.11
CosineCyclic Pitch,deg 0.88 1.72 2.60 2.31
Sine Cyclic Pitch, deg -7.16 -6.82 -5.54 -6.76
Coning,deg 2.99 3.46 3.46 3.44
Lag Angle, deg -6.33 -7.02 -7.06 -7.85
ShaftTorque,N-m - 28,166 27,845 30,990

13.05
2.80

-5.60
3.53

-5.80

The calculatedconing anglesarewithin 3% of eachotherbut aresignificantly greaterthan the
measuredconing. A similar disparity was seenin the Flight 525 comparisonsshown in figure 88
in Section 5.2.2.1. The calculatedlag anglesdiffer by as much as two degreesand, again,similar
differenceswere seenfor Flight 525.

As wasseenin the analyticalmodel calculationsin Section4.3.1and the Flight 525 calculations
in Section5.2.2.1,the shafttorquecomputedby CAMRAD/JA is considerablygreaterthan the other
analyses,approximately10%for this case.

5.3.3.2Blade Airloads

The RAE/WHL, CAMRAD, CAMRAD/JA and METAR/R85 calculated airloads are compared in

figure 157 for Flight 123 at an advance ratio of 0.321. No experimental data are available for this

case, and only the similarities and differences between the methods can be discussed. The figure shows

three-dimensional surface plots of the section lift evolution versus spanwise station and azimuth. The

general trends are similar for all the methods as well as for the lift computed for the swept-tip blade

discussed previously in Section 5.2.2.2. The major effects seen are a dominant 1 and 2/rev load variation

around the azimuth, with a reduced loading on the advancing blade side at the tip and on the retreating

side at the root, due to the rotor trim conditions.

A close examination of figure 157 reveals a number of differences between the predictions. First,

there is a strong variation in the computed tip loading between the various methods. Ranking the

methods from the lower to the larger tip loading gives CAMRAD/JA, METAR/R85, RAE/WHL and

CAMRAD. These differences were also seen in the Task 3 analytical modeling comparisons discussed

in Section 4.3.2 and are a consequence of the coupling of the prescribed wake model with the blade

distribution of lift.

A second feature that is noted is that METAPUR85, and to a lesser extent RAE/WHL, computes

higher harmonic components of the loading, which may be partly a consequence of the fact that CAM-

RAD and CAMRAD/JA include only the first 12 harmonics in the solution, while METAR/R85 uses

18 harmonics and RAE/WHL uses 36.

Figure 158 shows the loads evolution versus the azimuth at 0.95R. The top part of the figure

shows the higher harmonic part of the loads, that is, without the mean value and the first two harmonics

which constitute the main part of the signal, while the lower part of the figure shows the fully computed
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airloads. This figure confirms the comments made above, but they also indicate that, for this blade

section: the CAMRAD calculations give a higher lift for the rear part of the rotor disk; the RAE/WHL

code computes less lift reduction on the advancing blade side; all of the methods show the dominant

3/rev component in the higher harmonic part of the lift; and the peak-to-peak amplitude of the higher

harmonics component is greater in the CAMRAD computations.

Similar comparisons are shown in figures 159 and 160 for the section pitching moments. Fig-

ure 159 shows the surface plots of the section moment evolution versus azimuth and spanwise station.

Qualitatively, all the methods give the same tendencies, with a section moment dominated by a 1/rev

component. However, larger differences between the analytical predictions are seen here than were

observed for the section lift. The RAE/WHL code gives a large positive section moment in the first

quadrant, which extends from inboard up to the tip. The two most inboard sections show zero section

moment as the & terms have been switched off to avoid oscillations induced by the reversed flow region.

CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA compute less positive section moment in magnitude and extent, and a

larger region of negative section moment. Furthermore, the advancing side moment variation decreases

smoothly from blade tip to root and, at the blade root, large moment variations are found for the reversed

flow region, with a strong positive peak around 270 ° azimuth. METAR/R85 gives a different section

moment evolution, with a large part of the rotor disk having negative section moments, especially near

the blade tip and only very small portions of the rotor disk have low positive section moment values.

Figure 160 compares the computed pitching moments at 0.95R, substantiating the comments made

above. However, this figure shows more clearly that the METAR/R85 calculation is fairly close to

the CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA results with the exception of the unusual behavior between 90 ° and

135 ° azimuth. In this azimuth range small differences in angle of attack will have strong effects on the

moment coefficient due to the occurrence of transonic flow regions on the blade. This is also consistent

with the larger lift value calculated by METAR/R85 for this portion of the rotor disk in figure 158.

The RAE/WHL computed moment is different from the other calculations on the advancing blade side;

this code also computes a large lift value all along the advancing blade side, and it seems difficult to

explain this difference, because negative section moments would be expected in this case. Again, the

METAR/R85 calculations give larger higher harmonic components, which is consistent with the lift

values.

The computations for this flight condition were originally undertaken to understand computation-

ally the differences between the rectangular-tip blade tested on Flight 123 and the swept-tip blade on

Flight 525. In this respect it is useful to compare the calculations for these two conditions even though

no pressure measurements are available for Flight 123. Figure 161 compares the radial distribution of

lift, computed at _ = 0 °, for each analysis. The lift distributions are shown in nondimensional form,

M2CL, and dimensional form. Although the radial distributions are similar inboard for the two flight

conditions, outboard, where the swept-tip blade has a greater chord, there are differences seen in the

nondimensional lift that are, in a sense, an artifact of the nondimensionalization used. The dimensional

lift shows a relatively smooth and continuous distribution of lift near the blade tip while the nondimen-
sional lift shows a lift decrement that coincides with the increased blade chord. Similar effects have

been seen experimentally and computationally on the BERP blade tested as a fixed wing (Duque, 1989).

In this sense comparisons based on dimensional lift are considered more appropriate for this section.
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The lift distribution no longer appears singular at the tip for the METAR/R85 calculation of the

rectangular-tip blade of Flight 123 compared to the swept-tip blade. As discussed previously in Sec-

tion 5.2.2.2, the swept-tip singularity is related to modeling of the yawed flow at very large sweep

angles and these are only associated with the swept tip.

The calculated section lift distributions at 0.95R are compared in figure 162 for the two flight condi-

tions. The lift distributions calculated by each analysis are quite similar for the swept and rectangular-tip

blades, although there are substantial differences seen between analyses. These comparisons suggest that

tip sweep, at least based on these analyses, has a relatively small effect upon the section lift distribution
of these two rotors.

An examination of the vibratory airloads, for harmonics 3 and above, as shown in figure 163,

accentuates the conclusion relative to the influence of swept-tip effects on section lift. At this radial

station there is very little difference between the two blade tips for any of the analyses. However,

there are significant differences between the analyses, which suggests that modeling problems beyond

tip sweep are the cause of the differences seen.

Figure 164 compares the section pitching moments computed by the four analyses for the two

rotor blade tips. Unlike the calculation of section lift the effect of sweep does have a significant

influence on the pitching moment prediction. The RAE/WHL analysis shows a significant increase in

the section moment in the first and fourth quadrants and the peak-to-peak moment is doubled or tripled

in comparison to the rectangular-tip blade. This provides better agreement with flight test measurements,

see Section 5.2.2.2, but the cause of the increased loading is not understood. The effect of tip sweep

for the CAMRAD analyses and METAR/R85 is to moderate and delay the negative loading on the
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advancingside. Theseanalysesincorporatethe aerodynamicsof tip sweepby computing the Mach
numberthat is normal to the local quarterchord, rather than the Mach numbernormal to the blade's
featheraxis and it is this local Mach numberthat is usedto determinethe sectionpropertiesfrom the
two-dimensionallook-up tables. The effectof tip sweep,therefore,is to reducethe Mach numberin
the first quadrantand increaseit slightly in the second. However,the peak-to-peakvariation in the
predictedpitching momentsis largelyunchanged.

5.3.3.3Blade Moments and Loads

The moments measured on the blade for Flight 123 were the flap bending moment at 0.35R, 0.45R,

0.55R, 0.65R, 0.75R, 0.83R, 0.90R and 0.95R, the chord bending moment at 0.33R and 0.73R, and the

torsional moment at 0.33R and 0.73R. The chord moment strain-gauge at 0.33R radius failed, however,

and no useful data were obtained at this position. The steady component of the blade moments has

been removed since the zero readings were taken with the blade resting on the flapping stops of the

helicopter. The analyses used to correlate with the test data are the RAE/WHL analysis, CAMRAD and

CAMRAD/JA.

The measured and predicted flap bending moment at 0.35R is presented in figure 165. The

correlation between the test data and the RAE/WHL analysis is generally good although the harmonic

analysis, figure 166, shows that the third harmonic component is underestimated. The CAMRAD/JA

prediction is slightly better than that of CAMRAD, particularly on the advancing side of the disk but

the azimuthal variation of the moment on the retreating side is not accurate in either calculation.

The flap bending moment for an articulated rotor is a maximum at about 0.75R radius and figure 167

compares the measured and calculated moments at this station. The peak on the retreating side of the

disk is underestimated by all the analyses but the RAE/WHL method is generally the best on the

advancing side of the disk.

The chord bending moment for an articulated rotor is harder to predict accurately than the flap

bending moment. The Puma rotor has a hydraulic lag damper which cannot be modeled in the calculation

of the blade modes and its effect on the rotor has to be included in the solution of the forced response

equation. A lag damper is not modeled in the RAE/WHL analysis but a linear model is included in

the other methods. The force that the damper exerts near the blade root cannot be calculated if modal

summation is used to calculate the bending moment and recourse must be made to the force integration

method or the unified method of Hansford (1985). The flexibility in the gearbox and other elements of

the transmission system must be accounted for as well although obtaining the relevant data is difficult.

The measured and calculated chord bending moments at 0.73R are compared in figure 168 and

the harmonics are presented in figure 169. The test data have a pronounced 4/rev component and

there are smaller oscillations at 6 and 10/rev. The prediction by the RAE/WHL analysis does not

compare well with the measurements. The first harmonic variation is underestimated and there is a

5/rev oscillation which is consistent with the calculated chord mode frequency of 4.78/rev. CAMRAD

and CAMRAD/JA overestimate the magnitude of the oscillatory bending moment, particularly the

second and third harmonic components for CAMRAD and the first, second and third harmonics for

CAMRAD/JA. The 4/rev oscillation is not predicted by any of the analyses even when the damper is
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includedwhich suggeststhat the calculatedsecondlag mode frequencyis too high and that there is
someflexibility in the transmissionthat detunesthe mode.

The predictionof thetorsionalmomentcan,like the edgewisemoment,presentproblemsfor rotor
analysts. Much dependson the relative stiffnessof the blade to the control system. A blade that is
fairly flexible coupledto a stiff control systemappearsto presentfew problemsanddifficulties ariseas
the control systemstiffnessis reduced.The control systemof the Pumais midway betweenthe two
extremesof low bladestiffnesscoupledto a high stiffnesscontrol systemand a high bladestiffness
bladewith a soft control system.TheRAE/WHL modalcalculationshowsthat abouthalf the torsional
displacementat theblade tip occursat the featheringbearingwith the otherhalf developingalong the
blade.

The torsionalmomentwas measuredat two radial stationsfor Flight 123 but only the inboard
position,at 0.33R, is consideredasthe variationwith azimuthis similar fartheroutboardbut of smaller
magnitude. The testdataand the calculationsarecomparedin figure 170. The prediction usingthe
RAE/WHL analysisdoesnot agreewith themeasurementsvery well anda Fourier analysisshowsthat
the first six harmoniccomponentsareonly about half the experimentalvalues. CAMRAD predicts
the oscillatory torsion momentquite accuratelyasthe first harmoniccomponentis in good agreement
with the test data. The shapeof the waveformis wrong, however,sincethe secondto fifth harmonic
componentsareunderpredicted.The CAMRAD/JA predictionsaresimilar to thoseof the RAE/WHL
analysis.

It is useful to comparethecomputedmomentsfor therectangular-tipblade(Counter9, Flight 123)
with the momentsfor the swept-tipblade (Counter12,Flight 525)just aswasdonefor the computed
airloads in Section 5.3.3.2. This comparisonis enhancedfor the momentsas experimentaldataare
available in this caseand can be comparedat the sametime. Figures 171 and 172 comparethe
predictionsof the RAE/WHL, CAMRAD, andCAMRAD/JA analysesaswell asthe measuredvalues
for the flap bending momentsat two radial stations. The measuredflap bendingmomentsarequite
similar betweenthe two flights and,therefore,the effect of tip sweepis not highly important. At the
moreoutboardstationit appearsthatthereis a slightreductionfor thebendingmomentsfor Flight 525
althoughthis maybe aconsequenceof thereducedadvanceratio. The analyticalpredictionsshowfair-
to-goodagreementwith thedataashasbeendiscussedpreviouslyin Section5.2.2.3andin this section.
Thecomparisonbetweenflight cases,basedon theanalyticalcomputations,showsonly smalldifferences
andit appearsthattip sweephaslessof an influenceon themomentsthanmodelingdifferencesbetween
the analyses.

A comparisonof the chord bendingmomentsat 0.73R for the two flight test casesis shownin
figure 173. None of the analysespredict the chord bendingmomentswell, as hasbeen discussed
previously,and it is clearthat tip sweephaslittle to do with this poorpredictionof the chordbending.

The torsion momentsat 0.33R arecomparedfor the two flight casesin figure 174. There is an
increasein the torsion momentsfor Flight 525 for the bladewith a swepttip and this is seenin both
the measurementsand the calculations. As discussedpreviously,all of the analysesunderpredictthe
torsion loadamplitudesandthe CAMRAD analysisshowsa significantphaseerror aswell. It is clear
from this comparisonthat modelingassumptionsusedfor the swepttip arenot a primary contributor
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to the unsatisfactory predictions; rather there are more fundamental problems with the prediction of the

torsional loads.

5.3.4 Summary of Reference Case Investigation

Experimental blade moment data from Flight 123, a test of the standard Puma blade with a rect-

angular tip, were included in the joint study to provide a reference case to better understand the effects

of the swept tip on the airloads and structural loads of the Puma. This reference case has been helpful

in sorting out the influence of the swept tip and where it is important and where it is not.

The comparison of the calculated airloads (there are no measured airloads for Flight 123) suggests

that tip sweep has only a minor effect on the distribution of the section normal force and the differences

between analyses in the prediction of normal force are significantly greater than the differences between

a rectangular or swept tip for any one analysis. This conclusion does not hold, however, for the section

pitching moment. The RAE/WHL analysis shows a significant increase in the oscillatory pitching

moment induced by tip sweep while the other analyses show modification to the pitching moment

distribution because of the lower effective Mach number over the blade tip.

The comparison of blade moments between the swept-tip cases and the reference case is enhanced

over the case of the airloads in that experimental data are compared as well as the analytical predictions.

All of the analyses correlate fairly well with the test data for the flap bending moment and differences that

are observed between the swept tip and the rectangular tip experimentally are, in general, smaller than

differences that are seen between the analytical methods. None of the calculation methods calculated the

chord bending moment accurately. The large fourth harmonic component was absent in the calculations

probably because the frequency of the second lag mode was too high. For these calculations it is clear

that the effect of sweep has little to do with understanding the differences between measurement and

analysis. The RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses underpredicted the magnitude of the torsional

moment while CAMRAD, although estimating the magnitude correctly, was unable to predict the shape

of the waveform. The inability of the analyses to calculate the torsion accurately was possibly due to

the lack of an azimuthal variation in the control system stiffness or the use of a collective torsion mode

when coupled rotor modes, that is, collective and cyclic modes, are required instead.

5.4 Autorotational Case (Flight 487)

5.4.1 Flight Data

A single test point was selected from Flight 487 where the aircraft was in an autorotational dive

and the rotor speed was increased to create a high advancing blade tip Mach number. The conditions

for this case, Counter 11, are tabulated in table 24.

A planform view of the instrumented blade is shown in figure 175. The pressure instrumentation is

the same as for Flight 525; however, the number of working strain gauges was considerably reduced for

this flight. Satisfactory measurements of the flap bending moment were obtained at 0.46R, chord bending

moments at 0.33R and 0.55R, and torsion moment at 0.126R, 0.33R, and 0.55R. The measurements
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Table 24. Trim conditions for Counter 11, Flight 487

Parameter Flight 487 (Counter 11)

# 0.429

M9o 0.922

CT/ 0.0731
C_s, deg 5.77

_lc, deg -2.19

._ls, deg -1.22

.Q, rpm 273.2

i
r

° om X O
, 0 0 0
J
t
l

Swept-Tip Blade (Strain Gauge)

i
t

Swept-Tip Blade (Pressure)
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Figure 175. Instrumentation on Flight 487.

of the blade root angles were contaminated by noise and no satisfactory measurements of the pitch-link
loads were obtained.

The collective and cyclic pitch angles were substantially reduced for the Flight 487 autorotational

dive condition and the blade flapping changed relative to level flight so that the disk plane was tilted

back. Figure 176 compares the pitch angle for the Flight 487 autorotational case with Counter 21

of Flight 525, the highest speed condition from that flight. Substantial contamination is seen in the

root pitch angle measurement for Flight 487 but it appears that a representation of the contaminated

signal, using only the steady and first harmonics, provides a reasonable approximation to the root pitch

angle. Based on the 0th and 1st harmonics representation the collective pitch is reduced from 17.77 °

for Flight 525 to 5.45 ° for Flight 487 and the cyclic pitch is reduced from --1-11.05 ° to -+-3.39 ° . The

blade flapping is changed, as well, as shown in figure 177. Again, substantial contamination is seen
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in the Flight 487 data, but it appears from the approximation based on the zeroth and first harmonics

of the measurement that the flapping is largely 1/rev and the disk is tilted towards the rear of the

aircraft. Defining the disk angle of attack as a d = as -/31c, then, the angle of attack for Flight 487 is

7.95 ° compared to -9.49 ° for Flight 525. It appears that there is is little 2/rev or 3/rev content in the

Flight 487 blade flapping.

The section normal force and pitching moment at the three outboard stations for the Flight 487

autorotational case are compared in figure 178. The section normal force and the pitching moment

data show large, higher harmonic oscillations, particularly on the advancing side. These oscillations

are more noticeable for the pitching moment and are partly a consequence of the rapid movement of

shocks on the upper and lower surfaces of the blade. In some cases the oscillations observed are partly

an artifact of transducer sparseness. The loading variation that is seen at the rear of the disk, however,

is a result of tip vortex induced loads. In the figures that follow, all of these features are discussed in

detail because of the importance of this case for the CFD calculations in Section 6.

The upper surface pressures, from the leading edge to 0.55c, are shown as a function of blade

azimuth at 0.95R in figure 179. The sonic line or critical M2Cp is shown in this figure with a heavy

dashed line. On the advancing side the upper surface pressures forward of 0.10c are subcritical, but aft

of that point the shock passage over the pressure transducers is clearly seen and an area of supercritical

flow exists on the airfoil surface as far back as 0.55c. Although not shown in this figure, the supercritical

flow does not extend as far back as 0.70c, the next transducer location. On the retreating side the flow

remains subcritical except for a small azimuthal range from about 330 ° to 360 ° where the flow is

supercritical over the first 2% of the airfoil. A rapid variation in pressure is seen here and also at about

10 ° in the first quadrant.

The azimuthal pressure behavior in figure 179 is shown in a different format in figure 180 where

the pressure azimuthal histories are offset and ordered from front to rear on the airfoil. From 0.10c to

0.55c a region of supercritical flow develops over the upper surface in the last part of the first quadrant

and the first half of the second quadrant. By 0.20c or 0.30c the passage of the shock over the transducer

is clearly apparent as it first moves aft and, in the second quadrant, moves forward.

Pressure oscillations are also observed at the rear of the disk for this case. Wake calculations,

such as by Egolf and Landgrebe (1983), suggest that these oscillations are related to the tip vortex of

the previous blade that is "pinched off" and appears at the rear of the disk at this advance ratio for a

four-bladed rotor. The first pressure peak, between 350 ° and 360 °, includes a region of supercritical

flow and the azimuthal behavior indicates a convective event and it may be that the previous blade tip

vortex has induced dynamic stall locally on the blade and the shedding of a small dynamic-stall vortex.

The second pressure peak, at about 10 °, appears to occur simultaneously along the upper surface and

is induced by the previous blade's tip vortex. Vortex interactions of this nature were not observed for

Flight 525 (Section 5.2.1), as the rotor disk was tilted forward and the trailed tip vortex wake was

convected well away from the blade.

Vortices from the previous blade are also expected at the end of the first quadrant on the advancing

side (Egolf and Landgrebe, 1983). However, no evidence of vortex intersections is seen in the pressure

data and it seems likely that these vortices have been convected well away from the blade by the rotor

inflow.
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The distribution of the pressure on the lower surface at 0.95R is similar to the upper surface

distribution as shown in the normal azimuthal plot, figure 181, and in an offset plot, figure 182. These

figures show a region of supercritical flow at the end of the first quadrant and the beginning of the

second that is similar to that seen on the upper surface. The effect of the previous blade's tip vortex

is also apparent at the rear of the rotor disk, although the absence of pressure tranducers forward of

0.10c makes it difficult to determine whether the interaction is more intense on the upper or lower

surface. A careful examination of the supercritical flow regions on both surfaces shows that these

regions move fore and aft nearly simultaneously but slight differences in amplitude and phase between

the two surfaces cause some of the higher harmonic oscillations that are seen on the advancing side in

figure 178. These oscillations are probably accentuated by the lack of resolution in transducer spacing

on the rear of the airfoil although the actual effect of the tranducer discretization is difficult to estimate.

It is clear, however, that the large excursion in pitching moment at 0.92R that is seen in figure 178 on

the advancing side is largely a result of an absence of transducers at 0.70c and 0.85c (see table 18).

The section normal force and pitching moment for the autorotational case in figure 178 are different

from the maximum level flight speed case as can be seen by comparing the two conditions in figure 183

for the data at 0.95R. The largest difference appears to be a reduction in normal force near the blade

tip for the autorotational case and, by inference, a redistribution of the lift inboard. The normal force

at 0.95R is substantially reduced in the first quadrant and is negative over most of the second quadrant.

The change in lift from the first to second quadrants occurs more quickly for this flight case than seen in

Flight 525 and this rapid change in lift is examined in more detail in figures 184 and 185. The chordwise

pressure distributions at _ = 78 ° in figure 184 show extensive regions of supercritical flow and the

normal force is clearly positive at the three outboard stations. The V) = 78 ° azimuth corresponds to

the small peak in the normal force distribution seen in figure 178 just before the lift becomes negative.

Seven degrees later the normal force distribution has changed substantially as shown in figure 185.

The flow is still supercritical over the airfoil, but the normal force changes from positive at 0.92R to

negative at 0.978R. Within the azimuthal region where large supercritical flows occur, small changes

in angle of attack can result in large changes in normal force and pitching moment and this will clearly

be a challenge for the analytical methods.

The flap bending moment at 0.46R for Flight 487, Counter 1 l, is compared with interpolated data

from the high-speed, level flight case in figure 186. The amplitude of the oscillatory loads is similar for

both cases but the 3/rev loading is reduced for the autorotational case. A similar comparison is shown

for the chord bending moment at 0.55R in figure 187 and it can be seen that the oscillatory loading has

been reduced by about 20% with respect to Flight 525, largely because of a reduction in the 4/rev loads.

At the same time the 5/rev loading has increased. The chord bending moment at 0.33R on Flight 487

is quite similar to the moment shown here at 0.55R.

The torsion moment at 0.33R on Flight 487 is compared with the high-speed case from Flight 525

in figure 188. The oscillatory torsion moment for Flight 487 is decreased by about 30% with respect

to the level flight case and, in particular, the large positive loading in the first quadrant is substantially

reduced.
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5.4.2 Comparison of Analysis and Experiment

5.4.2.1 Trim and Performance

The analyses were trimmed to the aircraft weight, shaft angle of attack, and first harmonic flapping

angles for Flight 487, Counter ll-the same trim as was used for the Flight 525 conditions. The flight

condition was extreme with a rate of descent exceeding 6000 ft/min. The unspecified trim parameters

and shaft torque for this case are compared with flight measurements in table 25. CAMRAD and

METARfR85 calculations were not required for this case and the unspecified trim calculations for the

RAE/WHL analysis are not available.

Table 25. Unspecified trim parameters and shaft torque for Flight 487, Counter 11

Parameter Flight 487 CAMRAD/JA

Collective Pitch, deg 5.45

Cosine Cyclic Pitch, deg -0.92

Sine Cyclic Pitch, deg -3.27

Coning, deg 2.59

Lag Angle, deg 4.00

Shaft Torque, N-m -3,838

6.24

-0.77

-2.52

3.06

1.07

-5,159

CAMRAD/JA predicts that the collective pitch angle at the pitch bearing is approximately 0.8 °

greater than the measurement and this overprediction is similar to what was seen for flights 525 and

123. There is very good agreement in phase for the cyclic pitch angles between CAMRAD/JA and the

measurements, but the amplitude is underpredicted by about 23%. The calculated coning angle is about

half a degree greater than the measurement and this difference is similar to what was seen on flights 525

and 123. The measured lag angle is positive for this counter and the shaft torque is negative indicating

that the rotor is in a windmill state. The CAMRAD/JA predictions also show a positive lag angle and

negative torque but there are substantial differences with the measurements.

5.4.2.2 Blade Airloads

Only the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses were used to compute the airloads for the

Flight 487 autorotational case and thereby provide the partial inflow angles required for the com-

putations in Section 6.2. Figure 189 compares the section lift computed by the two methods to the

experimental section lift obtained by pressure integration. The data at three radial stations are shown,

0.92R, 0.95R, and 0.978R, and similar behavior is observed at each station. The CAMRAD/JA calcu-

lation shows a minimum in the lift on the advancing blade side that precedes the measured minimum

by about 30 °. The RAE/WHL calculation on the other hand, provides a much better prediction of the

azimuth angle for minimum lift. Neither analysis, however, predicts the minimum level that is measured

on the advancing side.

The lift evolution in the first quadrant is not well captured by either of the calculations. The

measurements show a slowly time-varying lift followed by a sudden lift loss at 90 °. The calculations,
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on the other hand, give a regularly decreasing lift value all along the first quadrant. As discussed

previously in Section 5.4.1 this rapid change in lift is closely associated with changes in angle of attack

with large areas of supercritical flow on each surface of the blade. As the lifting-line methods compute

transonic flow effects only through the use of steady airfoil data it is, perhaps, not surprising that the

methods do not predict these highly unsteady conditions. The positive peak found in the experiment

just before 360 ° is a consequence of a blade-vortex interaction that is not captured in the calculations.

Figure 190 shows the correlation between measurements and theory for the section moments. Larger

discrepancies are found for this quantity as compared with the section lift. The measured section moment

at 0.92R is probably not trustworthy on the advancing side, as discussed before in Section 5.4.1, but

the section moments at the two outboard locations are considered trustworthy. The measured moments

for these two stations are quite different from the calculations and the correlation is poor. This poor

agreement illustrates the difficulty of computing the section moment, a small quantity, which yet may

have a large influence on the blade torsional dynamics.

5.4.2.3 Blade Moments and Loads

The autorotational flight case was taken from an early series of flight tests with the swept-tip blades

and some of the settings in the data acquisition system were not adjusted correctly. As a consequence

many of the strain-gauge channels show limiting and, therefore, only a few can be used for comparison

with analysis.

The flap bending moment measured at 0.46R is compared with the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA

calculations in figure 191. Both analyses show the largely l/rev character seen in the data and the

RAE/WHL code slightly overpredicts the amplitude levels while CAMRAD/JA underpredicts the loading

level. The accuracy of the flap bending moment calculation is not as good as was seen at high speed

for Flight 525, Section 5.2.2.3, but good correlation is still achieved.

The chord bending moment comparison is shown in figure 192. Neither analysis predicts the general

load behavior or the oscillatory amplitudes that were measured and are, in general, unsatisfactory. The

poor predictive capability here is similar to what was seen in comparing the chord bending moments

with measurements for the Flight 525 airspeed sweep and it is believed that the lack of a good lag

damper model and knowledge of the root boundary conditions contribute to the poor predictions.

The RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses underpredict the torsion moment for this case as shown

in figure 193. The Flight 487 torsion data show much the same character as observed in the section

pitching moments at the blade tip (see figure 190). The RAE/WHL prediction, on the other hand, is

basically out of phase with the measured values, whereas the CAMRAD/JA analysis, while showing

the correct 1/rev behavior, shows substantial differences for the higher harmonic loading. This poor

prediction of the torsional loading was also seen for the Flight 525 airspeed sweep and it is difficult to
see how the correct torsional deformation can be obtained until an improved calculation of the blade

pitching moment is obtained.
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5.4.3 Summary of Autorotationai Flight Case Calculations

The autorotational case, Flight 487, Counter 11, was selected as a test case for CFD calculations (see

Section 6.2) because of the high advance ratio and extensive regions of transonic flow at the blade tip.

The RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses were used to determine partial angle-of-attack distributions

for this case to be used by the TSP and FPR codes in a hybrid calculation of the airloads. The

comparisons shown in this section between the lifting-line methods and the experimental measurements

provide some insight into the suitability of the partial angles of attack as a basis for CFD prediction.

The lifting-line predictions of section normal force appear deficient in two respects. First, the

delayed decrease in lift observed in the experimental measurements in the first quadrant, a "plateau-

like" effect, is not observed in the computations. It seems likely that this normal force delay and

rapid decrease in thrust are related to nonlinear and unsteady characteristics of the transonic flow over

the blade and, to a substantial extent, these cannot be correctly computed by the lifting-line methods.

Second, an area of vortical loading is observed at the rear of the rotor disk that is clearly a result of a

close passage of the tip vortex of the previous blade and this is not captured by the lifting-line methods.

The lifting-line prediction of section pitching moment is also unsatisfactory. At 0.95R the predicted

phase of the moment is opposite that of the measurements, while at 0.978R the RAE/WHL analysis

strongly overpredicts the pitching moment while CAMRAD/JA underpredicts the moment. The incor-

rect prediction of the pitching moment leads to an underprediction of the blade torsional motion and

consequent errors in the partial angles of attack.
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The trim parameters used for the lifting-line calculations for this case may not be as accurate as

used for the Flight 525 cases. For Flight 525 it appears that the actual rotor thrust was greater than the

gross weight of the aircraft because of fuselage and stabilizer download. For the present calculations

the same differences are possible, although the angle of attack of the fuselage with respect to the air

mass is less accurately known. Blade flap angle measurements were obtained on only one blade for

Flight 487 and were contaminated by noise. In this regard the precision of the trim flapping angles is

considered to be reduced from the Flight 525 airspeed sweep where good flapping angle measurements

were obtained on three blades.

The deficiencies in the lifting-line methods for this case suggest that the partial angle-of-attack

distributions that are used by the TSP and FPR codes will not be completely satisfactory. However,

when the lifting-line and CFD methods are coupled, that is, the lift calculated by the CFD methods is

fed back to the lifting-line calculation, then some of these deficiencies may be eliminated.

5.5 Puma Airfoil

5.5.1 Introduction

The basis for the research Puma rotor was a standard Puma blade with a rectangular planform

and a constant airfoil section similar to a NACA 0012. The blade tip was then modified to add sweep

to the planform in such a way that a section of forward sweep inboard was balanced by a section of

backward sweep outboard so that the blade torsion moments induced by the offset of the center of lift

from the feathering axis were canceled. The modified tip planform of the research Puma is illustrated

in figure 194 and this figure also shows the location of the four pressure measurement stations and the

blade feather axis coincident with the quarter chord of the blade inboard of 0.84R.

The blade chord was extended outboard of 0.84R to provide the additional area at the blade tip.

This was accomplished at each section by translating the airfoil profile along its line of symmetry and

fairing the upper and lower surfaces between the original and translated profiles as shown in figure 195.

This method of construction provides a slightly greater airfoil thickness over the outer 16% of the blade,

but the increase in chord is such that the thickness to chord ratio is reduced from 0.111 to 0.104. This

new section profile is referred to here as the Puma airfoil.

The CFD calculations performed for this rotor and discussed in Section 6 used section profile

and planform geometry derived from a theoretical model of the modified tip. The accuracy of this

geometric model is addressed in Section 5.5.2 by comparing profile measurements made on the research

Puma blade with the theoretical model. Section 5.5.3 examines the adequacy of the NACA 0012

airfoil deck that was used for all of the lifting-line calculations presented in this study, by comparing

airfoil characteristics for the NACA 0012 profile with the Puma airfoil using both inviscid and viscous

two-dimensional calculations. Summary comments are provided in Section 5.5.4.

5.5.2 Puma Airfoil Measurements

Following construction of the modified blades for the research Puma, templates were made for one

blade at each of the four radial stations where pressure measurements were to be obtained. Each of the
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templateswasmeasuredby the InspectionDepartmentat RAE Bedfordin 1982,gaugingthe thickness
at 35 points along the airfoil. The measuredthicknesswas reducedby 0.10 mm to compensatefor
tape that had beenplacedon the airfoil during the templateconstruction. Figure 196 comparesthe
measurementsat the four radial stationswith thetheoreticalvaluesusedfor the CFD calculations.The
agreementbetweenthe measurementsandthetheoreticalgeometryis quite good, at this scale,for the
two inboardprofiles. At 0.95Rthemeasurementsshowaslight thickeningof theprofile over the last 10
or 20% of the airfoil, while at 0.978Rthemeasurementsshowa thinningof theairfoil nearthetrailing
edgeandthe airfoil stopsat about96%of thetheoreticalchord.Theanomalousthicknessmeasurement
at0.80cfor this stationis believedto bespurious.Themaximumairfoil thicknessmeasuredwasgreater
than the theoreticalvaluefor all four sections.The incrementalincreaseat each station in terms of
t/c was 0.0016, 0.0005, 0.0025, and 0.0013 for the radial stations 0.89R, 0.92R, 0.95R, and 0.978R

respectively. The physical differences ranged from 0.4 mm to 1.7 ram.

As a part of the present collaboration a new mold was made of the blade profile at 0.95R and

measurements of the upper and lower surface thickness were made in 1989 for approximately 100

chordwise stations. The 1982 and 1989 measurements are compared with the theoretical model in

figure 197 for 0.95R. This exploded view shows that the 1982 and 1989 measurements are very similar

and indicate that the actual blade profile was slightly thicker than the the theoretical model.

5.5.3 Airfoil Analysis

The Puma airfoil, as described above, was obtained by translating the inboard profile in the :c-

direction and fairing the section in between. The fairing increases the dimensional thickness of the

airfoil, but because of the increased chord the thickness to chord ratio is decreased.

All of the lifting-line calculations for the Puma rotor presented in this report assume that NACA 0012

airfoil data, either as two-dimensional tables or as formulas, can be used to provide realistic section

properties. This has been done because experimental airfoil tables do not exist for the actual airfoils

used, either the standard inboard section or the modified tip. The purpose of the present computational

study is to assess the effects of this approximation on the lifting-line aerodynamics.

The differences between the Puma airfoil sections and the the standard NACA 0012 section are

illustrated in figure 198. Both the standard inboard and the modified tip sections on the Puma are thinner

than the NACA 0012. The inboard section on the Puma has its maximum thickness slightly forward of

the NACA 0012 and the aft portion of the airfoil is thinner by comparison. The modified tip section,

although thinner than the NACA 0012, shows a similar chordwise thickness distribution.

To understand the differences between these airfoil sections calculations were made for the modified

tip section and the NACA 0012 section using two different methods. No calculations were made for

the inboard standard airfoil section. The first method used is an inviscid, nonconservative full-potential

code called FLO 6 (Jameson, 1974). This code has the advantage of being computationally fast and

robust. It can be run many times in order to identify conditions of similarity and dissimilarity between

the two airfoil sections.
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The second computer code used in this investigation is ARC2D (Steger, 1978), developed at NASA

Ames Research Center by Pulliam and Steger. ARC2D solves the compressible, time-averaged, thin-

layer Navier-Stokes equations in two dimensions. It has been used by McCroskey et al. (1985) to

compute airfoil characteristics for high tip-speed rotor applications. It uses an algebraic turbulence

model and requires significantly more computer resources to run than the inviscid code (,-_5 minutes

CPU time on a CRAY YMP). Reynolds numbers were chosen to correspond to the Puma flight tests.

Results from all of the calculations are summarized in table 26. The inviscid calculations were used

to identify areas where the greatest differences existed between the two airfoils. Viscous calculations

were then performed for three cases that are representative of the differences between the two airfoils

in different transonic flow conditions.

All of the results show that for subcritical flow conditions, there is very little difference between the

two airfoils. This is because they both behave according to thin airfoil theory until there is significant

transonic flow. Since both airfoils are symmetric, the pitching moments are very small unless strong

shocks are present. Both viscous and inviscid calculations were performed for two of the transonic

cases. In both cases, results from the two methods show substantial differences. These differences are

most likely the result of viscous effects on the shock location.

Table 26. Summary of airfoil comparison cases

o_ 3'i_c Re a

0.0 0.2 - 0.0000

Puma airfoil NACA 0012

Cz Cd Cm Cl Cd Cm

-0.000012 O.O0001 0.0000 -0.000013 O.O0001

5.0 0.2 - 0.6108

0.0 0.4 - 0.0000

2.0 0.4 - 0.2638

4.0 0.4 - 0.5281

6.0 0.4 - 0.7936

8.0 0.4 - 1.0638

5.0 0.55 - 0.7502

7.0 0.55 - 1.0636

0.0 0.6 - 0.0000

2.0 0.6 - 0.3135

4.0 0.6 - 0.6358

6.0 0.6 - 0.9683

6.0 0.6 10 × 106 0.7840

0.0 0.8 - 0.0000

2.0 0.8 - 0.4989

2.0 0.8 6 x 106 0.4599

0.0 0.825 - 0.0000

1.0 0.825 - 0.2723

0.5 0.84 6 x 106 0.1469

-0.000007 -0.00621 0.6167 -0.000008 -0.00664

0.000000 0.00000 0.0000 0.000000 0.00000

-0.000065 -0.00276 0.2667 -0.000063 -0.00291

-0.000099 -0.00506 0.5339 -0.000093 -0.00538

-0.000232 -0.00632 0.8023 -0.000191 -0.00691

0.001763 -0.00525 1.0738 0.000178 -0.00653

0.002257 -0.00197 0.7599 0.000998 -0.00237

0.026982 0.00240 1.0803 0.020683 0.00299

-0.000101 0.00000 0.0000 - 0.000010 0.00000

-0.000143 -0.00268 0.3187 -0.000136 -0.00267

0.000181 -0.00148 0.6462 0.000944 -0.00155

0.026649 0.00151 0.9889 0.021917 0.00280

0.023489 0.02904 0.8244 0.023330 0.02612

0.001274 0.00000 0.0000 0.009191 0.00000

0.024035 -0.04254 0.4780 0.033514 -0.05527

0.030222 -0.02514 0.4379 0.040470 -0.03931

0.006088 0.00000 0.0000 0.020498 0.00000

0.014627 -0.03382 0.2474 0.026801 -0.04250

0.022219 -0.02649 0.1175 0.042160 -0.02706

aARC2D computations.
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For transonic cases, the difference in thickness between the two airfoils causes differences in the

lift, drag and moment. Three representative flow conditions were computed by the ARC2D code and

the results are shown in figures 199-201. Figure 199 shows a transonic condition with a high angle of

attack, c_ = 6 °, and a low Mach number, Moc = 0.6. Here, the lift of the Puma airfoil is about 5%

lower than the NACA 0012 value. The drag for both airfoils is almost equal and the moments are also

very close. This is because the shock is located close to the leading edge of both airfoils, where the

two profiles are very similar.

Figure 200 shows a case where the shock is located farther aft on the Puma airfoil in the faired

region. Here, the thickness difference between the two airfoils is more important. The angle of attack
is 2 ° for this case and the Mach number is 0.8. The lift for the two airfoils is similar, but both the drag

and the moment are much higher for the NACA 0012 airfoil.

Figure 201 shows a higher Mach number case with a lower angle of attack, Mcc = 0.84, a = 0.5 °.

Here, the Puma airfoil shows about 25% more lift than the NACA 0012. The transonic drag for the

Puma airfoil is about half that of the NACA 0012. The moment values between the two are similar.

The rapid rise in drag for the thicker NACA 0012 airfoil shows the difference in the drag divergence

Mach number for the two airfoils: the thinner Puma airfoil has better drag divergence characteristics.

5.5.4 Puma Airfoil Summary

The comparison of measured and theoretical aerodynamic profiles in Section 5.5.2 shows, for the

most part, only slight differences between the physical blade and the theoretical model. However,
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Figure 199. Viscous calculation results; Moo = 0.60, c_ = 6.0 ° . NACA 0012: C l

C d = 0.02333, Cm = 0.02612; Puma airfoil: C 1 = 0.7840, C d = 0.02349, Cm = 0.02904.

= 0.8244,
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the measurements indicate that the blade thickness at the measurement stations is 1-3% greater than

the theoretical model, but the effect of this thickness difference is expected to be slight, based on the

analysis presented in Section 5.5.3. The measurements at the most outboard station, 0.978R, show

some thinning of the measured contour near the blade trailing edge and a reduction in chord length as

compared to the theoretical ordinates.

The comparison of the 12% thick NACA 0012 and the 10.4% thick Puma airfoil in Section 5.5.3

shows very similar behavior for all subsonic cases. The transonic performance can be very different

depending on the particular combination of Mach number and angle of attack that are present. The three
test cases in the first Puma correlation workshop had limited transonic flow on the rotor blades and,

for those conditions, there should be little effect of using NACA 0012 airfoil tables for the predictions.

For the higher speed cases examined in the present study, however, the choice of airfoil tables, plus the

accuracy of these tables in the nonlinear flow regions, will have a greater effect on the overall results.
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6 COMPARISON OF HYBRID METHODS WITH FLIGHT TEST DATA

(TASK 2)

6.1 Introduction

Typically, aerodynamic models for comprehensive rotor codes are based on li_ng-line methods.

Nonlinear sectional lift, moment, and drag are based on two-dimensional experimental airfoil data and

are incorporated in the lifting-line methods in a straightforward manner. Approximate methods are used

to correct for unsteady aerodynamics and three-dimensional effects near the blade tip. The rotor wake

is modeled with discrete vortex segments that are tracked in a Lagrangian framework. Wake-induced

inflow to the rotor disk is computed with a Biot-Savart integration. The rotor-wake, aerodynamics, and

dynamics solutions are coupled together in an iterative trim solution in order to balance the forces for

the entire helicopter. The four comprehensive codes described in Section 2.1 of this report are examples

of this type of analysis.

Alternatives to lifting-line models for blade aerodynamics are computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

schemes that compute the full three-dimensional transonic flow around rotor blades. These methods typ-

ically solve the Navier-Stokes, Euler, or potential flow equations. CFD methods have an advantage over

other methods because they are designed to model accurately the three-dimensionality and the transonic

flow nonlinearities that are associated with high-speed advancing rotors. However, the disadvantage of

these methods is that their computational speed and storage requirements are too great to allow for a

large number of iterative CFD computations in the trim loop of the comprehensive code. In addition,

the complexities of resolving the rotor wake system with adequate grid resolution are typically beyond

the capabilities of current CFD codes.

To surmount these problems, computationally efficient hybrid schemes have been developed that

replace the lifting-line aerodynamic models in helicopter comprehensive codes with aerodynamic loads

that are computed with CFD. The major difficulty with such schemes is how to integrate the CFD-

computed airloads efficiently into the trim loop of the comprehensive code. The first successful hybrid

approach of this type was developed by Tung et al. (1986) who iteratively coupled the CFD-computed

lift from a small-disturbance potential code to the CAMRAD comprehensive analysis (Johnson, 198 l a;

Johnson, 1981b). The CFD solution was placed outside the CAMRAD trim loop, and the CFD-computed

lift was gradually introduced into the calculation with a clever relaxation algorithm.

Figure 202 illustrates the basic Tung et al. (1986) coupling method for the CAMRAD/JA com-

prehensive code and the FPR CFD code. Note that the two-dimensional airfoil lift values in the

CAMRAD/JA trim solution eventually go to zero and that only the CFD-computed lift is used once

convergence has been reached. The main point is that the computationally-intensive CFD simulation

sits outside of the CAMRAD/JA trim loop, thereby allowing rapid trim solutions at each iteration of the

comprehensive code. Typical trimmed calculations using the scheme in figure 202 require approximately
three runs each of the CFD solver and the CAMRAD/JA code.

The basic Tung et al. (1986) coupling methodology has been used with a number of different CFD

methods and comprehensive rotorcraft codes (Strawn and Tung, 1987; Yamauchi et al., 1988; Chan

and Tung, 1985; Kim et al., 1991; Tran and Desopper, 1988). Typically, these efforts have focused on
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Figure 202. Schematic of the combined rotor airloads prediction scheme of Tung et al. (1986).

the development of the CFD methods rather than the details of the comprehensive analyses and CFD

coupling scheme.

The advantage of this type of hybrid analysis is that the CFD-computed aerodynamic loads should

model unsteady transonic effects and blade three-dimensionality more accurately. These schemes are

not without their problems, however. Their major drawback is that an approximate boundary condition

is used to couple the CFD airloads to the comprehensive code. The blade motion and wake inflow

are modeled in the CFD solver as radially varying angle-of-attack boundary conditions. This procedure

ignores some important unsteady effects that influence the rotor airloads. In addition, the fact that the

CFD code sits outside the trim loop in the comprehensive code means that the two codes are "loosely

coupled." This loose coupling can lead to stability and convergence problems for the overall scheme.

This is particularly true when CFD-computed moments and drag are introduced into the comprehensive

code. Note that all of the hybrid efforts cited above use only the CFD-computed lift in the comprehensive

analyses.

This section of the report presents results from the CFD analyses after coupling with their com-

prehensive code counterparts. The two hybrid analyses combine the Full-Potential Rotor code (FPR)
with CAMRAD/JA, and the Transonic Small Perturbation code (TSP) with the RAE/WHL code. Results

from the Transonic Small Disturbance code (TSD) coupled to the ONERA comprehensive analysis were

not available for the workshop. The two hybrid analyses are compared with the measurements obtained

in the autorotational dive condition of Flight 487 in Section 6.2. The advancing tip Mach number in

this case is approximately 0.92 and the ability of CFD methods to compute unsteady, transonic flows

in this case should offer advantages. The two analyses are compared with experimental data for the
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high-speed flight condition from Flight 525 in Section 6.3. Although the tip Mach number in this case

is only 0.83, the impressed airfoil pitch rate (cyclic pitch angle) has increased from the Flight 487 value

of 4-3.4 ° to ±11.0 ° and this will force greater unsteadiness in pitching motion. In Section 6.4, the

hybrid analyses are compared with the predictions of the lifting-line methods alone for the two cases to

assess the advantages and disadvantages of these hybrid methods. Section 6.5 discusses modifications

to the CFD lifting-line coupling methods that offer some improvement in prediction accuracy. Finally,

summary remarks are provided in Section 6.6.

It should be noted in the comparisons shown in Sections 6.2 to 6.4 that the hybridization or coupling

of FPR and CAMRAD/JA represents a relatively mature approach that has evolved from the work of

Tung et al. (1986). The hybridization between the TSP method and the RAE/WHL analysis, however,

has not been done before and the work reported here is the first attempt at linking the methods, and no

modifications or improvements have been performed. The effect is, in all cases, a degradation of the

comparison of the calculated results with flight data, even though a convergence in the hybrid scheme

has been obtained.

6.2 Autorotational Case (Flight 487, Counter 11)

A comparison of the CFD hybrid prediction methods with experimental measurements was made

for the high-speed, autorotational case from Flight 487. This case was chosen because it has significant

three-dimensional and transonic flow on the advancing side of the rotor disk. The expectation was that

the CFD methods should provide a better model for the transonic unsteadiness in the aerodynamic forces

than two-dimensional airfoil tables in the lifting-line analyses.

6.2.1 Azimuthal Histories of Section Lift

Figure 203 shows azimuthal histories of section lift at three radial locations on the blade. All

sectional lift values are scaled by the square of the local Mach number to remove the dependence on

local dynamic pressure from the comparisons.

The experimental data at the three radial locations show a large negative lift in the second quadrant

on the advancing side of the rotor disk as discussed in Section 5.4.1. This negative lift is accompanied

by strong shocks on both the upper and lower surfaces of the rotor. The strong transonic effects pose

a challenge for the CFD codes and also for the weak boundary condition that couples the CFD codes

to the comprehensive analyses. Recall that the entire effect of the unsteady blade motion and wake is

modeled with a radially varying angle-of-attack boundary condition on the rotor blade.

The TSP-RAE/WHL and the FPR-CAMRAD/JA results show large differences in their computed

lift predictions. The FPR-CAMRAD/JA results show higher lift near 0 ° azimuth than TSP-RAE/WHL

except at the most outboard radial station. The experimental data tend to split the two predictions at this

aft edge of the rotor disk. In the third and fourth quadrants the experimental data show better agreement

with FPR-CAMRAD/JA predictions.

The two predictions do not show good agreement with the experimental data in the negative lift

region of the second quadrant. Here, the FPR-CAMRAD/JA prediction shows more negative lift than
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Figure 203. Comparison of hybrid CFD analyses with experiment for section lift; Flight 487.
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the TSP-RAE/WHL result although neither shows good agreement with the data. It is not surprising that

the TSP-RAE/WHL and the FPR-CAMRAD/JA predictions are different in this region as the FPR code

computes a time-accurate solution for the rotor blades while the TSP code uses a quasi-steady analysis.

One would expect that the FPR code would provide a better prediction in the second quadrant where

unsteady shock motion is important. The fact that neither CFD prediction shows good agreement with

the experimental data here means that other factors, not modeled well by either analysis, are important

in this region.

Trying to isolate the causes for discrepancies between the predictions and the experimental data is

very difficult for this case. This is because the CFD results are iteratively coupled into the trim of the

comprehensive codes. Differences in computed results reflect the specifics of the comprehensive codes,

the specifics of the CFD analyses, and the specifics of the hybrid coupling algorithms. It is not possible

to separate these effects in a meaningful way without additional calculations.

6.2.2 Azimuthal Histories of Section Moment

Figure 204 shows computed and experimental values of sectional moment at the three radial stations.

As was the case for the lift comparisons, the moment values are scaled by the local free-stream Mach

numbers to remove the dependence on local dynamic pressure. Although the computed moment values

from the two CFD codes are plotted in this figure, these values were not part of the coupling process

with the comprehensive codes. The aerodynamic moment values in the comprehensive codes were

obtained from 2-D airfoil tables, modified to account for unsteady effects. Thus the computed moment

values in this figure have no effect on the rotor trim.

The data at 0.92R are not considered trustworthy on the advancing side because of the absence of

pressure transducers towards the rear of the airfoil (see Section 5.4.1). The two hybrid calculations are

substantially different between 60 ° and 180 °, although because of limitations of the pressure integration

it is not possible to state which provides better accuracy. On the retreating side, however, the TSP-

RAE/WHL predictions show better agreement with the data.

Both of the CFD predictions show poor agreement with the experimental data at 0.95R and 0.978R.

The TSP-RAE/WHL predictions follow the trend of the data on the advancing side but the magnitude

of the predicted moment is underestimated at 0.978R. The FPR-CAMRAD/JA method does not predict

the negative moment in the second quadrant, but the trend of the predictions improves after about

200 ° azimuth. Such discrepancies between experiment and computation are not surprising for these

cases since it is much more difficult to predict aerodynamic moment than aerodynamic lift with a

CFD code. This is because aerodynamic moment is much more sensitive to the accurate treatment of

the leading and trailing edge regions as well as the effects of transonic shocks. Both the FPR and

TSP CFD codes are inviscid and will not give good predictions near the trailing edge of the rotor

blade. This affects the aerodynamic moment much more than it affects the aerodynamic lift. Accurate

prediction of aerodynamic moment is extremely difficult, even with a CFD code that includes viscous

effects. Furthermore, accurate CFD computation of blade moments requires realistic blade-motion

boundary conditions. In the present calculations, blade-motion effects were modeled with an inflow

angle boundary condition which does not give the correct results for unsteady moments, even with a

perfect CFD code.
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Figure 204. Comparison of hybrid CFD analyses with experiment for section moment; Flight 487.
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6.2.3 Chordwise Pressure Distributions

Figure 205 compares the experimental and computed chordwise pressure distributions at four radial

locations for an azimuth of 30 °. The Cp values are scaled by the square of the local free-stream

Mach number. For this azimuth in the first quadrant of the rotor the flow is mostly subsonic and

significant differences are observed between the CFD predictions and the experimental data. The FPR-

CAMRAD/JA predictions generally show better agreement with the data and it appears that most of the

difference could be corrected with inflow angle changes to the surface boundary conditions. However,

this is not the case with the TSP predictions. As an example, at 0.92R, the TSP-RAE/WHL prediction

shows good agreement with the lower surface pressures, but the prediction of the upper surface pressure

is substantially in error. An inflow-angle boundary condition change to the TSP code will not improve

this situation.

Figures 206 and 207 compare the CFD hybrid predictions with the experimental data in the transonic

region on the advancing side of the rotor disk. The two computations show reasonable agreement with

each other at 90 °, particularly for the three inboard radial stations. The computed shocks have similar

locations and both codes show reasonably good agreement with the experimental data. At 120 °, however,

the TSP-RAE/WHL code does not show a strong shock at the three inboard radial stations. Both the

experimental data and the FPR-CAMRAD/JA result show a shock in this region. The explanation for

this is that the TSP code does not include unsteady terms within its solution and therefore cannot properly

model transonic flow-field unsteadiness. The FPR code solves the unsteady full-potential equation and

is able to capture the unsteady motion of the transonic shock. At 0.978R and 120 ° azimuth, both CFD

hybrid predictions show poor agreement with the experimental data. It does not appear that this poor

agreement would be remedied by changes to the inflow-angle boundary conditions in either CFD code.

Comparison of the hybrid CFD calculations and the measurements shows similar trends at all

azimuths on the retreating side of the disk. Figure 208 shows the comparison at 270 °. The FPR-

CAMRAD/JA computations show good agreement with the experimental data, with a slight underpre-

diction of the leading edge suction peak at the outboard stations. The TSP-RAE/WHL predictions,

however, show worse agreement with experiment. The lower surface pressures are predicted fairly well,

but the leading edge suction peaks are significantly underpredicted at all radial stations. This deficiency

is typical of CFD predictions based on the transonic small disturbance equation. When the sectional

inflow angles are high, the suction peaks on the leading edge are underpredicted. This problem cannot

be corrected with changes to the inflow-angle boundary conditions provided by the comprehensive code.

The fact that these leading edge suction peaks are underpredicted will then affect the final trim that is

obtained in the TSP-RAE/WHL computation.

6.3 High-Speed Level Flight Case (Flight 525, Counter 21)

A comparison of the CFD hybrid prediction methods with experimental measurements was made

for the high-speed level flight case from Flight 525. This case was chosen because it has significant

three-dimensional and unsteady flows due to pitch rate in comparison to the autorotational case of

Section 6.2. However, the advancing blade tip Mach number is reduced from 0.92 to 0.83 and the

influence of transonic flow is correspondingly diminished.
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Figure 207. Chordwise pressure comparison of experimental measurements and CFD hybrid predictions

for Flight 487; _6' = 120 °.
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Figure 208. Chordwise pressure comparison of experimental measurements and CFD hybrid predictions

for Flight 487; _ = 270 °.
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6.3.1 Azimuthal Histories of Section Lift

In figure 209 plots of section lift, M2CL, are shown against azimuth for the three radial stations at

which flight measurements were obtained: 0.92R, 0.95R, and 0.978R. The FPR-CAMRAD/JA results

show a reasonably good comparison with the flight data, with lift maxima and minima occurring with

slight discrepancies in azimuth angle. The position of the minimum lift at the beginning of the second

quadrant is predicted most accurately, while the first maximum near 30 ° appears slightly early and the

second maximum, in the second quadrant, is predicted late. The actual values of lift are closest around

the advancing side, with over- and under-predictions at the rear and front of the disk respectively. The

TSP-RAE/WHL results show much less variation in lift values. The minimum at 90 ° is more obvious

than the maxima at about 30 ° and 180 °. Interestingly, the TSP-RAE/WHL results do show a feature

at 340 ° to 355 ° which reflects the shape of the flight data, albeit at a displaced value of section lift,

which the FPR-CAMRAD/JA results do not demonstrate at all. The TSP-RAE/WHL predictions do not

vary much across the three radial stations, whereas for FPR-CAMRAD/JA, the maximum at the rear of

the disk decreases substantially with increasing radius, following the flight data, and the maximum at

the front of the disk increases a little, improving the comparison with flight data at the most outboard
station.

6.3.2 Azimuthal Histories of Section Moment

The section moment is plotted against azimuth in figure 210, for the same stations as before.

The TSP-RAE/WHL results show a trend which is similar to the flight data, but without matching

their magnitudes at the maxima and minima. The FPR-CAMRAD/JA results behave similarly over the

second half of the azimuth range, and are particularly good in this region at 0.978R. On the advancing
side of the rotor, however, the predicted moments at each radial station have a local maximum where

the flight data show a minimum. The section moment values are not easily compared with flight data

for these CFD codes, because of the absence of any viscous modeling. Also, the inflow-angle boundary

conditions to the CFD codes neglect unsteady effects caused by blade motion. These unsteady effects
are very important for accurate moment calculations.

6.3.3 Chordwise Pressure Distributions

The calculated chordwise pressure distributions from the hybrid calculations are compared with the

measured pressures at _, = 30 ° in figure 211. The figures on each plot show the pressure distributions at

the four flight data measurement stations: 0.89R, 0.92R, 0.95R, and 0.978R. With the poor prediction

of lift distribution shown by the TSP-RAEAVHL method previously, it is to be expected that the related

pressure distributions do not compare favorably with the flight data and this is indeed the case. The

FPR-CAMRAD/JA results, on the other hand, are much nearer the flight data, and the corresponding

pressure distributions should show better agreement. The full-potential formulation should also show a

better prediction of the suction peaks near the leading edge than the TSP method.

These expectations are certainly demonstrated in the pressure distributions at 30 °. At 0.89R and

0.92R the FPR-CAMRAD/JA results slightly underpredict the upper surface pressures, while at 0.95R

and 0.978R the pressure is well predicted over most of the chord, with the minimum pressure at the

leading edge not quite achieved. The TSP-RAE/WHL results, however, are not very good for either the

upper or lower surface values, except for the lower surface at the radial station nearest the tip.
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Figure 209. Comparison of hybrid CFD analyses with experiment for section lift; Flight 525.
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At _, = 120°, as shownin figure 212, the lift is negativefor both the flight data and FPR-
CAMRAD/JA, while theTSP-RAE/WHLresultsareat positive lift. This azimuthpositioncorresponds
to the point wheretheFPR-CAMRAD/JA resultsmovefrom slightly overpredictingthe lift to slightly
underpredictingthe lift, sothe lift predictionis goodat this point, but this is also wherethe comparison
of sectionmomentwasat its worst. The reasoncannow be seen-forthe flight datathe suctionsurface
appearsto crossfrom the lower surfaceto the uppersurfacearoundmid-chord,thuscreatingthe peak
negativemoment,but the calculationsdonot follow this pattern.

At 150° azimuth,figure 213, the lift is againpositiveeverywhere,but this is one of the regions
with the greatestdiscrepancyof sectionlift betweenthe calculationsandthe flight data. The predicted
lower surfacepressuresfrom bothcodesimprovewith increasingradius-butotherwisethe comparison
is poor.

The comparisonof the hybrid CFD predictionsand measuredpressureschangeslittle over the
retreatingside of the disk; an exampleat _ = 270° is shownin figure 214. The FPR-CAMRAD/JA
analysispredictsthepressuredistributionswell on theretreatingsideof thedisk, only missingthetip of
the suctionpeak nearthe leadingedge. AlthoughTSP-RAE/WHLpredictsthe lower surfacepressure
correctly,it fails to predicttheuppersurfacepressureand,in particular,only poorly predictsthe leading
edgesuctionpeak.

6.4 Comparison of Hybrid CFD Methods with Lifting-Line Calculations

Hybrid CFD calculations have been compared with two sets of experimental flight data in Sec-

tions 6.2 and 6.3 and the accuracy of these methods has been assessed. In the present section these

comparisons are extended to include the lifting-line predictions as well and in this fashion assess to

what degree the coupling of the CFD methods improves predictive capability.

Figure 215 compares the CAMRAD/JA and FPR-CAMRAD/JA predictions of the section normal

force and pitching moment at two radial stations with the experimental results for the high-speed,

autorotational case. Neither method predicts the "plateau-like" effect of the normal force in the first

quadrant, the extent of the negative lift region in the second quadrant, nor the vortex-induced flows
at the rear of the disk. However, the FPR-CAMRAD/JA calculation does show a phase shift in the

negative lift region that is an improvement over that predicted by CAMRAD/JA alone. Neither method

predicts the section moments adequately.

The CAMRAD/JA and FPR-CAMRAD/JA calculations for the level flight case, Flight 525,

Counter 21, are compared with the data in figure 216 for the two radial stations shown previously.

For this level-flight case, the lift predictions show much better agreement with the flight data than was

seen for the autorotational dive case. There are azimuths for both radial stations where the hybrid CFD

computation shows better agreement with the data than the lifting-line method, just as there are azimuths

where the converse is true. It is not obvious that the hybrid CFD computation is an improvement over

the lifting-line method based on these comparisons with the section lift. Neither method provides a

good prediction of the pitching moments although the character of the lifting-line computation is more

like the measured behavior, particularly on the advancing side.
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Figure 212. Chordwise pressure comparison of experimental measurements and CFD hybrid predictions
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The RAE/WHL and TSP-RAE/WHL calculations are compared with measurements for the high-

speed autorotational case in figure 217. The lifting-line prediction is better than the hybrid method in

the prediction of the section lift and also shows a slight improvement in the phase of the negative lift

region compared to figure 215. The hybrid calculation shows less lift variation around the azimuth than

the lifting-line analysis it is coupled to and is clearly less accurate. The pitching moment predictions are

not good, but are better for the CFD calculation than the lifting-line computation, with the general trend

being much better predicted even though the magnitudes are not correct. The lifting-line computation

shows sizeable excursions in the pitching moment that are substantially different from the measurements

and these excursions become more extreme closer to the blade tip.

Comparing the RAE/WHL and TSP-RAE/WHL predictions with the high-speed, level flight case,

Flight 525, Counter 21, in figure 218 shows that the lifting-line prediction of the section lift is relatively

good, much like was seen in figure 216 for CAMRAD/JA. However, the hybrid calculation shows

only about half the section lift and is clearly unsatisfactory. The predicted pitching moments, however,

show a better trend for the hybrid calculation than for the lifting-line one, with the extreme excursions

in moment near the blade tip predicted by the lifting-line computation being replaced by much more

moderate behavior which anticipates the positive and negative regions of the moment correctly. The

predicted size of the moment is however too small.

The lack of clear improvement in the hybrid calculations for the cases shown here, particularly for

the section moments, is not too surprising. The lifting-line methods in the comprehensive codes use

two-dimensional data that include viscous effects while the CFD methods do not include the effects of

viscosity and this is especially important for the moment calculations. The lifting-line methods employ

unsteady correction terms to accommodate unsteady blade motions while these effects are approximated

by the inflow-angle boundary condition in the CFD methods. Neither approach provides a superior

prediction of the lift and moment behavior and the limiting effects of the various assumptions is not

clearly understood.

6.5 Coupling Method Improvements (Flight 488, Counter 9)

As a follow-up to the results presented above, a second study was initiated to evaluate the iterative

coupling process between the comprehensive and CFD codes. The results of this study have been

published (Strawn and Bridgeman, 1991) and are briefly summarized below.

One of the problems with the Tung et al. (1986) coupling technique shown in figure 202 is that all of

the blade motion and wake effects are represented as an inflow angle-of-attack boundary condition at the

blade surface. This simplified boundary condition does not model many important unsteady aerodynamic

effects that are present for real helicopter blades. A second problem is that previous efforts using the

Tung et al. (1986) scheme only make use of the CFD-computed lift in the comprehensive code solution.

The computed aerodynamic moment has not been used.

Strawn and Bridgeman (1991) developed improved aerodynamic boundary conditions that more

rigorously represent the effects of unsteady rotor blade motion. Just as for the present work, the FPR

and CAMRAD/JA codes were used for these studies. The modified analysis was used to compute one of

the Puma flight-test cases from the first Puma workshop (Strawn et al., 1989). The effects of unsteady
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pitch were described as a chordwise-varying inflow angle at each spanwise section of the rotor blade.

Also, the effects of unsteady lead and lag were directly introduced into the prescribed blade motion for

the FPR code. These boundary condition changes resulted in improved correlations with experimental

data for both aerodynamic lift and moment. This was particularly the case near 90 ° azimuth where

there is a significant amount of negative lift near the blade tip. The computed moment values were also

improved when the unsteady blade motion terms were included in the calculation.

The major drawback with these unsteady boundary conditions was that they led to convergence

problems between the CAMRAD/JA and FPR codes. This is because the CFD and comprehensive codes

are loosely coupled in the Tung et al. (1986) iteration scheme. The coupling works well as long as the

CFD results are not too different from those in the lifting-line aerodynamic tables. Since the lifting-line

2-D tables do not contain any blade unsteady effects, they are most similar to the CFD results when the

simplified inflow-angle boundary conditions are used. The nonlinear effects from the unsteady boundary

conditions cause convergence problems with the overall scheme.

In addition to the effects of flow-field unsteadiness on the aerodynamic lift, the unsteadiness has an

even larger effect on CFD-computed moment values. Moment forces from the FPR code were included

in the CAMRAD/JA analysis with the same Tung et al. (1986) coupling scheme that had previously

been used only for aerodynamic lift. Once again, the iterative coupling procedure failed to converge.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the Strawn and Bridgeman (1991) study. First, the effects of

aerodynamic unsteadiness play a large role in the aerodynamic forces for the Puma flight test cases and

this unsteadiness is not accurately modeled in the hybrid CFD calculations for the workshop. Second,

it is extremely difficult to improve the boundary conditions for the iterative coupling between the CFD

and comprehensive code. Any attempt to improve the modeling of nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic

effects degrades the iterative convergence of the "loose" coupling between the two codes.

A new coupling scheme must be developed if these effects are to be accurately modeled. One such

scheme is to compute both the aerodynamics and dynamics solutions in the time domain. Time steps

would alternate between the aerodynamics and dynamics codes. The dynamics code would provide the

complete blade motion to the CFD code, and the CFD code would provide the complete aerodynamic

forces and moments to the dynamics code. These boundary conditions would be lagged one time step

in each code. This procedure gives a more tightly coupled solution between the aerodynamics and

dynamics than the Tung et al. (1986) method. It should be stable at all times, but it is unknown whether

the rotor blade forces could be trimmed within a reasonable amount of computer time. Other coupling

techniques may be possible and these should be explored in further research efforts.

6.6 Summary of Hybrid CFD Calculations

CFD and lifting-line methods were combined in a hybrid scheme (Tung et al., 1986) and compared

to two flight cases: a high-speed, autorotational case with M90 = 0.92 and a level flight case with

M'90 = 0.83. The coupling of the FPR and CAMRAD/JA analyses is an evolutionary development

from the original work of Tung et al. (1986), but the coupling of the TSP and RAE/WHL analyses was

done for the first time as part of this correlation effort.
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The FPR-CAMRAD/JA hybrid analysis, in general, shows predictions of the section lift that are

as good as, and in some cases better than, that predicted by the conventional lifting-line approach. The

prediction of the section pitching moment, however, is unsatisfactory as is the lifting-line prediction.

The TSP-RAE/WHL predicted lift is considered poor for all cases, but the moment, although not strong

enough, shows improvement over that predicted by the lifting-line calculation.

The hybrid scheme used to couple the CFD and lifting-line methods is based on an iteration method

where the lift computed by the CFD code is used as a replacement of the 2-D tables that are integral to the

lifting-line methods. Details of the coupling still require refinement, as discussed in Section 6.5, and it

has been shown (Strawn and Bridgeman, 1991) that these improvements will provide lift predictions that

are as good as the best from a lifting-line prediction. However, this iteration approach does not converge

when unsteady blade-motion effects are added to the CFD analysis nor when the CFD-computed pitching

moment is coupled to the comprehensive code using the same scheme as used with the blade lift.

The largest pitching moments are observed to occur near the blade tip and it is in this region,

within a blade chord or two of the tip, that the lifting-line methods become inaccurate in the calculation

of moment (Bousman et al., 1989). It is difficult to accurately compute the blade pitching moments in

this region with a CFD code. In addition, even if accurate CFD pitching moments were computed, it

does not appear that they could be iteratively coupled to the comprehensive analyses using the method

of this study (see figure 202).
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7 CONCLUSIONS

Conventional lifting-line methods and hybrid lifling-line/CFD analyses have been used to predict

the airloads and structural loads on a research Puma in forward flight and have been compared with

measurements obtained on that aircraft. Under Task 1 of the collaboration the predictive accuracy of

the lifting-line methods has been assessed by comparing calculations with airload measurements, blade

bending moments, pitch-link loads, and aircraft trim measurements for a range of advance ratios from

0.098 to 0.402. These comparisons provide a general assessment of the lifting-line methods over a

range of flight speeds. In Task 2, two flight conditions have been selected for detailed comparisons

of the predictive accuracy of the hybrid lifting-line/CFD methods, including the prediction of pressure
distributions on the blade under transonic flow conditions.

In addition to the comparisons of analysis and measurement in the two primary tasks a third

task, Task 3, was designed to examine the lifting-line method predictions as modeling complexity was

increased in a stepwise manner. In this way it was possible to conclude, in examining the predictions

of Task 1, the source of differences between the analysis and the measurements. Task 3, as discussed in

Section 4, was augmented by a number of other investigations that addressed particular modeling issues

or questions. These investigations included a comparison of modal frequency predictions as a means

of comparing the structural models in the lifting-line analyses (Section 3), a comparison of the airfoil

tables used in the lifting-line calculations with wind tunnel measurements (Section 4.2) and calculation

(Section 5.2.2), calculations and measurements on a rectangular-tip blade to provide insight into the

swept-tip blade behavior (Section 5.3), and measurements of the blade profile and comparison with the

theoretical blade ordinates used in the CFD calculations (Section 5.5.1).

This conclusion section will focus on the most significant results obtained from the collaboration

and will not, in general, repeat all of the summary material in Sections 4.4, 5.2.3, 5.3.4, 5.4.3, 5.5.4, and

6.6. In presenting these conclusions, the section will integrate results obtained in all of the collaborative

tasks.

Normal Force

Qualitatively, the lifting-line methods provide a good prediction of the normal force on the blade

near the blade tip. It is clear from the modeling investigations for Task 3 (Section 4) that the rotor wake

and the coupling of the wake with the lifting-line analysis is by far the most important aspect of these

calculations. At low speeds the wake vorticity must be correctly modeled to obtain a good calculation

of the normal force and this was achieved by the methods that include a free wake model. At higher

speeds the use of a prescribed wake model is suitable for all of the calculations.

The detailed comparisons for normal force show that, in most of the flight conditions examined

here, the best of the lifting-line methods are able to provide an accurate prediction of the normal force.

The worst case is the autorotational dive condition (Section 5.4) and although part of the difficulty these

methods encounter is related to the unsteady transonic loads at this high Mach number condition it

appears that most of the difficulty is related to the inability of these methods to calculate the torsional

response of the rotor blades properly.
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Thepredictionof thenormalforcewith thebesthybrid lifting-line/CFDcalculationis neitherbetter
nor worsethanthe lifting-line predictionalone.The hybrid calculationdoes,of course,providedetails
of the blade pressuredistribution and in manycasestheseresults show quite good agreementwith
measurementsandprovideconfidencethattheseanalyticaltoolscancorrectlymodel the transonicflow
behavior.

The analytical modeling investigationin Section4 showsthat the correctcalculationof normal
force at the speedand thrust conditionsexaminedin this taskis largelya consequenceof the correct
modelingof therotorwakeand,to asubstantiallylesserdegree,thebladeaeroelasticbehavior.Nonlinear
aerodynamics,asrepresentedby bladestall or transoniceffectsbeyondthePrandtl-Glauertcorrections,
arenot importantfor theseconditionsnor areunsteadyaerodynamics.

Section Pitching Moment

Qualitatively, the prediction of section pitching moment at the blade tip by the lifting-line methods

is poor. At low speed, as was seen in the case of the normal force, the dominant effect is vorticity

in the rotor wake, while at high speed, the dominant effects appear to be related to unsteadiness and

three-dimensionality. The poor low-speed predictions are a consequence of the single lifting line of the

analytical methods. The rapid inflow change induced by vorticity from previous blades is applied at

only a single point and, hence, there is little effect on the section moment. Thus the physics of the

rotor flow are absent in the calculation, but as these section moments are relatively small and of high

frequency the torsional loading is not strongly affected.

The largest section moments are seen at high speed. This is also true for the torsional loading and

there is a direct correspondence between the measured section moments and the torsional response. The

analytical modeling calculations in Section 4 show that these loads are a consequence of both steady

effects incorporated in the nonlinear aerodynamic look-up tables and unsteady effects that are derived

theoretically. The data for the swept-tip rotor clearly show an increase in these section moments towards

the blade tip and only the RAE/WHL analysis shows a comparable increase. The other lifting-line meth-

ods substantially underpredict this loading. A comparable moment is not obtained by the RAE/WHL

analysis for a rectangular blade calculation (Section 5.3.2.2) and hence the moment calculation is sen-

sitive to tip planform, an effect that is contrary to experimental measurements previously obtained on

the Puma with a mixed-bladed rotor (Maier and Bousman, 1992).

A part of the discrepancy in pitching moments at high speed appears to be related to inadequacies in

the section pitching moment tables used by the CAMRAD analyses and METARfR85. The comparison

of these tables in Section 4.2 with experimental data and the equations used by the RAE, which are based

on an independent set of data, show that the section moments are positive and nonzero for M <_ 0.70.

Calculations show that these nonzero values do have a significant effect upon the prediction of the blade

pitching moments. However, the difference in section pitching moment tables, although important for

the inboard portion of the blade where two-dimensional flow is dominant, does not appear to influence

the discrepancy in moments near the blade tip.

The hybrid TSP-RAE/WHL method shows an improvement in the prediction of the section moments

at the blade tip, although the results are still not good, but the FPR-CAMRAD/JA hybrid calculation

does not show any substantial improvement. These methods should be able to model accurately both
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three-dimensionalandunsteadyeffectsandthecauseof theirpoorperformanceis unknown.Comparison
of a full-potential methodand a thin-layerNavier-Stokescalculationfor the predictionof steady,two-
dimensionalpitchingmomentin Section5.5.3showsthenecessityof somesortof boundary-layermodel
for the prediction of steadymomentsandthe lack of a viscousmodel is clearly part of the problem.
Another deficiency is the fact that the unsteady effects due to rotor blade motion are not adequately

represented in the boundary conditions for the CFD codes. Finally, the method of weak coupling of the

lifting-line and CFD methods through the section normal force calculation is unlikely to allow improved

moment calculations to be fed back into the lifting-line computation.

Performance

The rotor was trimmed to aircraft gross weight and the prime measure of performance was the

main rotor shaft torque. The four lifting-line methods, in general, show good agreement with each other,

but underpredict the measured values. This underprediction is greatest at high speed and, undoubtedly,

some of the discrepancy is related to the fact that the effect of fuselage and stabilizer download is

not included in specifying the rotor thrust. However, it does not appear that the incorrect download

modeling can explain more than half the discrepancy and the cause of the rest of this difference is

unknown. The drag coefficient data used in the airfoil tables compare quite well with wind tunnel

measurements, as shown in Section 4.2, and it seems unlikely that the incorrect calculation of profile

drag can explain the discrepancy in main rotor torque. The ordinates of the modified tip used on the

research Puma have been measured (Section 5.5.1) and two-dimensional CFD calculations using these

ordinates (Section 5.5.2) are close to the values used in the lifting-line analyses' look-up tables and

equations. Analytical modeling investigations (Section 4) indicate that the blade is largely unstalled for
these conditions.

Blade Flap Moment

The blade flap bending moments, computed by the lifting-line methods, are qualitatively quite

good. This is particularly true in the midspan section of the blade and at high speed where the loading

is dominated by the first and second flap bending modes. In the root section of the blade the influence of

higher blade modes is observed and the calculations are less accurate. The accuracy of the flap bending

moment amplitudes is closely related to the accuracy observed in the calculation of normal force. Thus,

at low speed, where the wake vorticity influences the inflow angles, the CAMRAD analyses, using a

free wake model, show better predictions of the flap bending moments. At high speed, the RAE/WHL

code provides a more accurate prediction of the blade bending moments.

Modal frequency and shape information is provided in Section 3 for some of the lifting-line

methods and these results indicate that the structural models implemented in these analyses are essentially

identical. Thus, observed differences in the lifting-line predictions are likely to be a result of aerodynamic

modeling difficulties or other aspects rather than structural modeling problems.

Blade Chord Moment

The lifting-line calculations of chord bending moment are uniformly poor. The peak-to-peak load-

ings that are calculated are similar to the flight measurements, but the frequency content is substantially
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different and it is clear that the presentmodelsare inadequatefor the prediction of chord bending
moments,deformations,or shears.

It isusefulto note,for ahigh-speedcondition,thatthebestof thelifting-line methodsarepredicting
the phaseof the 3/rev flap bendingmomentsto within a few degreesandthe momentamplitudesare
predictednearly exactly by the RAE/WHL analysisalthoughthey are underpredictedby the other
methods. Yet for the identical condition and radial stationthe chord bendingmomentcalculations
andmeasurementsshow entirelydifferent frequencycontentandbehavior.Comparingthe two setsof
predictions,for flapbendingandchordbending,it is difficult to believethattheyare in anyway related.

The calculationof the chordbendingmomentsis sensitiveto both thenormal andchord airloads
and the structuralresponsemay be causedas much by couplingwith the flap degreeof freedomas
by direct responseto the chordairloadswhich aremuchsmallerthanthe normal airloads. In addition
the responsecalculationmust includethe effectsof the bladeroot-endfixity in termsof the boundary
conditions. In this respectboth the drive train (or rotor shaftimpedance)and the lag dampermay be
important.The modalcomparisonsin Section3 do not considereithertheeffectof the shaftimpedance
or the lag damperand are, therefore,not useful in understandingthe poor chord bendingmoment
prediction. Clearly a greatdealof work remainsto be doneto understandthecorrectmodelingof the
chord bendingdegreeof freedom.

Blade Torsion Moment

The blade torsion moments, particularly at high speed, are underpredicted by all of the analyses

except CAMRAD. However, an examination of the azimuthal time histories suggests that the CAMRAD

predictions are largely spurious as they bear little relation to the data. On the other hand, the general

character of the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD/JA analyses is similar to the data, but with an oscillatory

amplitude only half what is measured in flight. The METAR/R85 analysis shows similar amplitudes,

but the frequency content and phase of the computation is degraded from that of the other analyses,

most likely because of the lack of blade torsion deflection in the analysis.

The underprediction of the torsional moments leads to an underprediction of the torsional defor-

mation as well. From the experimental data, it is estimated that the elastic deformation at the blade tip

at high speed is approximately +3 ° and this suggests that the underprediction in the torsional moment

calculation will lead to errors of up to one and a half degrees in angle of attack at the tip.

Hub Vibrator)' Loads

Predictions were made of the hub 4/rev vibratory loads by each of the lifting-line methods assuming

that the rotor was mounted to a hub of infinite stiffness. No direct measurements of the hub vibratory

loads were obtained in the test program, but the 4/rev vertical shears, pitch moments, and roll moments

have been estimated from flap bending moment and angle measurements using calculated in-vacuum

modes to fit the data. The lifting-line methods show reasonable agreement with the vibratory pitch

and roll moments and this agreement roughly parallels the agreement seen in the prediction of the flap

bending moments. The prediction of the 4/rev shears is less satisfactory, particularly at high speed, and

this is a result of the poorer prediction of the 4/rev flap bending moments.
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No attemptwasmadeto estimatethe inplaneshearsbasedon the limited chordbendingmoment
measurementsso it is not possibleto assessthe predictivecapability of the methodsfor theseloads.
However,thepoor calculationof the chordbendingmomentsdiscussedaboveprobablyappliesalso to
the calculationof the4/rev inplaneshears.

Although hub vibratory loads were not computedas a part of the analyticalmodeling effort in
Section4, that sectionis usefulin clearlydemonstratingthat at high speed,the sourceof the 3/rev and
4/rev vibratory loadsin the rotor is aircraft trim. Theseloadsmaybe decreasedslightly or increased
slightly throughaeroelasticeffects,but the high-speedvibration is trim-inducedand is a fundamental
part of a conventionalhelicopter'sexistence.

Puma Airfoil Characteristics

A number of separate efforts were undertaken as a part of this collaboration to assess both the

modified and unmodified Puma airfoil characteristics. Measurements were made of the modified airfoil

ordinates at the time of the original flight tests and, with greater resolution, as a part of the collaboration.

The results in Section 5.5.2 indicate that the swept tip as flown is quite close to the theoretical ordinates

used for the CFD calculations. It appears that the actual airfoil is slightly thicker but this is not

expected to affect any of the results. At the most outboard measurement station, 0.978R, there is a

slight shortening of the actual airfoil and the effect of this change is unclear.

Two-dimensional calculations have been made in Section 5.5.3, both with an inviscid model and, for

a few extreme cases, with a viscous model and the results compared with a standard NACA 0012 profile

(the lifting-line methods have used the section aerodynamics of the NACA 0012 for all calculations).

Although some effects are seen on pitching moment and drag at high Mach numbers and angles of attack,

these are relatively slight and should not significantly affect the calculated results. More important is

the comparison of the aerodynamic tables with experimental measurements in Section 4.2 which shows

that the section moments for M < 0.70 are too small in the tables used by the CAMRAD analyses

and METAR/R85. The equations in the RAE/WHL model show good agreement with the wind tunnel
data.
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8 RECOMMENDATIONS

CFD Modeling

The hybrid lifting-line/CFD method results presented in this collaboration are feasible only because

of the relatively rapid solution of the trim problem by the lifting-line calculation and the provision of

this information to the CFD analysis. At least for the research Puma, the prediction of normal force

by the lifting-line methods appears relatively satisfactory and the hybrid methods used here did not

show a clear improvement over their lifting-line counterparts. However, the weak coupling scheme

and simplified inflow-angle boundary conditions used with the hybrid methods are a major cause of

inaccuracy in the CFD methods. The coupling scheme of Tung et al. (1986) will most likely have to

be abandoned to make more effective use of the CFD results. Unfortunately, any improved coupling

scheme will probably require that the CFD codes be coupled directly into the rotor trim analysis, with

resulting high computational cost. This may also require that the integration and convergence schemes

in the comprehensive codes be restructured to accommodate the computational overhead of the CFD

analysis.

Aerodynamic Moments

The failure of the lifting-line methods to predict the aerodynamic pitching moments near the blade

tip is not surprising as the accuracy of these methods should decrease as the tip is approached. There

may be a number of analytical approaches that can extend or modify the lifting-line approach without

going to the computational burden that CFD analyses currently require and these should be pursued. It

is also clear that when CFD analyses are used for airloads computations they must include some viscous

representation to properly represent the aerodynamic pitching moments. Improving the accuracy of CFD

methods for the prediction of aerodynamic pitching moments must remain a primary focus in their future

development.

Torsional Deformation

The elastic deformation of the blade in torsion is the single most important aeroelastic problem in the

calculation of aerodynamic loading and performance. Depending upon the fuselage and control system

design more or less of this deformation will take place on the blade or in the fixed system. These

effects are largely unquantified and experimental efforts should be advanced that can use extensive

measurements of torsion moments and loading to accurately estimate the torsional deformation at all

radial stations. Methods exist today to accomplish this task, but little work has been published that

clearly shows the accuracy of these methods. Future experiments with aeroelastic rotors in wind tunnels

and flight should consider the "measurement" of the torsional deformation as an essential part of any

test.

Chord Bending Moment Calculation

The poor chord bending moment predictions shown here may have their basis in a number of areas.

It is possible that an improved understanding of some of these areas can be obtained through careful

experimentation in flight, but a better approach, perhaps, would be to examine a simplified model-scale
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rotor where the root-end boundary conditions could be carefully controlled and quantified and chord

bending moment measurements could be used as a basis of correlation and improved understanding.

Articulated Rotors and Bending-Torsion Coupling

The hinges of articulated rotors were added in the early development of helicopters to relieve the

blades of the high moments that will occur in trimmed level flight for a hingeless rotor. With the

improvement in materials it is now possible to design and operate hingeless rotors where the primary

loading is caused by rotor trim. For these rotors the blade loading includes a 1/rev trim load and, because

of bending-torsion coupling, this large 1/rev load is seen in the chord bending and torsion moments as

well. These large 1/rev loads can obscure many of the higher harmonic loads seen on articulated rotors

that have been the focus of this study. With proper structural modeling of a hingeless rotor it is possible

to calculate the I/rev trim loads quite accurately and, in doing so, lose sight of the higher harmonic

loading and its importance to vibration. To the degree that the 1/rev loads on a hingeless rotor obscure

its higher harmonic loading, an articulated rotor is a more sensitive assay of analytical methods and

remains an important test in the further improvement of these methods.

Rotor Thrust in Flight

The equating of rotor lift or thrust to vehicle weight is a convenient way of defining trim, but is

counterproductive when differences between the rotor thrust and weight are of the same order as the

predictive accuracy of the methods. In this case the inaccuracy in the trim specification will confound

the assessment of the accuracy of the predictions of other rotor properties. Future computation of

forward flight conditions needs to focus more clearly on the exact determination of rotor thrust.
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APPENDIX A

RESEARCH PUMA DOCUMENTATION

William G. Bousman

Puma Research Aircraft Configurations

The data used in this study were obtained from measurements on two rotor configurations tested on

the research Puma at RAE Bedford. The first configuration was a Puma (AS 330) rotor with unmodified

production blades while the second configuration used blades that were modified to provide a swept

planform at the blade tip. The planforms of these two configurations are compared in figure A-1.

The standard (unmodified) Puma blade includes a tether or tie-down ring at its tip and this tether

ring is also used for tracking of the blades in hover. The swept-tip blades did not require a tether ring

and, therefore, were made slightly larger in radius so that the blade plus a small tab would match the

standard blade during mixed-blade rotor tests (Riley and Miller, 1983). Very little of the outer spar of the

blade was removed in building the swept-tip blade and the only properties changed by the modification

were the blade mass distribution, center of gravity (c.g.) offset, torsional stiffness, and torsional inertia.

The structural changes required for the swept-tip blades were made by A6rospatiale while the

final tip planform and contour was built at the RAE using balsa wood and a fiberglass skin (Riley

and Miller, 1983). One of the four blades that was built was extensively instrumented with pressure

transducers on four chord lines near the blade tip. In addition, the outermost tracking tab was removed

for the swept-tip blade.

I
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Standard Blade

Swept-Tip Blade
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Figure A-1. Comparison of standard Puma blade and modified swept-tip blade.
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Except for somedetailsof the swept-tipconstructionall of the rotor properties were determined

by Arrospatiale and provided to RAE under the original AFARP agreement (Young et al., 1991).

Blade properties in the format used in the RAE/WHL analysis were provided to the US and Australian

collaborators prior to the workshop. Miscellaneous details about the Puma rotor were also provided

by the workshop collaborators at RAE Bedford. In a number of instances the analysts used slightly
different values for rotor properties and, where known, these differences are noted below. None of these

differences are considered significant for the comparisons shown in this report.

Rotor Geometry

The basic geometry of the two rotor configurations is described in table A-1. There is some

ambiguity in the definition of the root cutout and the tabulated value was used in the CAMRAD analyses

while 1.72 m was used in the RAE/WHL analysis and 1.757 m in the METAR/R85 calculations. The

radius of the standard Puma blade without the tether ring (shown in figure A-l) is the value given in

table A-1. However, the radial dimension used in METAR/R85 is 7.536 m, which includes the tether

ring. The solidity is calculated on the basis of the inboard or root chord for both rotors and, therefore,

makes no allowance for the increased blade area at the tip of the swept-tip blade. The feather axis is

coincident with the airfoil quarter chord.

Table A-1. Puma blade geometry

Parameter Unmodified Swept tip

Root Cutout, m 2.080 2.080

Chord, m 0.537 0.537

Radius, m 7.490 7.536

Solidity 0.09129 0.09073

Geometric parameters describing hinge locations, pitch-link attachments and so forth are shown in

table A-2. Hub drawings show that the pitch sleeve extends from 0.432 m to 0.528 m and the inner edge

of the sleeve was used as the location of the pitch bearing in the CAMRAD analyses. The METAR/R85

analysis used a value of 0.59 m. The pitch-link attaches to the pitch horn on the leading edge of the

blade. The attachment point distance from the quarter chord used by the RAE/WHL and CAMRAD

analyses is 0.181 m while a value of 0.165 m is used by METAR/R85. The pitch link is mounted

vertically so that the lower rod end has the same span and chord location as the upper rod end when

the blade pitch is set to zero.
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Table A-2. Puma hub/blade geometry

Parameter Radial Location

m (r/R)u (r/R)s

Lag Hinge Axis 0.269 0.0359 0.0357

Flap Hinge Axis 0.289 0.0386 0.0383
Pitch Link 0.289 0.0386 0.0383

Pitch Bearing 0.432 0.0577 0.0573

Root Cutout 2.080 0.2777 0.2760

Radius (unmodified) 7.490 1.0000 -

Radius (swept tip) 7.536 - 1.0000

The twist distribution for the two blades is shown in figure A-2 and the values are tabulated in

table A-3. The unmodified Puma blade was designed to have a nominal -8 ° linear twist from centerline

to tip. The twist departs from a linear distribution outboard of the root cutout and the structure inboard

of the cutout is untwisted. The swept-tip blade modification extended the linear twist as is shown in

table A-3. The twist at the outboard end of the standard blade, as modeled by the RAE/WHL and

CAMRAD analyses, also follows the linear twist characteristic. However, METAR/R85 treats the blade

as untwisted outboard of 7.34 m (0.98R) based on A_rospatiale documentation. The twist change from

0.75R to the pitch bearing where the pitch angle is measured is -4.11 ° for the standard blade and

-4.16 ° for the swept-tip blade.

Structural Properties

Figures A-3 and A-4 show respectively the blade mass distributions and the c.g. location. The
tabulated data are shown in tables A-4 and A-5. For the swept-tip blade the mass is increased over the

standard blade outboard of 0.89R and initially the c.g. of the swept-tip blade is forward of the quarter

chord and then moves aft of the quarter-chord location (the reference point for the c.g.).

The extensional stiffness or EA distribution is shown in figure A-5 and the data are tabulated in

table A-6. The flap and chord stiffnesses are shown in figures A-6 and A-7 and the data are in table A-7.

The flap and chord stiffnesses are identical for the unmodified and swept-tip blades as shown here. The

structural modifications required to install the fiberglass skins for the swept-tip blade may have changed

the section stiffnesses slightly at the tip, but it is assumed that these changes can be neglected and do

not affect the blade response.

The torsional stiffness or GJ distributions are shown in figure A-8 and the torsional inertias are

shown in figure A-9. The data are tabulated in tables A-8 and A-9. The shell of the swept-tip blade has

increased the torsional stiffness significantly on the outer portion of the blade as well as increasing the

torsional inertia (relative to the section shear center). From 1.11 m to 1.26 m the METARfR85 analysis

used a value of 0.039 for the torsional inertia while the other analyses used the tabulated value.
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Figure A-2. Standard and swept-tip blade twist distribution.
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Table A-3. Blade twist distribution

Radial location Twist

(r/R)s
deg

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.760 0.101 0.101 0.000

1.757 0.235 0.233 0.000

2.007 0.268 0.266 -0.100

2.257 0.301 0.299 -0.300

2.507 0.335 0.333 -0.617

2.757 0.368 0.366 -0.983

3.007 0.401 0.399 -1.283

3.257 0.435 0.432 -1.600

3.507 0.468 0.465 - 1.867

6.257 0.835 0.830 -4.800

6.296 - 0.835 -

6.360 - 0.844 -

6.467 - 0.858 -

6.531 - 0.867 -

6.574 - 0.872 -

6.629 - 0.880 -

6.682 - 0.887 -

6.736 - 0.894 -

6.779 - 0.900 -

6.843 - 0.908 -

6.897 - 0.915 -

6.950 - 0.922 -

7.005 - 0.930 -

7.058 - 0.937 -

7.112 - 0.944 -

7.165 - 0.951 -

7.182 - 0.953 -

7.219 - 0.958 -

7.273 - 0.965 -

7.326 - 0.972 -

7.380 - 0.979 -

7.434 - 0.986 -

7.488 - 0.994 -

7.490 1.000 - -6.117

7.514 - 0.997 -

7.536 - 1.000 -

Os

deg

0.000

0.000

0.000

-0.100

-0.300

-0.617

-0.983

-1.283

-1.600

-1.867

-4.800

-4.838

-4.906

-5.021

-5.089

-5.137

-5.191

-5.252

-5.307

-5.354

-5.422

-5.476

-5.537

-5.592

-5.653

-5.707

-5.768

-5.776

-5.823

-5.884

-5.938

-5.998

-6.053

-6.108

-6.138

-6.159
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Figure A-3. Standard and swept-tip blade mass distribution.
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Table A-4. Mass distribution

Radial location

(7"/R)_ (7"/R)s

Running mass

m tt TI2 s

kg/m kg/m

0.280 0.037 0.037 58.400 58.400

0.610 0.081 0.081 58.400 58.400

0.610 0.081 0.081 50.000 50.000

0.730 0.097 0.097 50.000 50.000

0.730 0.097 0.097 16.175 16.175

0.754 0.101 0.100 16.175 16.175

0.754 0.101 0.100 53.333 53.333

0.760 0.101 0.101 53.333 53.333

0.760 0.101 0.10t 24.949 24.949

0.800 0.107 0.106 24.949 24.949

0.800 0.107 0.106 33.100 33.100

0.840 0.112 0.111 33.100 33.100

0.840 0.112 0.111 22.400 22.400

1.040 0.139 0.138 22.400 22.400

1.040 0.139 0.138 17.110 17.110

1.110 0.148 0.147 17.110 17.110

1.110 0.148 0.147 11.225 11.225

1.260 0.168 0.167 11.225 11.225

1.260 0.168 0.167 7.150 7.150

1.770 0.236 0.235 7.150 7.150

1.770 0.236 0.235 7.150 7.150

1.887 0.252 0.250 8.929 8.929

5.546 0.740 0.736 8.929 8.929

6.707 - 0.890 - 8.929

6.707 - 0.890 - 13.429

6.758 - 0.897 - 13.429

6.758 - 0.897 - 23.429

7.000 - 0.929 - 23.429

7.000 - 0.929 - 46.079

7.020 - 0.932 - 46.079

7.020 - 0.932 - 13.429

7.070 0.944 0.938 8.929 13.429

7.070 0.944 0.938 12.754 19.253

7.196 - 0.955 - 19.253

7.196 - 0.955 - 38.429

7.216 - 0.958 - 38.429

7.216 - 0.958 - 13.429
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TableA-4. Concluded.

Radiallocation Runningmass

m kg/m kg/m
7.390 0.987 - 12.754 -
7.390 0.987 - 34.600 -
7.402 0.988 0.982 34.600 13.429
7.402 0.988 0.982 6.930 11.430
7.490 1.000 - 6.930 -
7.499 - 0.995 - 11.430
7.499 - 0.995 - 4.500
7.536 - 1.000 - 4.500
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Figure A-4. Standard and swept-tip blade c.g distribution with respect to root quarter chord.
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Table A-5. Blade c.g. offset

7"

ITI

Radial location C.g.

(T/R)s
offset a

0.280 0.037 0.037 0.000

1.887 0.252 0.250 0.000

1.887 0.252 0.250 -0.010

6.707 - 0.890 -

6.758 - 0.897 -

6.758 - 0.897 -

7.000 - 0.929 -

7.000 - 0.929 -

7.020 - 0.932 -

7.020 - 0.932 -

7.070 0.944 0.938 -0.010

7.070 0.944 0.938 0.030

7.196 - 0.955 -

7.196 - 0.955 -

7.216 - 0.958 -

7.216 - 0.958 -

7.390 0.987 - 0.030

7.390 0.987 - 0.147

7.402 0.988 0.982 0.147

7.402 0.988 0.982 0.000

7.490 1.000 - 0.000

7.499 - 0.995 -

7.499 - 0.995 -

7.536 - 1.000 -

0.000

0.000

-0.010

-0.010

-0.022

0.135

0.100

O. 194

0.194

-0.084

-0.105

0.029

0.013

-0.167

-0.167

-0.136

-0.182

-0.211

-0.247

-0.615

-0.646

aWith respect to root quarter-chord, positive forward.
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7"

m

Table A-6. Extensional stiffness distribution

Radial location Extensional stiffness

(r/R)u (r/R)s (EA)u (EA)s
10 8 N 10 8 N

0.280 0.037 0.037 5.69 5.69

0.760 0.101 0.101 5.69 5.69

0.760 0.101 0.101 5.63 5.63

0.820 0.109 0.109 5.63 5.63

0.820 0.109 0.109 3.77 3.77

0.873 0.117 0.116 3.77 3.77

0.873 0.117 0.116 5.69 5.69

0.965 0.129 0.128 5.69 5.69

0.965 0.129 0.128 5.50 5.50

1.040 0.139 0.138 5.50 5.50

1.040 0.139 0.138 4.74 4.74

1.111 0.148 0.147 4.74 4.74

1.111 0.148 0.147 3.74 3.74

1.260 O. 168 0.167 3.74 3.74

1.260 O. 168 O. 167 1.70 1.70

1.697 0.227 0.225 1.69 1.69

1.757 0.235 0.233 1.65 1.65

1.880 0.251 0.249 1.71 1.71

2.128 0.284 0.282 1.70 1.70

2.278 0.304 0.302 1.51 1.51

5.250 0.701 0.697 1.45 1.45

5.800 0.774 0.770 1.44 1.44

6.110 0.816 0.811 1.43 1.43

7.350 0.981 0.975 1.43 1.43

7.350 0.981 0.975 1.61 1.61

7.382 0.986 0.980 1.61 1.61

7.382 0.986 0.980 1.16 1.16

7.490 1.000 - 1.16 -

7.536 - 1.000 - 1.16
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Table A-7. Flap and chord stiffness distribution

T

m

Radial location Flap stiffness Chord stiffness

(r/R)u (r/R)s (EIf)u 9 (EIf)s (EIc)u (EIc)s
104 N-m- 104 N-m 2 10 4 N-m 2 10 4 N -m2

0.280 0.037 0.037 178.00 178.00

0.600 0.080 0.080 178.00 178.00

0.610 0.081 0.081 t 37.00 137.00

0.800 0.107 0.106 137.00 137.00

0.810 0.108 0.107 41.20 41.20

1.240 0.166 0.165 41.00 41.00

1.250 0.167 0.166 8.10 8.10

7.300 0.975 0.969 8.10 8.10

7.310 0.976 0.970 8.20 8.20

7.490 1.000 - 8.20 -

7.536 - 1.000 - 8.20

178.00 178.00

178.00 178.00

137.00 137.00

137.00 137.00

178.00 178.00

178.00 178.00

153.00 153.00

144.00 144.00

71.50 71.50

71.50

- 71.50
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Table A-8. Torsional stiffness distribution

Radial location Torsional stiffness

r (r/n). (r/n)s (c J),. (cJ)s
m 10 4 N-m 2 10 4 N-m 2

0.280 0.037 0.037 84.00 84.00

0.725 0.097 0.096 84.00 84.00

0.725 0.097 0.096 226.00 226.00

0.828 0.111 0.110 226.00 226.00

0.828 0.111 0.110 50.50 50.50

1.017 O. 136 O. 135 50.50 50.50

1.017 0.136 0.135 8.50 8.50

6.330 - 0.840 - 8.50

6.858 - 0.910 - 18.50

7.196 - 0.955 - 18.50

7.241 0.967 - 8.50 -

7.241 0.967 - 8.70 -

7.490 1.000 - 8.70 -

7.536 - 1.000 - 5.00
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TableA-9. Torsionalinertia distribution

Radiallocation Torsionalinertia
(I0)4 (z0)s

m kg-m kg-m

0.280 0.037 0.037 0.000 0.000

0.604 0.081 0.080 0.000 0.000

0.604 0.081 0.080 0.192 0.192

0.610 0.081 0.081 0.192 0.192

0.610 0.081 0.081 0.164 0.164

0.730 0.097 0.097 0.178 0.178

0.730 0.097 0.097 0.116 0.116

0.754 0.101 0.100 0.130 0.130

0.754 0.101 0.100 0.427 0.427

0.760 0.101 0.101 0.438 0.438

0.760 0.101 0.101 0.205 0.205

0.800 0.107 0.106 0.240 0.240

0.800 0.107 0.106 0.318 0.318

0.836 0.112 0.111 0.359 0.359

0.837 0.112 0.111 0.120 0.120

0.840 0.112 0.111 0.121 0.121

0.840 0.112 0.111 0.082 0.082

1.017 0.136 0.135 0.121 0.121

1.040 0.139 0.138 0.098 0.098

1.040 0.139 0.138 0.075 0.075

1.085 0.145 0.144 0.040 0.040

1.110 0.148 0.147 0.040 0.040

1.110 0.148 0.147 0.026 0.026

1.260 0.168 0.167 0.026 0.026

1.260 0.168 0.167 0.017 0.017

1.770 0.236 0.235 0.037 0.037

1.770 0.236 0.235 0.087 0.087

1.887 0.252 0.250 0.109 0.109

5.546 - 0.736 - 0.109

6.302 - 0.836 - 0.109

6.707 - 0.890 - 0.063

6.707 - 0.890 - 0.094

6.758 - 0.897 - 0.085

6.758 - 0.897 - 0.309

7.000 - 0.929 - 0.437

7.000 - 0.929 - 0.444

7.020 - 0.932 - 0.444
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m

Table A-9. Concluded.

Radial location

(r/R)s
Torsional inertia

(Io) (Io) 
kg-m kg-m

7.020 - 0.932 - 0.130

7.070 0.944 0.938 0.109 0.159

7.070 0.944 0.938 0.156 0.222

7.196 - 0.955 - 0.288

7.196 - 0.955 - 0.022

7.216 - 0.958 - 0.022

7.216 - 0.958 - 0.230

7.390 0.987 - 0.156 -

7.390 0.987 - 0.337 -

7.402 0.988 0.982 0.067 0.336

7.402 0.988 0.982 0.067 0.292

7.434 0.993 - 0.067 -

7.434 0.993 - 0.118 -

7.490 1.000 - 0.118 -

7.499 - 0.995 - 0.364

7.499 - 0.995 - 0.492

7.536 - 1.000 - 0.542
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Lag Damper

The damper on the Puma is a hydraulic damper where damping is obtained by forcing hydraulic

fluid through an orifice. At displacement rates above approximately 16 mm/sec a spring-loaded bleed

valve opens and the damping is reduced. Bench measurements have been made on used dampers at

the 1/rev frequency (4.5 Hz). Results are shown in figure A-10 for the measured force as a function of

displacement where the excitation is

x(t) = Xcoswt (A-l)

and the response is

f(t) = F(X)cos[wt- ¢(X)] (A-2)

where both the force and phase angle are functions of the displacement X. The change in the damping

force and phase between 0.4 and 0.9 mm is a result of the bleed valve opening. A linear approximation

to the force characteristics is shown on this figure by the dashed line, where the resulting damping
coefficient is 7000 N-rn/rad/sec.

Control System

The fixed system swashplate actuators are located at 60, 180, and 300 ° around the azimuth. A

torsional natural frequency of 5.62/rev was observed in flight tests where the blade was undergoing

dynamic stall-induced oscillations. The control stiffness was derived from this value by computing

the blade modal frequencies as the root-end spring stiffness was varied until the first torsion mode

frequency matched the in-flight value. For the RAE/WHL analysis the root-end stiffness was 33,032

N-m/rad while for CAMRAD/JA the derived value was 33,032 N-m/rad. In the case of METAR/R85,

however, no solutions were obtained with the torsional degree of freedom.

Fuselage Aerodynamic Force and Moments

Fuselage coefficient data are from the simulation program HELISTAB in use at the DRA Bedford,

and are from a wind tunnel test reported by Samoni (1975). The drag force is

( (11.o4o2 o.oo274 o.ooo87o (A-3)D = q_' 1--0-_J - 0.00765c_ + +

where q is the dynamic pressure, R is the rotor radius, and c_ is the fuselage angle of attack in degrees.
The drag is positive to the rear of the aircraft. The side force is

( 7rR2 _ (-2.00642)
Y = q_l-_J (A-4)

where ,3 is the sideslip angle in degrees and is positive nose right. The side force is positive to the left

of the aircraft (advancing side). The fuselage lift is

(7cR2) (-0.4512 0.37873c_ 0.00623c_ 2 0.00021c_ 3) (A-5)L = -q_l--_: - + -
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and is positive up. The pitching moment is

7rR3_
AIy :q_,l---_]/ (-1.3984 + 0.20043o + 0.00499a 2 - 0.00007a 3) (A-6)

and is positive nose up. The roll moment is zero. The yawing moment is

7rR3 0.00068_ 3) (A-7)

and is positive in the clockwise direction.

Forces are also calculated for the horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. The center of pressure of

the stabilizer is at X = 9.0075 m, Y = 0.0 m, and Z = 1.5 m in a system where the rotor hub is at

X = Y = 0.0 m and Z = 2.157 m. The stabilizer area, As, is 1.3395 m 2 and the lift is

Ls = qAs(O.O64575(a + 1.5) + 7. 709X10-5 (o + 1.5) 2) (A-S)

and is positive up. The stabilizer angle for zero lift is -1.5 ° . The center of pressure of the vertical fin

is at X = 9.0 m, Y = 0.0 m, and Z = 1.005 m. The vertical fin area, Af, is 1.3943 m 2 and the side
force is

Yf = -qAf(2.07347X10-4(¢3 + 1.0) 3 - 4.8584X10-9(_3 + 1.0) 5) (A-9)

and the force is positive to the left. The zero lift angle for the fin is -1.0 °.
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APPENDIX B

POWER BREAKDOWN USING THE ENERGY METHOD

Franqois Toulmay

The material system considered for the analysis is the rotor, that is, the hub and the blades. The

rotor exchanges energy with the external world, that is, the air surrounding the blades and the helicopter

body through the shaft. Only steady operation of the rotor is considered and it is assumed that structural

dissipation (for example power dissipated by the lag damper) is negligible compared to exchanged

energy. Thus there is neither production nor accumulation of energy in the rotor system, and the

conservation of mechanical energy can be written:

Waero + 14Zbody = 0 (B-1)

To develop the expression of I4aero and Wbody consider cartesian coordinates in reference axes moving

with the air mass upstream of the rotor (ground based coordinates for a helicopter flying in a calm

atmosphere). The air velocity with respect to this reference frame is called the induced velocity V/.

The induced velocity may be large in the vicinity of the blades and in the wake, but vanishes at some

distance upstream.

The mean power transferred from blades to the air during one revolution is:

zimuth 27r pan hord

where b is the number of blades, I_m is the velocity of a point at the blade surface, and d2_4 is the

force applied by the air onto the surface for an elementary area.

Call C the reference point at any blade station (generally chosen at the quarter chord where airfoil

2-D performance is known). Then,

= + tic × cTv r (B-s)

where I7C and _C are constant for a given station and can be factored out of the chordwise integral.

The elementary power integrated over the chord now becomes

dW'A=-VC" fchordd2f A-_C" fchord

: -

C-2_i x d_-FA

(B-4)

The second term, which combines the pitching motion with the aerodynamic pitching moment, Cm, is

usually small compared to the first term for slender rotor blades (typically 0.2%). It can, nevertheless,

be calculated.

For the term -lf C • d_" A, two situations must be considered. First, if dFA is obtained by means of

a 3-D calculation, then the induced velocity has to match some boundary condition around the airfoil
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contour.This term is varying continuouslyin the fluid domainandtheconceptof an "induced velocity
at stationC" hasno meaning. As a consequence, the breakdown of power cannot be further detailed.

Second, if rift' A is obtained using the lifting-line theory (matched asymptotic expansion of the 3-D

problem), the inner problem consists of an airfoil in 2-D conditions moving in air with the relative

velocity

where V/ is the induced velocity at station C, supposedly uniform in the inner field. 17/ is obtained by

solving the outer problem, that is, by integrating blade-induced and wake-induced 3-D effects.

Considering the second case, that of lifting-line theory, then the aerodynamic force can be broken

down into lift and drag, where lift is defined as the component normal to V R and located in the airfoil

plane (that is, not contributing to power in 2-D),

a- A = & + db (S-6)

where VR "d_L = 0. The elementary aerodynamic power can be written

dWA = -?R " dD- Vi " (d'L +dD) - tiC" dff/iA (B-7)

Coming back to equation (B-l), the power transferred from the rotor to the body can be expressed at

any convenient point which is generally chosen as the rotor center:

where 7_ is the thrust and (_ is the torque. As 17 and (_ are constant, they can be factored out:

Wbody = r_. 7_ + ft. (_ (B-9)

Bringing all terms of equation (B-l) together, we obtain:

azimuth 27r pan zimuth 27r pan

b Jafzirnuth dff227r,s[po d. Ia+

+ d_)

(B-10)

The left-hand side of equation (B-10) is called shaft power:

WS = -f2- Q (B-I l)

The first term on the right-hand side could be called thrust power or propulsive power. It is traditionally

called parasite power because, in the case of level flight, the propulsive force balances the fuselage

parasite drag. Note:

W T = 1,7. T (B-12)

The second term on the right-hand side is called profile power:

I'Vp =b fa d_ fs -tT_ .dL) (B-13)
zirnuth 27r pan
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The third term on theright-handside is called induced power:

w_ = +b -_(& + db)
zirnuth 27r pan

(B-14)

The fourth term on the right-hand side can be called feathering power:

_> = b -Oc -dSIa
zirnuth 27r pan

Since it is quite small, most analysts simply neglect it, or lump it implicitly with another term.

(B-15)

The connection between the power breakdown terms in equation (B-10) and those obtained in

rotating coordinates by the RAE is developed here. The balance of forces on the rotor system can be

written:

7_ = b (d_L + dD) (B-16)
zimuth 27r pan

Thus:

W T = b V. (d_L + dL))
zirnuth 27r pan

Substituting in equation (B-10), we obtain:

(B-17)

Ws = b -- (t_ - Pc) (& + d-D)+ WF
zimuth 27r pan

(B-18)

The expression for V C is

¢c = 9 + _ x GC+ G

where Vm is the contribution of the blades modes to the airfoil motion. Then:

(B-19)

(B-20)

W S = b -_-[O'C x (d]L + dD)] - Vm" (dL +dD) + WF (B-21)
zimuth 27r pan

The term

Lb -1Pro" (d]L +dD) (B-22)
zimuth 27c pan

is power transferred from the air to the blade modes averaged over one revolution. Since the modes are

conservative, that is, structural dissipation is neglected, this term has to vanish (although the instanta-

neous power at a given azimuth may be quite large because of rigid flap motion).

The power breakdown in rotating coordinates is given by:

ws = wz,+ _,_ + w_p (B-23)

with

zimuth 27r pan
(B-24)
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and

= b£ o-c×dz) (B-25)
zirnuth 27r pan

W L is referred to as the thrust-dependent power and W D as the rotational power at the RAE. These

components can be expressed in terms of the more classical parasite, induced and profile powers as

wL= WT-P.b= W/

14zD = -V. D + Wp -El_,_.'

(B-26)

(B-27)

where

zirnuth 27c pan

zimuth 27r pan

zirnuth 27; pan

dL) (B-28)

dL = T - £) (B-29)

- _, . db (B-30)

/_ and /) can be regarded as the breakdown of thrust 7_ in out-of-plane and in-plane components

respectively although this is only an approximation. Wi / is an auxiliary induced power which is

generally quite small since V/ and dD are both small and nearly orthogonal in usual situations.

It is not possible, however, to neglect 17 •/3. This power is always negative and represents the

contribution of in-plane drag to power. As a consequence, the rotational power is smaller than the

profile power, and the thrust-dependent power is larger than the sum of parasite and induced powers:

I'VD < Wp

wL + WD = WT + Wp + _ __WS

(B-31)

(B-32)

(B-33)
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APPENDIX C

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CAMRAD AND CAMRAD/JA ROTOR WAKE

MODELS

R. Toffoletto and N. E. Gilbert

In comparing the predictions made by CAMRAD with those of CAMRAD/JA for Case 3 in

Section 4, significant differences were observed for section lift in the azimuthal range from 90 ° to

270 ° and the induced power calculated by CAMRAD was about 70 hp less than that computed by

CAMRAD/JA. These differences remained even when the modeling capability of CAMRAD/JA was

limited to that provided by CAMRAD, as far as it was possible to do so through user input. The uniform

inflow solutions given by each code were found to be almost identical. For the prescribed wake model,

the rolling-up and the far wake influence coefficients were almost identical, but there were differences

in the near-wake influence coefficients. The purpose of this appendix is to examine these differences.

The general layout of the near-wake geometry is similar in both models as is shown in figure C-1.

The near-wake is made up of vortex sheet panels, with the side edges coinciding with the mid-points of

the aerodynamic panels defined on the blade. Both codes represent these near-wake panels with single

trailed and shed vortex line segments. The position and core size of these line segments differ in a

number of significant ways. In CAMRAD, a standard vortex sheet model is used, which consists of line

segments passing through the mid-point of the panel. The core sizes are set to cover the entire panel. In

CAMRAD/JA, the trailed line segments are positioned in-line with the edge of the aerodynamic panels,

and the shed wake is moved to the rear by a quarter chord. The trailed line segments will have the same

location in both codes for panels of uniform size, but will be offset when adjacent panels differ in width.

The CAMRAD/JA shed vortex line segment will always be a quarter chord behind the CAMRAD line

segment. The core sizes of the CAMRAD/JA vortex segments are set to one fifth the width of the

Quarter chord
line

i'th aerodynamic panel

Edge of aerodynamic panel, r i \

Root cut-out k_

I i::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_

Near wake panel, i/2

Aerodynamic radial station
(mid-point of panel)

rAi

_..-._1 I I

Figure C-1. General representation of near wake geometry.
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wakepanel.The differencesbetweenthetwo nearwakepanelmodelsare illustratedin figure C-2. The
blade tip and root edgepanelsare treatedin the sameway asthe otherpanelsin CAMRAD, but in
CAMRAD/JA the trailing wakeis locatedat theedgeof thebladefor theseedgepanels(the tip of the
bladefor the tip panel,and the root cut-out for the root panel). In additionto thesenear-wakepanel
differences,CAMRAD originatesthetip vortexfrom theblade,whereasin CAMRAD/JA thetip vortex
startsat the end of thenearwake.

The various stepsundertakento reducethe differencesbetweenthe two near-wakemodelsare
shownin tableC-1. Theonly changemadein going from Case3 to Case3a is that thenear-wakeshed
vortex element in CAMRAD/JA is locatedat L/2 instead of L/2 + c/4. The aerodynamic segments

CAMRAD
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cI d1

,_ L

J C1 ,

d 1

d2

c2 id_

W v

= L/2 c1 = L/2

= c2=

C = Chord of aerodynamic panel i

L = Length of vortex panel i

W = Width of vortex panel i

d 1 = Position of shed vortex line segment

d 2 = Position of trailed vortex line segment

CAMRAD/JA
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d 1
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d 1 = 1_12+ C/4 c I = 0.2 (rAi- rAi_l )

d2 = q- rAi.1 c2 = 0.2 (rAi- rAi_l)

c 1 = Core radius of shed vortex line segment

c2 = Core radius of trailed vortex line segment

rAi = Aerodynamic radial station i

r i = Edge of aerodynamic panel i

Figure C-2. CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA representation of near-wake panel.
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Table C-1. Modifications to reduce differences between CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA near-wake models

Case dl Cl c2 Aero segments

CAMRAD JA CAMRAD JA CAMRAD JA CAMRAD JA

3 L/2 L/2 + c/4 L/2 L/5 L/2 L/5 variable variable

3a L/2 r/2 L/2 r/5 L/2 L/5 variable variable

3b L/2 L/2 R/20 R/20 L/2 L/5 variable variable

3c L/2 L/2 R/20 R/20 R/20 R/20 variable variable

3d L/2 L/2 R/20 R/20 R/20 R/20 constant constant

are reduced in length as the tip is approached, as shown in table C-2 for Cases 3 to 3c. For Case 3d,

however, the aero segments are of constant length (R/20). In both codes, the core radius of the shed

vortex, ci, is set in Case 3b to R/20, and the core radius of the trailed vortex, c2, is similarly set to

R/20 in Case 3c. Finally, in Case 3d, the aero segments are made identical so that the trailed vortices
are at the same radial location for all segments. In this final case the only remaining differences are the

treatment of the tip vortex and the edge panels, as discussed above.

The near-wake geometry representation is directly related to the near-wake influence coefficients.

These coefficients, together with the circulation strength, are used to calculate the induced velocity,

which then affects the induced power. The relationship between induced velocity and power may be

masked if any circulation or motion iterations are performed. Therefore, to determine the effect of the

wake geometry differences, it is useful to compare the induced power for each model when they are run
with no circulation or motion iterations for given control inputs (table C-3). The full number of decimal

Table C-2. Aerodynamic segment boundaries for CAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA models

,-/R
Cases 3-3c Case 3d

0.228 0.25

0.36 0.30

0.46 0.35

0.56 0.40

0.64 0.45

0.72 0.50

0.78 0.55

0.82 0.60

0.86 0.65

0.88 0.70

0.90 0.75

0.92 0.80

0.94 0.85

0.96 0.90

0.98 0.95

1.00 1.00
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Table C-3. Effect of near-wakemodel changeson inducedand total power for forward flight with
circulation andmotion iterationsexcluded

Power,hp
Case CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA

Induced Total Induced Total
3 36.508 1225.131 71.118 1248.956
3a 36.508 1225.131 71.752 1249.493
3b 36.943 1225.481 71.492 1249.295
3c 39.065 1227.982 43.491 1230.876
3d 39.416 1223.526 42.584 1225.578

placesaregiven sothatround-offeffectscanbedistinguished.As canbeseen,changingthetrailedcore
size (Case3c) hasa major effect on the inducedpower calculatedby CAMRAD/JA (inducedpower
reducesfrom 71.492hp in Case3b to 43.491hp in Case3c) anda significanteffecton thatcalculated
by CAMRAD (inducedpower increasesfrom 36.943hp in Case3b to 39.065hp in Case3c), with an
overall reductionin the differencesbetweenthetwo codes(from 34.549hp in Case3b to 4.426 hp in
Case3c).

Whencirculation andmotioniterationsareincludedto obtainatrimmedsolutionfor agivencontrol
input, the variablesdirectly affectedare thecirculation distributionand the flap and lag angles(blade
motion). To determinethe effectof theseiterations,all five caseswerererun with full circulation and
motion trim, but without trimming the controls (tableC-4). Although the inducedpower valuesare
much larger,the sameeffectsareseen,i.e., the inducedpower differencereducesfrom 71.886hp in
Case3b to 17.060hp in Case3c. Thedifferencein flap anglesis alsoreduced.

Table C-4. Effect of near-wakemodel changeson induced and flap anglesfor forward flight with
circulation andmotion iterationsincluded

Case CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA
Induced Flap angles,deg Induced Flapangles,deg
power /30 t31c /31s power /30 /31c /31s

3 219.705 4.2317 -0.5643 1.8533 290.325 3.3658 -0.7941 2.8058

3a 219.705 4.2317 -0.5643 1.8533 290.985 3.3627 -0.7919 2.8100

3b 220.911 4.2301 -0.5653 1.8578 292.797 3.3606 -0.8042 2.8303

3c 245.997 4.1814 -0.6221 1.9302 263.057 4.0806 -0.6734 2.0160

3d 247.210 4.1605 -0.6129 1.9688 264.384 4.0784 -0.6554 2.0606
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Becausethere is no circulation variationwith azimuthin hover,the influenceof the shed wake
is eliminated. Therefore,the only differencesin the modelswill be due to the differencesin trailed
wake representation.For this reason,the modelswerecomparedin hover andthe resultsaregiven in
table C-5. In Case3d the differencein inducedpower is almosteliminated(lessthan 2 hp in about
1360hp).

Table C-5. Effect of near-wakemodel changeson inducedpower and coning angle for hover with
circulation andmotion iterationsincluded

Case
CAMRAD CAMRAD/JA

Inducedpower Coningangle,/30 Inducedpower Coningangle,¢30
hp deg hp deg

3 1371.807 6.0000 1307.299 5.5998
3a 1371.807 6.0000 1307.299 5.5998
3b 1371.807 6.0000 1307.299 5.5998
3c 1369.131 5.6777 1360.968 5.4852
3d 1358.401 6.0714 1356.644 5.9231

It has beenestablishedthat thereare differencesbetweenCAMRAD and CAMRAD/JA in the
near-wakerepresentationwhich cannotbe eliminatedthroughuserinput. The progressiveelimination
of mostof thesedifferencesthroughchangesto the codeshasshownthat thedifferencesin predictions
canbesignificantlyreduced.It is assumedthat thetwo modeldifferenceswhich couldnot be removed,
i.e., the treatmentof the tip vortex and edgepanels,are responsiblefor the residualdifferencesin
predictions.
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